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HANDYSCOPE HS4 

The Handyscope HS4 (SOMHs 12/14/16 bit) is a powerful and 
versatile four channel measuring instrument with extension ~ 

The Handyscope HS4 starts 
a new standard for multi 
channel measuring. 

It offers perfect measure 
qualities and through the USB 
connection it is easy to 
connect to every PC. Because 
of the very versatile software it 
becomes simple to extend the 
instrument to 51 2 channels. 

A four channel, 12-16 bit 
oscilloscope, spectrum 
analyzerl transient recorder and 
voltmeter created as a most 
compact instrument. 

Making virtual instruments [combine 
maximum of 128 instruments) 

_ Extension to maximum of 51 2 channels. 

_ USB 2.0 connection (USB 1.1 compatible) 

_ Sample speed up to 50 MHz per channel 

_ 1 2 to 1 6 bit resolution (6 !-'Volt resolution) 

_ 25 MHz bandwidth 

_ Input sensitivity from 200 mVolt up to 80 Volt 
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_ Large memory up to 131 060 samples per channel 

_ Four integrated measuring devices 

_ Spectrum analyzer with a dynamic range of 95 dB 

Fast transient recorder up to 1 00 kHz 

_ Several trigger features 

_ Auto start/stop triggering 

_ Auto disk function up to 1000 files 

_ Auto setup for amplitude axis and time base 

Auto trigger level and hysteresis setting 

_ Cursor measurements with setup read-outs 

_ Multi window signal display 

_ Multi channel display 



Comment 

LetJs Talk Rubbish 

T
he beginning of this coming New Year 
does not have to start, as per usual, with 
cheer and thoughts of happy beginnings. 
This is the year when the Waste Electrical 

and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) directive kicks 
in. By that time, the directive would have been 
almost four years in the making. And it all started 
because the electrical and electronic waste is the 
fastest growing in the EU. 

This is not surprising considering how easy -
and relatively inexpensive - it is to replace old 
equipment; 'replacement' being a notion that our 
parents would have thought wasteful only a few 
years ago. Nowadays, most electronic equipment 
has a very short lifetime and the simplest thing to 
do when it expires - especially with small items 
such as electric shavers, electric toothbrushes 
and mobile phones - is to dump them in the bin 
without much thought. After all, what could one 
do with them? Store them in a plastic bag in the 
garage forever?! 

Recently, the Royal Academy created a man
sized sculpture made solely out of dumped elec
trical and electronic equipment, called the WEEE 
Man. It is said that each of us on this earth dumps 
as much equipment in our lifetime to create such 
a sculpture. The mind boggles when one starts 
thinking about the size of the population and what 
that equates to in terms of electrical and elec
tronic rubbish. Effectively, each of us has a WEEE 
duplicate. 

Calculating the size of the problem has made 
the EU get on to the case, which is when the 
WEEE directive concept was born. 

The idea is laudable, but is it practical and 
cost-effective? First comes the registration of 
each producer of electrical and electronic equip
ment. This in itself, apart from being costly, is 
time-consuming. The form, it is said, contains a 
thousand data-fills. 

However, if you don't register, you are perpe
trating a criminal act. Then follow the issues 

related to the type of materials used in the manu
facturer's product. At the point of disposal of such 
equipment, we still do not understand - as individ
uals or businesses - where to 'bin it' (with relative 
piece of mind). 

Similar conundrums will dog every landfill and 
recycling firm, as well as local authority and 
retailer that needs to deal with WEEE. 

Each EU member government has to collate 
its country's data and supply it to the EU. This 
includes household and business goods, but also 
all such equipment that has been exported to 
other EU member states. The EU will count a 
market share based on how much WEEE a manu
facturer creates. 

These are just some of the requirements we 
know of that need to be met from 2006 onward. 

But what are about all the unknowns? Who is 
going to declare, qualify and assess the directive's 
effect on the goods sold by all the Dell Boys of the 
EU; the versatile merchants who one day sell 
apples and tomatoes and the next DVD players? 
Do they register? Who controls them? 

What about all the goods that are returned 
from the retailer to the manufacturer? When will 
declaration take place: at the point of return, col
lection or disposal? Will that be at the retailers' 
site or the manufacturer? 

In addition, there will be no accounting as to 
the amount of WEEE that will continue to crop up 
in landfills. How will that be approached? 

There are so many questions that, for the time 
being at least, remain unanswered. Most of them 
relate to the detail- so much detail, in fact, that it 
will be difficult to pin down and even more difficult 
to deal with. It'll be interesting to see how the 
directive fares once it is in place. I suspect not so 
well: as the saying goes, "the devil's in the detail". 

Svetlana Josifovska 
Editor 
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Technology 

Mobile services ready? 
~e mobile phone has 
I perhaps been the most 

successful product of the 
past twenty years. The base 
2G GSM telephone has 
created a highly successful 
market with voice and, 
specifically, text services, 
building a new model for 
person-to-person communi
cations. The much-trumpet
ed 3G was meant to take this 
to a new level with its high 
speed and increased band
width but, in reality, the 
model has not changed. 

What has not happened is 
the rush of third party applica
tion providers producing a 
host of new services that can 
be used over the networks. 
This is partly the operators' 
fault because they are scared 
of the openness that IP pro
vides. If everyone has easy 
access to the network, then 
there can be security issues 
with hackers and spamming, 
as experienced on the 
Intemet, which will be difficult 
to control and, therefore, profit 
by. The operators have spent 
a lot of money upgrading their 
networks and they want a 
share of whatever money is 
made from them; they don't 
want to be just carriers. A 
totally open network could 
leave them in that situation. 

In addition, there is no 
standard framework for third 
party developers to work with. 
Applications that do appear 
have their own way of working, 
with their own log-on systems. 
There is just too much for the 
average user to leam. 

Wave the magic wand and 
something called IMS (IP 
Multimedia Subsystem) 
appears that could solve all 
the above problems, though 

the cynical see it as just 
another way for equipment 
providers to sell more kit 
now that all the operators 
have bought into the 3G 
infrastructure. 

For a relatively modest 
investment - say, £3m to £4m 
for a small operator - IMS 
promises to allow the opera
tors to keep control of the net
work while providing a stan
dard interface that can link all 
the applications together, not 
just on mobile and fixed 
phones but across platfonns 
such as desktop PCs and 
PDAs. It is a bit like an oper
ating system for mobiles. 

IMS first appeared in 
release five in early 2002 of 
the 3GPP's constant 
upgrading of the mobile stan
dards. Release six early last 
year advanced the I MS part 
and release seven, which is in 
progress, looks like taking 
this even further. It is basi
cally part of the 3G version of 
SIP (Session Initiation 
Protocol). 

But, as delegates at IIR's 
recent IMS Global Congress 
in Budapest discovered, life 
is not that simple with inter
operability and quality of ser
vice issues still to be 
resolved, on top of which is 
the problem of planning the 
transition to IMS. 

The IMS standard, as 
written by the 3GPP, also 
calls for operators to be run
ning IP version six, but 
nearly all currently use ver
sion four. Opinion is split on 
whether to move to IPv6 first 
or test the water with IMS on 
IPv4. Upgrading to both IPv6 
and IMS at the same time 
may be too much for some 
operators. 

Without quality, users 
may reject ne\N services 

However good the new 
services that IMS brings, 

customers will not accept 
them if the quality is low. 
This means operators must 
be able to guarantee a 
certain bandwidth for IMS 
services so that they control 
the likes of delay, jitter and 
information loss. The prob
lem is that operators will 
have to support thousands of 
IMS services simultaneously. 

For example, services such 
as television over mobile are 
very bandwidth-hungry and 
could become popular during, 
say, major sporting events. As 
David Neale, vice president 
for service development at 
Rogers Communications, 
pOinted out: "You don't need 
many people watching TV 
over your network to ruin it." 

If IMS takes off the way it is 
hoped, then the networks are 
going to have to support a 
mixture of real and non-real 
time services. Two users 
talking over their phone may 
exchange pictures, video and 
documents while they are 
talking, and this could be 
across different networks, 
operators and countries. A typ
ical call could, therefore, start 

with the first operator passing 
its requirements for the session 
to the second operator in 
terms of video and audio in 
real time, and document 
exchange in non-real time. The 
other operator responds with 
what it can handle, which may 
be different. If the two opera
tors can agree on the require
ments for the session, then the 
call is initiated. All of this has to 
be done in the time it takes to 
make the call and be trans
parent to the user. 

"Once the session is agreed, 
both networks then reserve 
the resources for the duration 
of the session," explained 
David Moro, project manager 
for IMS at Telefonica. This cre
ates a balancing act for the 
operators. They do not want to 
tie up such resources on a call 
that ends up not using them 
and, yet, they know that if the 
resources are not there when 
needed, then users may start 
rejecting the new services. 

"To get end-to-end QoS 
[quality of service] you need 
to request and reserve re
sources, and the session has 
to be managed to control 
how the resources are allo
cated," said Moro. 
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Technology 

IMS trials are well on their way 
..,."e GSM Association has 
I started conducting SIP 

(Session Initiation Protocol) 
and early IMS (IP Multimedia 
Subsystem) interoperability 
tests with the biggest trial 
taking place at Scandinavian 
mobile operator Telia Sonera. 
"We are bringing together 
mobile operators and vendors 
to try out SIP-based services," 
said David McDonald, director 
of technology and standards 
at the GSM Association. "Telia 
Sonera is leading the trials." 

Although it will be some time 

before IMS is working on real 
networks, he said that it was 
important to sort out problems 
before it was launched rather 
than going back to sort them 
out later. Early action will avoid 
IMS from creating "islands of 
services" that will not work 
with other services or on 
different networks and 
handsets. Standards, added 
McDonald, do not guarantee 
interoperability. 

So far, more than 20 compa
nies have participated in three 
trials, two in Europe and one in 

Asia, the first of which started in 
January 2005 and focused on 
basic SIP inter-working 
between multi-vendor IMS sys
tems. It managed to get core 
IMS systems from different 
vendors working together and 
demonstrated actuallMS ser
vices from l\Jokia, such as video 
sharing, gaming and multi
media instant messaging. 

The second took the results 
from the first trial but added 
various technical extensions, 
including converting from IP 
version four to six. This is 

important because when IMS 
is launched, some operators 
will have moved over to ver
sion six but many will still be 
on version four and any 
system has to work across 
both versions. 

The tests were remarkably 
successful with no service
affecting bugs or problems nor 
issues over standards. 

There were however prob
lems found with tunnelling IMS 
through existing non-IMS net
works and some bugs within 
the applications. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

How to get to where we want to go 
..,."ough just about every 
I mobile operator agrees that 

IMS is the way forward, there is 
still much scratching of heads 
when it comes to how to do it 
and when. Bill Chapman, chief 
platform designer at BT, gave a 
stark warning to the IIR's IMS 
delegates when he said it was 
going to be "an extremely 
long haul". 

One of the problems is that 
IMS is still a moving target with 
many varying definitions of 
what it will mean in practice, 
and it may be some years 
before this is stable. 
Meanwhile, operators know 
that if they are not going to be 
left behind they have to start 
the move soon; most are 
looking to install equipment 
next year and begin trials. 

Also, existing services must 
continue to be supported, 
which effectively means living 
with a hybrid network. The 
goal is for the hybrid situation 
not to last too long. 

"The danger is that you end 
up with two networks that your 
customers are using," said 
Coert de Boer, director of 
worldwide services at Lucent 
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Technologies, "and you end 
up having to support both". 

Even when an operator has 
moved to a full IMS network 
with an IMS application server, 
it will still have to support 
legacy networks at other oper
ators, which will mean gate
ways and translation protocols. 

"Migrating to IMS is not 
trivial," said Kristofer Kimbler, 
president of equipment provider 
Appium. "It is a big investment 
and a big operation." 

While the initial trials of IMS 

.. 
should be kept separate from 
the core network, to avoid 
having to support two net
works for the long term, opera
tors should start thinking 
about deploying a platform 
than can handle services 
across different networks. 

But even before the trials 
have begun, new services 
being introduced today must 
be I MS ready if the operator is 
to protect their investments. 

Mark Tubinis, vice president 
for IMS at Alcatel, suggested a 

four-step approach for the 
migration to IMS. The first is 
getting ready. Work out what 
services you want initially and 
when, and start using enablers 
such as presence that will be 
key to the IMS offering. 

Secondly, build the service 
delivery environment and 
implement changes that need 
to be made to the legacy ser
vices. This means buying 
application servers to tie in the 
existing services with the new 
IMS services. "Let's pick the 
services and start converting 
them," he said. 

Step three is where the 
operator starts to take advan
tage of the easy integration of 
third party applications. This 
is also where tight quality of 
service (OoS) needs to be 
introduced to control new 
applications that may have 
been developed without OoS 
in mind. 

The final step is to integrate 
fully all the services so that 
they are provided in a consis
tent fashion to the end user. 

"We will get to IMS, the 
question is how," he said. "The 
way to prove it is by doing it." 
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Technology 

BAE Systems in Australia is 
developing a sensor that will allow 
safe landing of helicopters in 
conditions currently considered 
too dangerous or impossible. 
Three-dimensional synthetic vision 
will be used in addition to a laser 
radar, based on the Eagle-OWL 
obstacle-warning sensor, to help 
pilots maintain orientation and 
sibJational awareness. The 3D 
synthetic vision will be a part of 
the existing pilot displays, where 
the landing area will be presented 
in an intuitive form. 

Q 

StarCore has unveiled its latest 
MPU architecture - the StarCore 
V5, which is scalable to over 16Hz 
and suitable for multimedia 
handsets and basestations. Among 
its latest additions are 47 new 
instructions, which improve 
support for compilers and operat
ing systems, enhance single
instruction multiple-data (SlMD) 
processing and deliver enhanced 
Vrterbi performance. The new V5 
instruction set, built on StarCore's 
proprietary variable length 
instruction set (VLES) technology is 
based on a combination of DSP 
performance and code density of 
the most efficient microcontrollers. 

Q 
Exception PCB has developed a 
new process to enable microvias 
to be towered within the inner 
layers of high density PCBs. This 
helps designers to maximise real 
estate and add new features and 
functions, but it also allows 
greater heat dissipation. The 
development involves creating the 
microvia of just 0.1 mm with a 
laser. Exception's new technique 
can work within the tolerances 
required to form tiny wells within 
the boards that enable towered 
microvias to be created. 

Q 
Maxell's new battery - the 
CR17450 - owes its high capacity 
and long life to a combination of 
spiral type batteries and bobbin 
type batteries. It inherits its high 
power from the spiral batteries, 
and high capacity and long lifetime 
from the bobbin battery. The new 
structure is an environmentally 
friendly lithium battery, with a 
unique 'spiral wound' construction 
and improved electrical conductivi
ty. It has high-rate discharge 
capabilities (maximum pulse 
discharge current 1,OOOmA) and a 
high temperature tolerance (-4O"G 
to +85OC). 

Biometrics technologies fail on 
certainty but not on popularity 
Biometric technologies are 

not perfect for verification 
and identification, neverthe
less, governments are still 
going ahead by introducing 
them in passports and ID 

cards to combat terrorism as 
well as benefits fraud. 

"Biometric technologies are 
not the solution or the only 
solution to implement security. 
They are not perfect technolo
gies - but, then, which one is? 
However, it is increasingly 
inevitable [that they will be 
used], it's convenient and rela-

tively efficient - if you don't 
equate efficient to perfect," 
said J. C. Burgelman, head of 
the ICT unit at the IPTS, who 
carried out a 
study on elec-

tronics identification for the 
European Commission's 
Directorate-General Joint 
Research Centre. 

Although biometrics tech
nologies are seen as conve
nient and difficult to forge, they 
do not always deliver a 100% 
certain identification and not 
everyone will be able to use 

them, due to disfigurements, 
for example. Still, the EC 
believes that their introduction 
will create a "vibrant European 

industry 
sector". 

"If we have 
more digital 
environments 
around us, 
the need for 
identification 
will only 
increase," 
said 
Burgelman. 
Forecasts 

predict that global biometric 
revenues will more than 
double in three years, to reach 
$4.64bn by 2008. Biometrics 
technologies will be used for 
verification, identification and 
screening - deciding if a 
person is wanted in a country 
or not. Electronic technologies 
range from scanning the face, 
fingerprints, iris, DNA, voice, 
hand geometry and palmprints 
to checking more 'exotic' 
human traits such as gait, ear 
shape, retinas and facial ther
mograms. 

Non-compliant companies will be in line 
for prosecution 

Prosecutions on the non
compliance of the 

Restriction of the use of 
certain Hazardous Substances 
(RoHS) directive in the elec
tronics sector are likely to start 
in the middle of next year, and 
yet many electronic system 
designers are still wondering 
what RoHS is. 

"What's scary is that there 
are six months away from the 
legislation [starting date] and 
design cycles last up to 18 
months and, yet, some 
designers are still questioning, 

'What is RoHS?'," said Kevin 
Yapp, marketing director at 
components distributor 
Farnell InOne. "There are still 
those who are sitting on the 
fence until the first prosecu
tions take place," 
he added. 

The RoHS directive kicks 
into play on July 1 st, 2006. 
Many organisations are 
already announcing RoHS 
compliant products, but there 
will be others who will be 
'flushing out' stock in the 
meantime, which means that 

products and systems con
taining them will not be com
pliant past this date. 

Farnell InOne is an interna
tional distributor of electronic 
components. Last month it 
launched a new catalogue 
consisting of some 25,000 
RoHS-compliant components, 
which is "enough to populate a 
board", as Yapp says. 

"We tried to improve our 
proposition to the design engi
neer, as they will need to worry 
about RoHS a lot sooner than 
anybody else," he added. 
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WiMax is hype J says Nokia 
WMax cannot deliver be built by someone, but "cur- He said that Nokia is particu- ease. WiMax is also a good 

today what it has been rently, companies are too busy larly betting on the mobile technology for wireless 
promising for some time, as it buying each other to make the WiMax standard - the broadband services as it 
is hype. "WiMax is hype at the financial commitment that IEEEB02.16e. However, offers embedded security 
moment. It's a great tech nolo- WiMax would require". although already expected by and quality of service. 
gy and it has industry backing. Many of WiMax's backers now, its ratification will not take Average data rates of 
It will offer wireless broad- have envisaging that this tech- place until early next year. Even 70MbitJs are achievable at 
band, but, at the moment, it is nology will compete with DSL then, Hallstrom says, the stan- distances of up to 50km, but 
all hype," said Markku and cable modems for resi- dard will be 1300 pages long the peak data rate is specified 
Hbllstrom, head of WiMax dential and small business and most of it unimplementable. at 26BMbitJs. 
development at Nokia. broadband access by 200B. "You need subsets, agreed by Nokia and Intel are 

He said that any firm that Nokia's Hallstrom explained the industry first," he said. expected to announce WiMax 
labels its product as WiMax the likely adoption curve: Wi Max uses a widespread joint products in the near 
compatible "is lying". "There "Fixed WiMax cost of connec- wireless spectrum to provide future. According to 
is no WiMax in the world," he tivity will be fairly expensive - fixed and mobile broadband Hallstrom: "We'll be selecting 
added. thousands of euros - and access across distances of our technology partners by 

Gartner analysts have also there's no alternative for self- up to 50km. It is based on the end of 2005 and early 
branded WiMax as hype. They installment, so this will be a the OFDM (orhogonal fre- 2006. We're comparing notes 
are carefully watching niche technology. A [cheaper] quency division modulation) [now] with Intel. Commercial 
promising technologies, alternative would be a scheme and, as such, it is trails will start during 2007 
aiming to predict their deploy- modem, then PCMCIA cards very good for delivering data, and commercial networks and 
ment. According to Eric are coming in 2006/2007, and more efficiently than 3G. devices will be available in 
Paulak, a managing vice presi- which will bring costs down. Although 3G can be milked 2008, especially in the 
dent at Gartner, Wi Max's mas- Then, it will come to high-end for data it is not broadband, Americas and Asia, but not 
sive infrastructure will need to mobile phones." which WiMax can do with necessarily in Europe." 

The WEEE directive could be helped with protocols 
""The industry needs proto-
I cols if the European Union 

(EU) is to make success of the 
Waste Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment (WEEE) directive. 
So says David Hulse, public 
affairs advisor with S. Norton 
and Co. and an ICER (Industry 
Council for Electronic 
Equipment Recycling) repre
sentative. 

"It will be desirable for some 
protocols to be established 
when it comes to the materials 
that are going into WEEE," he 
said. "Protocols are created by 
industry and verified by the 
Environmental Agency." 

The protocols - similar to the 
Packaging Protocol estab
lished in 1997 - will help iden
tify and categorise the type of 
hazardous and non-hazardous 
materials that are present in 

WEEE at the point of collection 
and after disassembly. The 
industry could specify what 
types of materials and to 
which percentages are used in 
their products, which range 
from small and large house
hold and consumer goods to 
business equipment. Based on 
those expectations, a range of 
recovery methods for such 
materials could easily be 
established, which will help all 
the parties involved, but also 
the governments who are 
meant to report their data col
lected over a period of at least 
two years into the EU. 

"The benefits of protocols 
are manifold: there'll be less 
effort going into weighing and 
measuring (of WEEE); lower 
costs of monitoring and 
reporting [of hazardous and 

non-hazardous materials] and 
they enable concentration on 
the difficult areas of [these] 
materials' recovery and dis
posal," said Hulse. 

The drawbacks, however, lie 
with how to attract all of the 
electrical and electronics 
equipment makers - and even 
retailers - to join such a 
scheme. 

The WEEE directive kicks off 

in January 2006. By then, all 
producers of electrical and 
electronic equipment are 
expected to register. 
According to Adrian Harding 
from the Policy and Regulation 
at the Environmental Agency, 
the registration forms contain 
no less than 13 categories or 
over 1000 data-fills. However, 
registering late will be a crim
inaloffence. 
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Technology 

Three emerging chip-to-chip 
interconnection technologies -
HyperTransport, PCI Express and 
RapidlO - are being increasingly 
integrated into semiconductors 
and systems, with shipments 
predicted to grow dramatically 
over the next several years, 
reports In-Stat. 
PCI Express is expected to 
experience the highest growth of 
the three, rising from 8.7 million 
systems in 2004 to 283 million in 
2009. HyperTransport will grow 
with a CAGR of 28%, fuelled by Its 
success in computing and routing 
applications, whilst telecom 
applications require RapidlO, 
keeping it in third place. 
However, In-Stat says, although 
each interconnect has roadmaps 
to higher speeds and bandwidth, 
they all face challenges overcom
ing jitter using current circuit 
board technology. These chal
lenges may eventually force a 
transition to optical interfaces. 

n 
One in four electronics manufac
turers have taken a hit on margins 
to maintain sales levels, says 
Plimsoll Research. A study into 
just how desperate to cling on to 
sales the UK's Top 987 electronics 
manufacturers have become has 
revealed that 26% have accepted a 
reduction in margin or have fallen 
into loss as a sacrifice for main
taining or increasing sales levels. 
The study has found that 29«'10 of 
companies are already selling at a 
loss, 18% are lOSing money for the 
second year, 52% of companies' 
margins have fallen, 3.3% is the 
average margin in the industry and 
3% is the average return on 
investment 

n 
IBM has created a custom chip 
especially for the Microsoft Xbox 
360 games console. The chip is 
based on three 64-bit PowerPC 
cores, each with two simultaneous 
threads and clock speeds greater 
than 3GHz. It features 165 million 
transistors and is fabricated using 
IBM's 90nm Silicon on Insulator 
(SOl) technology to reduce heat 
and improve performance. The 
chip's innovative 21.6GB/s Front 
Side Bus (FSB) architecture was 
customised to meet the demand
ing throughput and latency 
requirements of the Xbox 360 
gaming software. 

OEMs get a Single-chip device for 
entry-level mobile phones and above 
~e first single-chip 
I GSM/GPRS device packed 

with everything necessary to 
make a mobile phone handset 
has been introduced by Silicon 
Labroatories. The AeroFone 
Si4905 contains the analogue 
and digital basebands, RF 
circuit and power manage
ment unit - circuits that do not 
necessarily like each other - in 
a single monolithic IC. 

The RF circuitry is typically 
sensitive to the noisy digital 
circuits, audio and high power 
management, even when dis
crete solutions are used. 
Bringing all of these in close 
vicinity would inevitably make 
matters worse, resulting in 
degraded RF performance. 

The greatest interference 
mechanism disturbing the RF 
subsystem is the clocking of 
the larger digital subsystems 
such as the DSP and the 
microcontroller. Coupling 
mechanisms can result in spu-

rious noise, poor blocking per
formance, degraded sensitivity, 
distortion of the output modu
lation spectrum and other. 

"The system partitioning was 
optimised internally to manage 
the DSP and MCU MIPS, 
which has a direct effect on 
the digital clocking activity that 
can disturb sensitive RF cir
cuits. Layer one software and 
DSP algorithms had to be 
carefully written to help 
manage this. Specific circuit 
design and layout techniques 
were employed to provide iso
lation and interference attenu
ation throughout the various 
blocks of the IC," said James 
Kimery, marketing director for 
wireless products at Silicon 
Laboratories. 

Now, the AeroFone promises 
OEMs to reduce component 
count from 250 to only 60 to 
build a complete quad-band 
handset. External ICs and pas
sive components that typically 

accompany the PMU, charging 
circuit and battery interface, as 
well as the VC-TCXO, are not 
necessary with the AeroFone, 
which has the PMU and DCXO 
(digitally-controlled crystal 
oscillator) with the associated 
software on-board. 

Equally, the protocol stack, 
which is responsible for estab
lishing and maintaining com
munication with the network, 
has undergone some changes. 

It doesn't get smaller than this
Silicon Laboratories's AeroFone 
Si4905 in a 12x12mm BGA 
package 

PMRls days are not over yet 
Professional Mobile Radio 

(PMR) networks including 
Tetra will continue to exist as 
long as emergency services 
do. So says Mike Norfield, 
managing director of Team 
Simoco, a Derby-based radio 
communications firm. 

"We believe there's future 
for the PMR industry. There's 
no way you'll get an emer
gency service via a public net
work. Sometimes the public 
networks are switched off - as 
in the case of suspected ter
rorism, for example." 

"With private networks you 
get full security. It's your net
work - you control it. When it 

comes to public safety they 
[emergency services] don't 
like losing control. PMR has 
found its niche - security, pri
vacy and safety." 

PMR has recently gone dig
ital, continuing the trend of 
digitisation in public networks. 
"We wanted to give it digital 
and advanced features," said 
Norfield, referring to Team 
Simoco's latest product - the 
XFin blade trunking system. 
"XFin is the gateway from 
analogue to digitaL" 

The XFin technology is a 
combination of Analog 
Devices's BlackFin DSP and 
Intel's processor XScale. The 

XFin blade integrates a system 
controller and base station in 
just 1 U. It uses digital tech
niques for voice and data com
munication over an IP back
bone and it has its own IP 
address for remote diagnostics 
and support. CAT5 Ethemet 
connectivity allows remote 
configuration, monitoring and 
call logging, together with rapid 
voice and data routing. 
Wireless connectivity is avail
able using an optional Wi-Fi 
router. "XFin can be integrated 
into PABXs, with the Internet 
and WiMax. We have a unique 
signalling that we use - and the 
DSP allowed us to do that." 
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Technology 

Actel introduces ARM core in its FPGAs 
."e most popular embedded 
I soft core - the 32-bit ARM? 

- has found its way into Actel's 
flash-based FPGAs. "This chip 
turned out to be the 8051 of 
the RISC world. We knew for a 
long time it was the biggest 
selling and it will remain so for 
a long time," said Dr Yankin 
Tanurhan, senior director at 
Actel. "Now we have added 
CoreMP?, a soft ARM? core 
optimised for use in our 
FPGAs, which will enable a 
typical system developer to 
pick it up and run with it." 

The "pick up and run with" 
aspect does however depend 
on whether the designer has an 
ARM licence. "If they have an 
ARM licence, life's good," said 
Dr Tanurhan. For those who 

don't have a license they'll 
need to go to ARM. As for the 
tools, these can be purchased 
from ARM or, indeed, Actel. 
"Our RealView Development 
Kit [originally an ARM develop-

ment tool] licence is signifi
cantly cheaper than ARM's," 
added Dr Tanurhan. 

Actel sees an easy route 
between FPGAs (used mainly 
for prototyping) and ASICs 

(used for large volume pro
duction) via its CoreMP? 
chip. "With it you don't 
need to do much to go 
between FPGAs and 
ASICs," said Dr Tanurhan. 

Even though hard and soft 
processor cores have been 
added to FPGAs before, 
such as the Power PC core 
in Xilinx's Virtex range and 
the proprietary Nios in 
Altera's devices, this is the 
first time that ARM has 
been embedded in them. 
"ARM are happy with our 
architecture as it is secure 
enough and no one can 
tamper with their code," 
added Dr Tanurhan. 

CoreMP? operates at up 
to 25M Hz. 

Don't \Norry about China, says boffin 
China's growing strength in 

the electronics sector is 
not to be feared just yet. So 
says Dr Mike Tubbs, one of 
the authors of this year's DTI
funded R&D Scoreboard. 

"China is in the early stages 
of development. They are 
doing manufacturing very well 
but not R&D. They are either 
copying or making already 
well-known products," said Dr 
Tubbs, who then added: "I 
think this will change in the 
next five or six years." 

China did not make it into 
this year's Scoreboard, even 
though the focus is on the top 
?O sectors globally. "Today, 
most of them [firms in China] 
have less than £22m of R&D 
investment, that's why they 
didn't enter our report," said 
Dr Tubbs. 

The DTI consultants have 
already cut the qualifying R&D 
investment level from £3?m to 
£22m, which allowed an addi
tional 300 firms to be anal
ysed. "We thought we were 

cutting out some interesting 
companies if we focused on 
such a high level of R&D 
funding," said Dr Tubbs. 

The Scoreboard also high
lighted that South Korea was 
leading with a 40% increase in 
R&D investment on last year. 
This country is strong in the 
automotive and electronics 
sectors and among its strong 
representatives are Samsung 
Electronics, LG Electronics 

USA Japan Gennany 

and Hyundai Motors. 
However, no US firms fea

tured in the top ten of R&D 
investors in the electronics and 
electrical sector, where R&D 
investment grew 5% globally. 
Dr Tubbs believes this is likely 
to change in the near future. 
"The US are rather keen on 
developing military robots. If 
they decided to invest in that, 
the electronics and electrical 
firms will get that funding." 

UK France Switzerland 

_ Automotive _ IT Hardware _ Phannaceulieals _ Electronics _ Software 

Propo rtions of the six major countries' R & D, contributed by the five 
largest g lobal sectors 

Prototyping 
ASIC/SoC 
in FPGAs 

For all prototypes: 
~~ Always use the biggest capacity, 

latest FPGA in the fastest speed 
grade and the package with the 
most pins. Anything else is false 
economy. 

~~ For debug, consider in advance 
how many and which internal 
signals you want to observe. 

~~ Make enough prototypes. Who will 
want an early functioning version 
via this prototype (software 
development, outside partners, 
potential customers, trade-show 
demo, etc)? 

~~ ASIC RTL runs slower in FPGA. 
Board speed of 2SMHz is typical 
and over SOMHz is hard work. 
Compromise on prototype speed 
rather than push FPGA speed too 
hard. 

~~ Keep your RTL source "golden" -
let the tools convert ASIC Rll into 
FPGA equivalents rather than 
change source code. 

If building your own multi-FPGA board: 
~~ For reliability and reduced risk, 

consider an off-the-shelf board 
before deciding to build your own. 

~~ Why prototype standard interfaces? 
Consider a modular/daughtercard 
approach to interface to or test bus 
access. 

~~ Use intelligence in allocating on
board tracks between FPGAs. You 
always run out of inter-FPGA 
connections before running out of 
logic or RAM. 

~~ Take care in distributing clocks and 
resets across multiple FPGAs to 
minimise skew and keep FPGAs in 
sync. 

~~ Use multiple instances of the same 
FPGA device: mixing families or 
vendors creates unnecessary 
partitioning problems. 

This month's Top Ten Tips were 
supplied by John Gallagher (Director of 
Marketing for ASIC Products) and Doug 
Amos (Director of Eu~opean Business 
Development) of Synplicity Inc. 
If you'd like to send us your top five or 
ten tips on any subject, please write to 
the Editor at 

EWadmin@nexusmedia.com 
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Insight 

Medical Devices: 
Choice and Use 

Science and technology bring 
new medical devices to I [fe, 
Before they are put to good use 
in treating patients, hosprt:als 
need to address management 
and quality issues -first says 
Dr. G. D. Green 

C
omputers have been making 
their impact on medical 
devices for a long time, Major 
improvements in diagnosis 
and treatment came about by 

the use of X-rays in the development of 
computer-assisted tomography scanners 
(CAT or CT scanners), which give three
dimensional pictures of the body, 
Likewise, magnetic resonance imaging 
(M RI) owes its success to the application 
of computer technology, 

Millions of patients have benefited from 
these two applications alone, not to men
tion the thousands of other devices made 
for patient care enabled by science and 
technology, One other example is a rela
tively simple and inexpensive device such 
as the 'pill camera' that can be swallowed 
by a patient and is now used for wireless
capsule endoscopy, As the camera 
passes through the patient's body, it 
photographs the gastro-intestinal tract, 
and transmits pictures to a receiver out
side the body, This device allows the gas
troenterologist to examine parts of the 
body that are otherwise impossible to 
reach, 

Advances and applications of modern 
science and technology continue 
unabated, However, when developing 
and manufacturing such devices it is of 
highest importance to collect and rely on 
objective evidence, This is quite different 
from opinions, which often differ amongst 
professionals, Good professionals should 

" Good professionals should always welcome open discussions to obtain the 
relevant facts J J 

always welcome open discussions to 
obtain the relevant facts and come to a 
conclusion as to what is best for patients, 

The cost of a device is clearly one factor 
to be considered, but it rapidly becomes 
unimportant if in the light of clinical trials 
the outcomes are not acceptable, The 
Medronic (of American origin) pacemakers 
used in Glasgow many years ago cost 
four times as much as British pace
makers, These were used because their 
implant lifetime, calculated very carefully 
from objective evidence, was very good, 
Hence, Glasgow patients and the Greater 
Glasgow Health Board had the benefits of 
fewer pacemaker re-operations, The col
lection and analysis of 'objective evi
dence' is key to such decisions, 

Another point to be borne in mind when 
thinking about developing and using 
medical devices is that expensive ones 
should be in use, if not round the clock, 
certainly in evenings and at weekends, 
When purchasing highly sophisticated 
medical equipment, hospital manage-

ment needs to ensure that it is fully used, 
What is also needed is much better 

management of our NHS hospitals, The 
application of ISO 9001 to the whole hos
pital rather than a few departments would 
put top management in control. ISO 9001 
is not about perfection, it is about getting 
things right every time, All of us make 
mistakes from time to time, ISO 9001 is 
about striving to get things right and 
striving to do things better - all the time, 
whether it is in a factory, designing and 
manufacturing medical devices, or in a 
hospital, diagnosing and treating patients, 

Some half a million medical organisa
tions worldwide already have the ISO 
9001 certification, 

Oddly enough, the writer does not know 
of one single NHS hospital that has 
achieved ISO 9001 certification, although 
some hospital departments have done so, 

Or Dennis Green is an international 
consultant and principal auditor on 
ISO 9001 
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INTELLIGENT ELECTRONICS START WITH MICROCHIP 

When developing or manufacturing products, time to market is essential and this may mean you 
need to get hold of parts quickly. To complement our distributors' inventory of Microchip product, 
buy. Microchip gives you the ability to order direct from our factory. 

buy.Microchip - The easy way to source parts 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 

Buy online, pay by credit card 

Currently available in 28 European countries 

Special fast-turnaround, flexible factory test cell 

Speed is important. You need to bring products to market fast to 
beat your competitors, and can't afford to wait around for long
leadtime components or development tools. Microchip has 
created buy. Microchip, an extension of the Microchip website that 
allows you to place orders directly with Microchip to ensure the 
fastest possible delivery of the parts you need. 

Microchip's distributors carry an extensive range of our vast 
product range. However, sudden increases in demand mean 
your requirements change and your particular, unique, product 
requirements may not be immediately available from a distributor. 
Conventional semiconductor production approaches can make it 
difficult to respond quickly. 

bu . 
MI OCHIP 

ONLINE CATALOG 
0nH10p ~ fO< MCUs, di8ita1 signal 
control ... , analoi and _ E£PI1OMs. 

http://buy.microchip.com 

Complements existing distribution channels 

Buy any Microchip product - devices, tools and development kits 

Items in stock ship within 48 hours of ordering 

Microchip have built an innovative "Flex Cell" in our testing facility 
that is used to provide the parts sold through buy.Microchip. 

Basically it's a flexible test cell, which is separate from our high 
volume test line. While the flex cell shares the same test platform, 
test software, testing method and quality standards, it has one 
difference. In the flex cell, Microchip breaks set-ups all day to 
reconfigure to the immediate need of our customers. As a result, 
flex cell delivers short lead-times, but it costs more to 
manufacture so this is reflected in the pricing. If you have an 
urgent requirement, buy. Microchip can get you parts fast! 

The Microchip name. logo and PIC are registered trademarks of Microchip Technology Incorporated in the USA and other countries . All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
©2005 Microchip Technology Inc. All rights reserved. ME139Eng/04.05 
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Vanishing ICs 

W
eare so accustomed to seeing components 
surface-mounted on boards that one's first 
glance at a board having embedded chips is a 
bit startling: the surface of the board has no 
components at all and is featureless , except 

for a faint rectangular dimple over each embedded IC. 
Questions immediately come to mind: is this the end of sur

face mount? Will reflow ovens become obsolete? Can we gain 
even more performance per unit area by mounting additional 
components on top of this naked thing? Are there other 
advantages to what is being called "vertical miniaturisation?" 

The development of board-embedded components has 
already reached serious levels in work carried out by a 
European consortium, whose members are cooperating in the 
Hiding Dies project (www.hidingdies.net). Academic and com
mercial partners are Fraunhofer IZM, the Technical University 
of Berlin, Nokia (Finland), Philips (Netherlands) , AT&S (Austria), 
Datacon (Austria), CWM (Germany) and IMEC (Belgium). The 
goal of the consortium is to make the technology feasible and 
cost-effective for the production of consumer products. In 
addition, at least one European manufacturer has separately 
undertaken its own research. 

Production of an "embedded" board begins with the board 
itself, to which components and additional layers are 
added. Currently, the consortium uses a board having a 
double-layered core and made from halogen-free FR4 
board material, one of the somewhat more costly ver-
sions of FR4 that have been marketed in order to meet 
RoHS requirements. In the next few months, the consor
tium will begin assembling coreless boards, using two 
layers of resin-coated copper, or RCC. 

An important property of this board material is its relatively 
high glass transition temperature (Tg) of 170, compared to the 
normal FR4 Tg of about 140. The higher Tg enables the board 
to withstand Pb-free reflow temperatures, should reflow be 
required. 

As a first step, the uncut wafer of tested ICs is thinned down 
to 50 microns, and in some cases less than that. The alu
minum contact pads on top of the chip need to be modified to 
accept microvias that will be formed later. Modification is 
done by sputtering the pads with 0.2 microns of TIW/Cu, 
structured by a lithography step, and by reinforcing this met
allisation with the electroless deposition of a 5-micron copper 
layer. This two-step process will eventually be replaced by 
less costly single-step copper bumping. 

I By Keith Gurnell and Tom Adams I 

After the wafer is singulated, the individual good die is 
bonded to the board using printed adhesive or die-attach film. 
It is important at this point to avoid irregularities in the bond 
line beneath the chip , which must lie perfectly flat, since 
dielectric layers will later be laid over the chip. "This is a rule 
from PCB manufacturing ," explains Fraunhofer IZM physicist 
Andreas Ostmann. "You should always try to have a symmet
rical build-up; if you don't do that, then you have a warped 
board." 

Conventional die-bond equipment places the die. 
Throughout development, the consortium has used conven
tional equipment so that existing production lines would be 
able to move into embedded production without huge invest
ments in new equipment. 

In the next step, high-Tg resin-coated copper (RCC) is 
vacuum-laminated onto both sides of the core. The dielectric 
thickness of the RCC is 70 microns, while the copper is five 
microns thick. In the final steps, microvias are drilled down to 
the bond pads on the chips, and are plated with PCB-com
patible copper (see Figure 1). 

As yet, there is no extensive reliability-data for embedded 
chips, so - aside from simulations - no one knows how well 
they will last. But Ostmann points out that the chip being 

" At AT&S in Austria, they have begun manufacturing the parts 
on 18 x 24 inch panels. It's still in the engineering phase, 

but it is now feasible to do this in the production line " 
Andreas Ostmann, physicist, Fraunhofer IZM 

supported by a 
polymer on all sides 
should make the 
construction fairly 
rugged. Aside from 
the lack of wires, he 
points out that it is 
not too different 
from Chip-on-Board 
assemblies, where 
the chip is covered 
by an epoxy glop
top. And Chip-on
Board assemblies, Embedded chip from Fraunhofer IZM 
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Focus 

a) Bonding of the die onto the core 

c) Laser drilling of vias 

he notes, are used in low-cost items like handheld calculators, 
where they have an excellent reliability record. 

One of the key factors determining reliability is the response 
of any electronic assembly to thermal changes. Because they 
contain layers of woven fibreglass, FR4 boards are, a sort of, 
thermal oddity - they expand relatively little in the X and Y 
dimensions, but much more in the Z dimension. To some 
extent, the boards used to date for embedding have avoided 
Z-dimension problems by being very thin. But there is always 
some internal movement during thermal excursions. 

"We have discovered some processing tricks," explains 
Ostmann, "and we have found that after lamination of the 
Ree on top of the chip that there is a bending of 10 microns, 
which is acceptable." He also points out that their current 
designs are inherently asymmetrical because they place chips 
only on one side of the board. During the next year, they plan 
to make two-sided boards. 

One of the attractions of the embedded concept are the 
extremely short interconnections. Demands for higher perfor
mance can benefit from those short distances, of course, but 
perhaps not with epoxy FR4 boards, which have relatively 
high dielectric losses. "The estimate is that at 5GHz that's the 
limit [for FR4]," Ostmann explains. 

However, his group has been working with other materials 
that have far lower losses. 

Although there is as yet no hard data to back him up, 
Ostmann suspects that the embedded chip design will prove 
to be remarkably resistant to shock and vibration because of 
the superb protection provided for the chip. One company 
interested in the concept is Nokia, for the very mundane but 

b) Embedding in a polymer layer by vacuum lamination 

d) Metallisation of vias and Cu struc turing 

practical reason that people tend to drop mobile phones on 
hard surfaces. 

It seems likely that good applications for embedded chip 
designs will include small, performance-driven applications, 
some of which handheld, like mobile phones. "We do not 
believe that you will make complicated devices, " says 
Ostmann. A board may have a single chip, somewhat like a 
flip chip on a substrate, but is not likely to resemble a large 
motherboard. "Maybe, later on, one single chip, and a smart 
interposer, and another chip on top as a flip chip." He can 
foresee applications where a small board might have four 
embedded chips, but not many more - certainly not as many 
as 20. 

"We have samples now that have passed 1,000 hours of 
humidity cycling," notes Ostmann . His team is also con
ducting long-term reliability tests, and testing materials for 
moisture sensitivity levels. "At ATS in Austria, they have begun 
manufacturing the parts on 18 x 24 inch panels. It's still in the 
engineering phase, but it is now feasible to do this in the pro
duction line - everything is done with production tools." 

It may be possible, after the chips are embedded, to sur
face-mount passive components, such as resistors and 
capacitors, on the top of the board. It depends on the amount 
of space available and on the routing capabilities, which may 
be limited if there is only one routing layer. But Ostmann 
points out that several companies are currently developing 
both thin-film and printable capacitors and resistors that can 
be placed inside the board layers, effectively placing all of the 
components out of sight within the board. 
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Get Plugged Inl 

Motor Drivers/Controllers 
Here are just a few of our controller and 
driver modules for AC, DC, unipolar/bipolar 
stepper motors and servo motors. See 
website for full details. 

NEW! Bidirectional DC Motor Controller 
Controls the speed of 
most common DC 
motors (rated up to 
32VDC/5A) in both 
the forward and re
verse direction. The 

range of control is from fully OFF to fully ON 
in both directions. The direction and speed 
are controlled using a single potentiometer. 
Screw terminal block for connections. 
Kit Order Code: 3166KT - £14.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3166 - £24.95 

DC Motor Speed Controller (5AJ100V) 
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Control the speed of 
almost any common 
DC motor rated up to 
100V/5A. Pulse width 
modulation output for 
maximum motor torque 

at all speeds. Supply: 5-15VDC. Box sup
plied. Dimensions (mm): 60Wx100Lx60H. 
Kit Order Code: 3067KT - £11.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3067 - £19.95 

NEW! PC / Standalone Unipolar 
Stepper Motor Driver 
Drives any 5, 6 or 8-lead 
unipolar stepper motor 
rated up to 6 Amps max. 
Provides speed and direc
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tion control. Operates in stand-alone or PC
controlled mode. Up to six 3179 driver boards 
can be connected to a single parallel port. 
Supply: 9V DC. PCB: 80x50mm. 
Kit Order Code: 3179KT - £9.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3179 - £16.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3113 - £24.95 

NEW! Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver 
Drive any bi-polar stepper 
motor using externally sup
plied 5V levels for stepping 
and direction control. These 
usually come from software 
running on a computer. 
Supply: 8-30V DC. PCB: 75x85mm. 
Kit Order Code: 3158KT - £12.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3158 - £26.95 

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix) 
or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix). 

Controllers & Loggers 
Here are just a few of the controller and 
data acquisition and control units we have. 
See website for full details. Suitable PSU 
for all units: Order Code PSU445 £8.95 

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote 
State-of-the-Art. High security. 
4 channels . Momentary or 
latching relay output. Range 
up to 40m. Up to 15 Tx's can 
be learnt by one Rx (kit in
cludes one Tx but more avail
able separately) . 4 indicator LED 's. Rx: PCB 
77x85mm, 12VDC/6mA (standby). Two and 
Ten channel versions also available. 
Kit Order Code: 3180KT - £41.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - £49.95 

Computer Temperature Data Logger 
4-channel temperature log
ger for serial port. °C or OF. 
Continuously logs up to 4 
separate sensors located 
200m+ from board. Wide 
range of free software appli

cations for storing/using data. PCB just 
38x38mm. Powered by PC. Includes one 
DS 1820 sensor and four header cables. 
Kit Order Code: 3145KT - £19.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - £26.95 
Additional DS1820 Sensors - £3.95 each 

NEW! DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher 
Call your phone number 
using a DTMF phone from 
anywhere in the world and 
remotely turn on/off any of 
the 4 relays as desired. 
User settable Security Password, Anti
Tamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and 
Lockout. Includes plastic case. Not BT ap
proved. 130x11 Ox30mm. Power: 12VDC. 
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - £39.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - £49.95 

Serial Isolated 110 Module 
Computer controlled 8-
channel relay board. 
5A mains rated relay 
outputs. 4 isolated 
digital inputs. Useful in 
a variety of control and 

sensing applications. Controlled via serial 
port for programming (using our new Win
dows interface, terminal emulator or batch 
files) . Includes plastic case 130x1 00x30mm. 
Power Supply: 12VDC/500mA. 
Kit Order Code: 3108KT - £54.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS31 08 - £64.95 

Infrared RC Relay Board 
Individually control 12 on
board relays with included 
infrared remote control unit. 
Toggle or momentary. 15m+ 
range. 112x122mm. Supply: 12VDC/0.5A 
Kit Order Code: 3142KT - £41.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - £51.95 

PIC & ATMEL Programmers 
We have a wide range of low cost PIC and 
A TMEL Programmers. Complete range and 
documentation available from our web site. 

Programmer Accessories: 
40-pin Wide ZIF socket (ZIF40W) £15.00 
18V DC Power supply (PSU010) £19.95 
Leads: Parallel (LDC136) £4.95/ Serial 
(LDC441) £4.95/ USB (LDC644) £2.95 

NEW! USB 'All -F lash' PIC Programmer 
USB PIC programmer for all 
'Flash' devices. No external 
power supply making it truly 
portable. Supplied with box and 
Windows Software. ZIF Socket 
and USB Plug A-B lead not incl. 
Kit Order Code: 3128KT - £34.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3128 - £44.95 

Enhanced "PICALL" ISP PIC Programmer 
Will program virtually ALL 8 
to 40 pin PICs plus a range 
of ATMEL AVR, SCENIX 
SX and EEPROM 24C de

..... ~:~~~~ vices. Also supports In Sys-
tem Programming (ISP) for PIC and ATMEL 
AVRs. Free software. Blank chip auto detect 
for super fast bulk programming. Available in 
assembled format with ZIF socket only. 
Assembled Order Code: AS3144ZIF - £64.95 

~ : W! 1 o· ~ 

A TMEL 89xxxx Programmer 
Uses serial port and any 
standard terminal comms 
program. 4 LED's display 

. -
.-: . , _. ~ !1 

the status. ZIF sockets " ti l , I:I~ 
r •• t • • • . :.. .. .. _ 

not included. Supply: 16-18VDC. 
Kit Order Code: 3123KT - £29.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3123 - £34.95 

NEW! USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer 
USB/Serial connection. Header 
cable for ICSP. Free Windows 
software. See website for PICs 
supported. ZIF Socket/USB Plug 
A-B lead extra. Supply: 18VDC. 

Kit r Code: 3149CKT - £34.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3149C - £49.95 

~ 
~ 
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Semiconductors 

IV and CV Measurement 
in Pararnebic Test 
You may be confused as to why you need IV and CV 
measurements in semiconductors nowadays, but 

, Product Marketing Specialist 
from Agilent Semiconductor based in Santa Clara, the 
US, describes why you can't do without thenl 
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Figure 1: Idealised MOSFET cross-section 
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ccurate characterisation of modern 
semiconductor processes requires 
both current versus voltage (IV) and 
capacitance versus voltage (CV) mea
surement. While tile need for IV mea-

surement is obvious, the need for CV measure
ment is less so. To understand why CV measure
ment is important to the integrated circuit (IC) 
industry, it is worthwhile to review the structure of 
a MOSFET (metal-oxide-semiconductor field 
effect transistor). 

Of course, most modern MOSFET devices do 
not use metal for the gate material and some do 
not use oxide as the gate insulating material; how
ever, the same physical principles apply, regard
less of the exact materials used. Figure 1 shows a 
simplified cross-section of an idealised n-channel 
MOSFET. 

When no voltage is applied to the gate, the drain 
and source regions are isolated from each other 
and no electrical current can flow. When a suffi
ciently positive voltage is applied to the gate, 
channel inversion occurs and the drain and source 
regions are then connected together (enabling the 
transfer of electric current). This electrical 
behaviour is the basis for all of the integrated cir
cuit industry. 

The gate is separated from the channel region 
via a thin insulating layer. The first transistors of 
this type used metal for the gate and oxide for the 
insulating material, which gave rise to the term 
metal oxide semiconductor (MOS). Now, note that 
the structure of the MOS "sandwich" is very sim
ilar to that of a classic parallel plate capacitor. In 
fact, it turns out that the MOS structure behaves 
exactly like a capacitor, except that the value of 
the capacitance depends upon the applied 
voltage. The MOS structure has three states: 
accumulation, depletion and inversion as shown in 
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Figure 2. Note that here a p-bulk (NMOS) struc
ture is depicted. 

If the silicon is held at ground and a negative 
voltage is applied to the gate, the MOS capacitor 
will begin to store positive charge at the silicon 
surface. The surface density has a greater density 
of holes than Na (the acceptor density). This con
dition is known as surface accumulation. In this 
condition, the mobile charge can respond rapidly 
to changes in applied voltage and the device 
behaves just like a parallel plate capacitor with a 
capacitance of value Cox. 

If a positive gate voltage is applied to the gate 
relative to the silicon, the built-in positive voltage 
between the gate and silicon is increased. The sil
icon surface becomes further depleted of carriers 
as more acceptors become exposed at the sur
face, resulting in the condition known as surface 
depletion. In this condition, the total MOS capaci
tance consists of the series combination of Cox 
and the capacitance across the surface depletion 
region , Cd. The series combination of these two 
capacitors (which depends upon applied voltage) 
results in a total capacitance that is lower than the 
value of Cox. 

If the positive gate voltage is further sufficiently 
increased, the energy bands bend away consider
ably from their levels in the bulk of the silicon. The 
depletion region reaches a maximum width, xdmax' 

and all of the electron acceptors within this region 
are fully ionised. In the surface region, generation 
of carriers exceeds recombination and the gener
ated electrons are swept by the electric field into 
the oxide-silicon interface, where they remain due 
to the energy barrier between the conduction 
bands of the silicon and the oxide. Thus, the total 
charge in the silicon consists of the sum of these 
two charges. The total MOS capacitance can be 
modelled as the oxide capacitance in series with 
the parallel combination of the depletion capaci
tance and the series combination of inversion 
charge capacitance, Ci and the depletion resis
tance, Rt. 

In the inversion regime, the minority carrier elec
trons at the oxide surface can only be supplied as 
fast as they can be generated in the p-bulk mate
rial. If an applied voltage is varied slowly enough 
to allow the generation rate to respond to it, or if a 
nearby source of minority carriers is made avail
able, then the depletion charge is not a factor in 
the incremental capacitance. The inversion capac
itance is typically much larger than either the 
depletion capacitance or the oxide capacitance 
(i.e. Ci » Cd and Ci » Cox). Assuming Rt is neg
ligible, basic circuit theory shows that, in this 
case, the total capacitance is very close to the 
value of the oxide capacitance, Cox. This is typi-
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cally referred to as quasi-static CV (QSCV) 
behavior. However, if the applied voltage is varied 
too rapidly or there is not a nearby source of avail
able minority carriers, then the electrons cannot 
respond and the depletion charge must modulate 
in response. The inversion charge cannot form, so 
once again the total capacitance consists of the 
series combination of Cox and Cd. This is typically 
referred to as high-frequency CV (HFCV) 
behaviour. The appearance of these two plots is 
shown in Figure 3. 

From device physics considerations, many of the 
important physical characteristics of the MOSFET 
can only be extracted after first plotting the 
capacitance versus voltage curve of the MOS 
structure. Typical parameters extracted from this 
data include gate oxide thickness (tox), substrate 
impurity concentration (Nsub), flat-band capaci
tance (Cfb), flat band voltage (Vfb), surface charge 
density (Qss), and threshold voltage (Vth). All of 
these parameters affect the behaviour of the 
MOSFET device, so understanding their values is 
important to determining if a semiconductor pro
cess is meeting its design targets. 

With a basic understanding of the significance of 
CV measurement to parametric test, it is now 
important to understand the measurement chal
lenges that CV measurement presents. The first 
point to comprehend is that capacitance mea
surement requires an AC signal as opposed to the 
DC signals used for the IV portion of parametric 
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test. This arises from the fact that capacitance 
only has significance for AC measurements, as 
illustrated by the fundamental relationship 
between capacitance, current and voltage shown 
in Equation 1. 

i =C
dv 
dt 

(1 ) 

The dependence of capacitance measurement on 
an AC signal (typically a sine wave) introduces 
several new factors of measurement complexity. 
The most important single issue is that the length 
of the cable coming from the capacitance mea
surement unit (CMU) to the device under test 
(OUT) has a significant impact on the capacitance 
measurement. Any measurement cable possesses 
some innate capacitance per unit length, and this 

capacitance will distort the total capacitance mea
sured by the CMU, unless this distortion is 
somehow "compensated". The process of com
pensation is simply a mathematical operation per
formed on the measured capacitance values to 
remove the effects of the cable capacitance. 

In addition to compensating for the cable length, 
there is one other factor that is often ignored by 
many otherwise experienced engineers. This is the 
issue of capacitance current return path (refer to 
Figure 4). The CMU will inject current (shown as 
blue arrows) into the capacitor under test. If the 
"Extended Cable" portion of the cabling setup has 
its outer ground shields connected together close 
to the OUT, so as to create a "Shielded 2 Terminal 
Pair" or Shielded 2T configuration (as shown), 
then an induced current (shown as red arrows) will 
flow through the ground shield in opposition to the 
injected current. This induced current flow seals 
the magnetic flux and stabilises the series induc
tance of the Extended Cable. Making this outer 
ground shield connection is crucial, since if this is 
not done, the induced current cannot flow and the 
series inductance of the Extended Cable will vary 
randomly with the spatial arrangement of the 
cables. In this case, large fluctuations in the effec
tive cable inductance can occur. 

These fluctuations affect the capacitance com
pensation, which in turn affects the accuracy of 
the capacitance measurement. Therefore, it is also 
important to have the outer ground shields of the 
measurement cables connected together close to 
the OUT and, unless this is done, the inductance 
instability will become worse and worse as you 
measure at higher frequencies. 

The source/monitor unit (SMU) utilised for the IV 

portion of parametric test use triaxial cables. As 
the name implies, these cables have three layers: 
a centre force/sense line, a middle guard and an 
outer ground shield. The reason that SMUs use 
triaxial cables rather than BNC cables is as fol
lows. Ultra-low current measurements (down to 
the femtoamp range) are not possible using BNC 
cables for the simple reason that no insulator is 
perfect. Leakage currents between the inner con
ductor and the outer ground shield of a BNC 
cable limit these types of cables to measurements 
of 1 nA or greater. However, the triaxial cable iso
lates the inner conductor from the outer ground 
shield via a middle guard shield. The SMU has an 
active circuit that always keeps the voltage poten
tial of the driven guard the same as that of the 
inner conductor. Since there is no voltage differ
ence between the driven guard and the inner con
ductor, by Ohm's Law there can be no leakage 
current (the voltage difference = OV). Therefore, 
using triaxial cables current measurements down 
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to even the sub-femtoamp (attoamps) range are 
possible (refer to Figure 5). 

One issue with integrating IV and CV measure
ments is that these two types of measurement 
resources (SMU and CMU, respectively) do not 
use the same types of cables and, hence, have 
incompatible connectors. SMUs use triaxial 
cables and CMUs use BI\JC cables. Since (as 
already explained) parametric measurements 
require both types of measurements, this has 
been an unpleasant problem for engineers 
involved in parametric test. One solution is to use 
an external switching matrix, which takes care of 
converting between the two connector types. 
However, especially for positioner-based wafer 
probing setups, a switching matrix adds a lot of 
expense and complexity. It also introduces addi
tional issues with capacitance compensation 
(since the user then has to compensate for the 
additional path length through the matrix). 

The B1500A supports a single-slot, multi-fre
quency capacitance measurement unit (MFCMU). 
Besides integrating CV measurement into the 
device analyser mainframe, the MFCMU pos
sesses many measurement capabilities not avail
able on comparable external capacitance meters. 
The MFCMU can measure capacitance at up to 
5MHz and it can also provide ±25V of dc bias. In 
addition, the combination of the MFCMU and 
SMUs within the same instrument enables these 
measurement resources to be more tightly cou
pled. When joined using the B1500A SMU CMU 
Unify Unit (SCUU), the MFCMU and SMU combi
nation supports capacitance measurement with 
±1 OOV of dc bias. The SCUU is shown in Figure 
6; its form factor coincides exactly with the CMU 
and two of the SMUs. 

The B1500A SCUU accepts a cabling fixture 
that connects to two of the SMUs and to the 
MFCMU. The cable assembly connects to the 
SCUU, which is typically located close to the 
DUT. The outputs of the SCUU consist of two 
pairs of Kelvin (Force and Sense) triaxial connec
tions, which connect directly to the wafer prober 
positioners. A Guard Switch Box (GSWB) unit 
connects to the SCUU via another cable and the 
GSWB then connects to the outer ground shields 
of the wafer prober positioners. Figure 7 shows 
schematically how the B1500A SCUU enables 
you to switch between CV and IV measurement 
without having to change any cables. 

Once these simple connections are made, the 
B1500A software takes care of all of the IV-CV 
switching, compensation and capacitance mea
surement current return path issues. You only 
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Figure 6: B1500A SMU CMU Unify Unit (SCUU) 

"------' Cable-.nbly scuu 

Figure 7: Schematic of how the B1500A SCUU can enable you to switch between 
CV and IV measurement without having to change cables 

Figure 8: Connecting the SCUU and GSWU on an analytical wafer prober 
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have to select an IV or CV algorithm and push a 
button in order to begin making accurate mea
surements. 

Figure 8 shows how you would connect the 
SCUU and GSWU on an analytical wafer prober. 
By mounting the SCUU close to the OUT, you 
minimise the additional cable lengths going from 
the SCUU to the positioners. This, in turn, reduces 
the deleterious effects of excessive cable length 
on the CV measurement. The B1S00A has built-in 
OPEN-SHORT -LOAD routines that support cali
bration of the entire measurement system down to 
the tips of the probes. 

Many modern MOSFET devices have extremely 
thin gate dielectrics (less than 20 Angstroms). 
These devices introduce additional challenges for 
CV measurement. Thin gate dielectrics no longer 
act as insulators due to the quantum mechanical 
effect of electron tunnelling through the insulating 
gate material. The effect of this electron tunnelling 
is typically modelled as an additional resistance in 
parallel with the standard device capacitance as 
shown in Figure 9. The Dissipation Factor, 0, is a 
commonly used metric to evaluate the quality of a 
capacitance measurement. Values of 0 much 
higher than 1 indicate problems with the capaci
tance measurement. The only means to reduce 
the value of 0 for thin gate dielectrics is to 
increase the measurement frequency, since Figure 
9 also shows that 0 is inversely proportional to the 
measurement frequency. 

The B1S00A CMU has a maximum frequency of 
SMHz. This enables the B1S00A to measure a 
broader range of devices than the typical LCR 
meter, which usually only goes to 1 MHz or 2MHz. 
However, for measurements beyond SMHz it is 
not possible to obtain good quality results through 
any sort of switching relays; a direct connection to 
the measurement equipment is required. 
Moreover, standard DC probes also no longer 
give satisfactory measurement results beyond 
SMHz. For measurements beyond SMHz, RF style 
probes with a GROUND-SIGNAL or GROUND
SIGNAL-GROUND type of probe are necessary. 
Therefore, for thick to medium thickness gate 
dielectrics requiring frequencies up to SMHz, the 
B1S00A CMU provides a single-box, integrated 
measurement solution. 

For thin gate dielectrics requiring frequencies 
greater than SMHz, a tool like Agilent's 4294A 
Precision Impedance Analyser can help tremen
dously, which can go up to 11 OMHz. The 4294A 
can be controlled from the B1S00A EasyEXPERT 
software interface. 
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$200 

The Basic STAMpTM and the Basic ATOMTM may look the same, but that is where 
the similarity ends. Our microcontroller kit contains a 24-pin Basic ATOMTM 
module, the carrier/prototype board (the board accepts all the Basic ATOMTM 
modules), a manual with numerous serious examples (you can light up an LED, 
but how about dialing a phone number? or turning on and off an appliance? ), all 
the parts you will need to carry out your experiments, including a servo motor, a 
CD with all the software, including the Basic ATOMTM IDE and compiler (the 
ATOM language contains a rich set of powerful instructions not found in the Basic 
STAMpTM compiler), power supply, an RS232 cable (usb-to-serial adaptor 
optional), and an assortment of jumper wires. 

If you really wish to learn how microcontrollers work, and not use a toy in the 
process, try our Basic ATOMTM microcontroller training kit! This is a kit that you 
can use later on for all your advanced experiments. As an option, we can replace 
the 24-pin module with larger modules that have more i/o pins. 

Incredible Price: $200 plus $25 shipping 

Order yours today! 

Online Shop at: www.wesedu.com Email:masc1@usa.net 
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Ie Wafer Fault Elimination System 
Inspecting semiconductor wafers that contain thousands 
of components poses a great challenge for inspections, 
but there's a way around that, says Mike Phillips 

Photos: Microscopic 
faults in Ie wafers 

M
any resistor manufacturers such as 
State of the Art Inc, supplier of thick 
and thin film resistive components to 
the biomedical, communications, 
aerospace and defence industries 

based in Pennsylvania, US, have a bottleneck in 
their production processes when it comes to quality 
control inspections of wafers. Wafers are an array of 
resistors made from a blank alumina substrate, 
which is sputtered with tantalum nitride and gold to 
a pattern made by UV light being shone through a 
glass plate onto the receptive material. 

According to Chris Pezanowski of State of the Art: 
"There may be many tiny defects in each wafer, 
such as voids and bridging, which are caused by 
contamination by fibres in the production process. 
There are also other defects, such as scratches, 
which can be caused during handling." 

"At the moment, each wafer is inspected by the 
human eye through a microscope and this is a 
highly labour-intensive process. Where there are 
single wafers with several thousand components, 
an operator may only be able to inspect one or two 
wafers a day and there is always the risk of human 
error as operators tire. We need inspection to be 
carried out to repeatable exacting company stan
dards and far quicker than is possible at present, 
with labour re-allocated to other production depart
ments." 

Checking for defects 
Envisage Systems, the makers of the CAPVIS visual 
inspection system, have come up with a new, low
cost wafer inspection module, which enables elec
tronic component manufacturers, like 
State of the Art, producing ceramic or 
silicon wafers to automatically inspect 
each wafer optically for faults. Typical 
defects such as broken or breached 
tracks, scratches, extra material or con
tamination can be detected, without 
human intervention and to exact, repeat
able, company standards. The system is 
available with or without an integrated 
faulty chip destruction laser. The com
plete system including laser will typically 
cost in the region of $87,000, or $55,000 
without the laser. 

The system consists of a wafer movement mecha
nism - an XIY table fitted with a robust overhead 
gantry for the mounting of the high resolution indus
trial camera and laser equipment, high magnification 
optics, twin light sources (rear and top illumination), 
Vag laser, protective shielding for the marking and 
inspection area and an industrial 19" cabinet for 
housing all the system electronics and the control PC. 

The operator will log into the system and enter 
wafer related information. This process will automat
ically load the parameters required for the wafer to 
be inspected as well as setting up the file structure 
required for the storage of inspection results. The 
wafer will then be loaded in to the custom-built 
location jig. 

The system will automatically move the jig to 
inspection position one (this position will be depen
dant on chip size), where the operator will be asked 
to confirm that the part is correctly located under 
the camera. A fixture fine-adjustment menu will be 
available, should any small adjustments be neces
sary at this stage. As soon as the position is con
firmed, the system will commence its inspection 
cycle, which will involve following a pre-pro
grammed pattern as dictated by the control PC. At 
each chip position the camera will either take a 
single image or up to four images (if necessary, in 
order to get the required resolution), which will be 
quickly processed to identify defects. As soon as a 
pass or fail result is determined, the system will 
move on to the next inspection position. 

Any fail results will be written to a file for subse
quent device destruction. It is intended to have a 
third result category, which will contain images, and 
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this may require some manual intervention in order 
to arrive at a pass/fail decision. These images will 
be presented to the operator at the end of the 
inspection cycle at which time he/she will be 
expected to either set a pass or fail the units. The 
failure results will be written to the destruction file. 

To keep or destroy 
Once results are available for all components, the 
wafer will be moved to a static laser position. The 
co-ordinates of all failed components will then be 
fed to the laser, which by means of its scanning 
head will destroy all faulty units. The scanning head 
option has been chosen to minimise the time of the 
destruction cycle as it negates the requirement to 
move the wafer once it is in its set position. The 
actual laser mark only takes a fraction of a second 
and will be programmed with a known pattern, in 
order to cause maximum destruction. 

A warning device will signal to the operator that 
action is required. This will mean that the operator is 
free to complete other duties whilst the inspection 
cycle is taking place. A mode will be available which 
will store all device images so that the system can be 
checked for efficient operation, although it is strongly 
recommended that the system is not left in this mode 
due to the high storage medium requirements. 

During initial tests, a dual lighting system has 
proved to be the most effective at identifying the 
defects. This means that mounted immediately 
beneath the location jig will be a rear light source. 
This will be a flat LED device, designed to give com
pletely even illumination over the complete field of 
view. This will be supplemented by a second light 
source mounted from the lens of the camera. These 
lights will be switched on and off as necessary by 
the system. 

The camera moves from component to compo
nent, building up a map, in memory, of any faulty 
components. When the inspection is complete, the 
wafer moves to the destruction position under the 
laser, which fires a series of tiny pulses to destroy 
the faulty components and prevent them from con-

8em icond uctors 

tinuing in the production process. 
Because of the vast number of unit 

designs, it is not practical or cost-effec
tive for the vision system supplier to 
pre-program all of the available varia
tions. The software has, therefore, been 
designed to enable the end user to pro
gram individual component designs into 
the system. This has been achieved by 
evaluation of many different drawings of 
components and establishing that all 
designs are based on what are essen
tially common components. Typically, 
these will include simple tracks, lad

ders, solid blocks etc. 
Once a suitable defect detection algorithm has 

been written for the individual SUb-component type 
and all of the relevant parameters have been 
extracted to appear as operator variables (supplied 
with the system), this may be applied to any area of 
the device by simply defining the area around that 
particular feature and setting the relevant parame
ters for the level of defect detection requirement. 
This means that similar features can be inspected to 
different quality levels by setting different parame
ters for different parts of the device. 

The proof is in the pudding 
A checking mechanism is built into the software, 
which will run a test once an area has been 
assigned, in order to ensure that the vision check 
will work as it is supposed to. This overcomes the 
potential problem of an operator including, for 
instance, part of a solid block within a ladder sec
tion. Once all of the sections have been applied and 
the parameters set, the component design is auto
matically saved and can be recalled by use of a 
simple on-screen drop down list. 

According to Envisage Systems: " This new 
system closes the loop on the inspection process 
for those companies yearning to produce perfect, 
zero defect chips. Instead of the labour-intensive 
process of an operator having to inspect each 
wafer with a microscope, this system, which has a 
cycle time of only 15 minutes per wafer, 
depending on compo
nent size, can be oper
ated virtually 
unmanned, saving 
both time and man
power. Users can then 
employ our integrated 
laser or use the co
ordinate map output 
function to mesh with 
their own existing laser 
destruction system." 
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Serial Communications 

PC-to-PC Communication via 
RS-232 Serial Port Using C 
Varun '-'indal from the Panjab University's Institute of 
Engineering and Technology delves into programming 
via an RS-232 port in C A

n endeavor has been made in this article 
to bring forth a simple, easy and novel 
way of implementing PC-to-PC commu
nication via RS-232 serial port using C 
language. Implementing the asyn

chronous serial communication this way does not 
require the reader to be familiar with serial port reg
isters and their programming, and there is no need 
for constructing user-defined functions for setting 
the baud rate and format of data, parity and stop 
bits. Moreover, the speed of data transfer is also 
greater and the function used for serial program
ming along with its arguments makes its purpose 
self-explanatory . 

A PC can accommodate, at most, four serial ports 
but usually a PC has two RS-232 serial ports, 
COM1 and COM2. Anyone of the serial ports can 
be used in each PC for linking them together. A 
serial port at the back of a PC is in the form of 9-pin 
(or sometimes 25-pin) D-type male connector. 
Table 1 shows pin configurations of 9-pin D-type 
male connector, which is depicted in Figure 1. 

Serial communication 
Data transfer within a system is generally in parallel. 
All the bits of the data word are transferred in par
allel at the same instant. In some cases, particularly 
in transferring data over long distances, it is pre
ferred to transfer the data in serial form. The data 
word from a transmitting system is converted to 
stream of bits by parallel to serial conversion, and 
one bit at a time is transferred on a single line to a 
receiving system. At the receiving end, the word is 
reconstructed by serial to parallel conversion. The 
speed of data transfer in serial communication is 
specified by baud. 

The baud unit is named after Jean Maurice Emile 
Baudot, who was an officer in the French Telegraph 
Service. He is credited with devising the first uni
form-length 5-bit code for characters of the alphabet 
in the late 19th century. What baud really refers to is 
modulation rate or the number of times per second 
that a line changes state. This is not always the 
same as bits per second (bps). If we connect two 
serial devices together using direct cables then baud 
and bps are, in fact, the same. But when modems 
are in question, this isn't the case. 

Asynchronous serial communication 
Asynchronous data transfer is used for low speed 
communication, typically at standard rates such as 
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Figure 1 (Above): 9-pin 0 -
type connector of an 
RS-232 serial port 

Figure 2 (Left): 
Asynchronous data 
transmission format 

2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 

parity stop 
start DO 
bit 

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 bit bits 

2400, 4800, 9600, 19200 baud etc. The asyn
chronous communication format does not use any 
synchronising clock or timing signal. 

Framing - Transmission of a character starts with 
a start bit (logic 0), followed by the character bits 
(LSB first), a parity bit and ends with one or two 
stop bits (logic 1). This is referred to as one frame. 
Process of adding the start, parity and stop bits with 
character bits is referred to as framing. When no 
character is sent, the transmitter outputs logic high. 
The line remains in logic 1 (idle state) till the trans
mission of next character begins with another start 
bit. Figure 2 shows transmission of a 7-bit ASCII 
character'M'. 

The parity bit is included in the frame for the 
receiver to check errors that may occur during 
transmission. The bit is made 0 or 1, so that the 
number of 1 s in the character plus the parity bit is 
always odd in odd parity systems or even in even 
parity systems. Since, the character 'M' has even 

Table 1: Pin functions of a 9-pin connector of 
RS-232 serial port 

Pin number Description 

1 DCD (data carner detect) 

2 RxD (receive data) 

3 T xD (transmit data) 

4 DTR (data terminal ready) 

5 GND (signal ground) 

6 DSR (data set ready) 

7 RTS (request to send) 

8 CTS (clear to send) 

9 RI (ring indicator) 

number (4) of 1 s, the parity is made 0 for the even 
parity system and 1 for the odd parity system. 

Error detection - Error in asynchronous commu
nication is detected in three ways, by checking 
parity error, framing error and overrun error. The 
parity error informs that the received data has 
wrong parity, indicating that the noise was encoun
tered during reception. The framing error informs 
that the received data does not have the start and 
stop bits at their proper places. The overrun error 
indicates that a new data has been received before 
the previous data could be taken away. 

RS/EIA-232 
Short for Recommended Standard-232, a standard 
interface approved by EIA (Electronic Industries 
Association) for connecting serial devices, specifies 
signal voltages, signal timing, signal function, a pro
tocol for information exchange and mechanical con
nectors. To ensure reliable communication and to 
enable the interconnection of equipment produced 
by different manufacturers, the interfacing standard 
RS-232 was set by EIA in 1960. Since then it has 
gone through a number of modifications, including a 
change in its name. RS-232A, RS-232B, RS-232C, 
EIA-232D and EIA-232E are the subsequent ver
sions of this standard. The standard has been 
referred to as RS-232 (instead of EIA-232) 
throughout this article due to its popularity. 

The RS-232 standard supports two types of 
connectors - a 25-pin D-type connector (DB-25) 
and a 9-pin D-type connector (DB-9). The type of 
serial communications used by PCs requires only 
nine pins, so either type of connector will work 
equally well. Since modern PCs employ only 9-pin 
D-type connectors, only this configuration has 
been discussed in this article, including connec
tions and programming. 

In RS-232 parlance, the device that connects to 
the interface is called Data Communications 
Equipment (DCE) and the device to which it con
nects is called Data Terminal Equipment (DTE). This 
standard was mainly designed to connect DTE that 
is sending and receiving serial data (such as a com
puter) and DCE that is used to send data over long 
distances (such as a modem). 

To distinguish between DTE and DeE: 
• Measure the DC voltages between (DB-9) pins 3 

and 5 and between pins 2 and 5. Be sure that the 
black lead is connected to pin 5 (GND) and the 
red lead to whichever pin you are measuring. 

• If the voltage on pin 3 (TxD) is more negative than 
-3V, then it is a DTE, otherwise it should be near 
zero volts. 

• If the voltage on pin 2 (RxD) is more negative than 
-3V, then it is a DCE. 

• If both pins 3 and 2 have a voltage of at least 3V, 
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then either you are measuring incorrectly, or your 
device is not a standard RS-232 device. Call tech

nical support. 
• In general, a DTE provides a voltage on TxD, RTS 

& DTR, whereas a DCE provides voltage on RxD, 
CTS, DSR & DCD. 

Serial Communications 

Table 4: Cmd argument specifications 

Value of 'cmd' Function performed 
argument 

COM INIT Sets the communication parameters to tile value in 
'abyte' argument 

_COM_SEND Sends the character in 'abyte' arQument out over 
Programming an RS-232 serial port using C the communications line 

Library File Inclusion COM_RECEIVE Receives a character from the communications line 

#include<bios.h> _COM_STATUS Retums current status of the communications port 

Function 
_bios_serialcomO; 

Function Declaration/Syntax 
Unsigned _bios_serialcom(int cmd, int port, char 

abyte); 

Brief Description 
The function _bios_serialcomO uses BIOS interrupt 
Ox14 to perform various RS-232 cornmunications 
over the I/O port given in the port. The function 

arguments along with their significance are given in 
Table 2 below. 

Table 2: Various function arguments and their 
Significance 

Argument Significance 

abyte OR combination of bits that specifies COM port settings 

cmd Specifies the I/O operation to perform 

port Identifies the I/O port 

Function Argument Specifications 
Port argument - The serial port that is selected for 
RS-232 communication is specified in the port argu
ment as given in Table 3. 

Table 3: Port argument specification 

Value of 'port' argument Port selected 

o COM1 

COM2 

2 COM3 

3 COM4 

Cmd Argument - The I/O operation to be per
formed is specified by means of 'cmd' argument 
as given in Table 4. When the value of 'cmd' 
argument is set to either _COM_RECEIVE or 
_COM_STATUS, the value in 'abyte' argument is 
ignored. 
Abyte argument - When the value of 'cmd' argu
ment is set to _COMJNIT, the COM port settings 
are specified by the 'abyte' argument. The 'abyte' 
argument is an OR combination of the following 
values (one from each group in Table 5). 

Table 5: Abyte argument specifications 

Value of 'abyte' argument Meaning 

Return value 
For all values of 'cmd' argument, the function 
_bios_serialcomO returns a 16-bit unsigned integer. 

The upper 8 bits of the return value are status bits. 
V" If one (or more) error status bit(s) is (are) set to 

1, an error has occurred. 
V" If no error status bit is set to 1, the byte was 

received without error. 
The lower 8 bits vary depending upon the value 

of 'cmd' argument specified as given in Table 6. 
The following format shows the details of all the 

return bits: 
Lower Byte of Return Value 
DO = Received line signal detect 
D1 = Ring indicator 
D2 = Data set ready 
D3 = Clear to send 
D4 = Change in receive line signal detector 
D5 = Trailing edge ring indicator 
D6 = Change in data set ready 
D7 = Change in clear to send 
Upper Byte of Return Value 
D8 = Data ready 
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Table 6: Significance of lower byte of retunl value 

Value of 'cmd' 
argument 

Lower 8 bits of return value 

_COMJNIT or Lower bits are defined as shown In format 
_COM_STATUS given below 

COM RECEIVE Byte read is in the lower bits of the return 
- - value (If there is no error i.e no upper error-bits 

are setto 1) 

09 = Overrun error 
010= Parity error 
011 = Framing error 
012 = Break detect 
013 = Transmit holding register empty 
014 = Transmit shift register empty 
015 = Time out (set to 1 if abyte value could not 

be sent) 

Description steps 
1. Objective - To implement PC-to-PC communi
cation by inputting the data through one port and 
receiving the same through another and vice-versa 
(Turbo C++ version 3.0). 
2. Connection diagram - The connection diagram 
(Figure 3) shows the wiring of the null-modem that is 
intended for RS232 asynchronous communications 
(most PC-based systems). This configuration is called 
so because each PC terminal detects as if some 
modem is connected to it rather than the other PC. 

The two PC tenninals are connected through TxD, 
RxD and GND pins. The Data Terminal Ready (DTR, 
pin 4) is looped back to Data Set Ready (DSR, pin 6) 
and Data Carrier Detect (DCD, pin 1) on both PCs. 
When DTR is asserted active, then the DSR and DCD 
immediately become active. At this moment, the com
puter thinks the virtual modem to which it is con
nected is ready and has detected the carrier of the 
other modem. The lines Request to Send (RTS, pin 7) 
and Clear to Send (CTS, pin 8) have been linked 
together. When the computer wishes to send data, it 

4 .... --

2 ..... --110-- --..... 

Figure 3: Null m odem cable configuration 

3. Source code 

/* PC-to-PC communication - by VARUN JINDAL *j 

j* B.E. (E&C) - final year, Panjab University, Chandigarh *j 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio. h> 
#include<bios.h> 

#define SEITINGS lCOM_9600 I_COM_CHR81_COM_NOPARITY 1 
_COM_STOP1) 

j* baud rate = 9600,8 data bits, no parity bit, 1 stop bit *j 

void main(void) 
{ 
unsigned in,out,status; 
int port; 

clrscrO; 
printf("Select Port(Enter '0' for COM1 and '1' for COM2):"); 
scanf("%d" ,&port); 
printf("Press ESC to exit"); 
textcolor(yELLOW); 
cprintf("\n\rData Received:"); 

_bios_serialcomlCOMJI\IIT,port,SEITINGS); 

for(;;) 
{ 
status=_bios_serialcomlCOM_STATUS,port,O); 
if (status & 512) 
printf("\n\t\a Overrun Error"); 

if (status & 1024) 
printf("\n\t\a Parity Error"); 
if (status & 2048) 
printf("\n\t\a Framing Error"); 

if(status & (5121102412048)) /* if any error *j 

break; 

if(status & 256) j* if data ready *j 

{ 
if((out= _bios_serialcoml COM_RECEIVE,port,O) & 255)!=0) 

putch(out); 
} 
if(kbhitO) /* if a keystroke is currently available * j 
{ 
in=getchO; /* get a character without echoing onto the screen *j 

if(in==27) j* if ESC * j 
break; 

_bios_serialcoml COM_SEN 0, port, in); 
} 
} 

} 

asserts RTS high, which in turn asserts CTS high, 
meaning thereby that the virtual modem has the room 
for storing the data and the computer can send it. 
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4. Testing -It is usually difficult to work on both 
PCs when a programmer wishes to check his/her 
source code for PC-to-PC communication. The best 
possible way to overcome this problem is to use a 
loopback connector (shown in Figure 4), which 
enables the programmer to write source-code for 
programming serial port with single PC. 

stop bits using the macro (pre-processor direc
tive) 'SETTINGS' in the source code. 

• When the source code is compiled and run on 
both PCs, the characters typed in one computer 
should appear on the other computer's screen 
and vice-versa. 

6. Limitations - Here, we are using RS-232 serial 
asynchronous communication, so the communication 
speed is less than that of parallel data transfer, where 
8-bit data is sent at a time rather than bit by bit. 

A loopback connector usually consists of a con
nector without a cable and includes internal wiring 
to re-route signals back to the sender. When the 
computer receives data, it will not know whether the 
signals it receives come from a remote DCE device 
set to echo characters, or from a loop back con
nector. Using loopback connector, proper operation 
of the computer's serial port can be checked. 
5. Data transfer procedure 

7. Applications - On the guidelines presented in this 
article, useful functions such as file transfer, chatting 
etc can be implemented. By using hardware circuitry 
employing infrared/laser diodes, even wireless PC-to
PC communication can be easily implemented. Figure 4: Loopback 

connector 

• Connect the two PCs together using the 3-wire link. 
• Run the program given in the source code on 

both PCs. 
• Before sending the data, set both the sending 

and receiving PC terminals to the same baud 
rate, and same format of data bits, parity bits and 

Designers' note: 
The executable code is available on request 
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of P G Engineering (Sussex) Ltd 
explains the benefits of automating vs cheap labour, 
despite many firms deciding to manufacture offshore 

Figure 1: Product 
assembly flow 

1 
he economic rush to outsource assem
blies to low cost areas such as Asia has 
had a profound effect on the manufac
turing bases of Europe and the Americas. 
Many products have a relatively high 

labour content and if they are to be built in volume, 
the scale of the Asian operations offers better mar
gins and a competitive edge. But does this apply 
universally? Let us use an example of an electronic 
sensor. 

Ostensibly, it would seem to be a natural fit to a 
low-cost assembly environment, but is that an auto
matic choice? 

Manual assembly workers can easily perform 
most of these tasks and the output can be prodi
gious, but the electronics assembly flow shown in 
Figure 1 includes flip-chip that would almost cer
tainly cause huge quality problems for manual 
assembly. The original design included wire-bonded 

Electronics Assermly Flow MechanlcalAssermly Flow 

Cure coating 

ive~ 

chip-on-board and could be assembled in a low 
cost area using semi-automatic wire-bonders. Once 
the design changes to incorporate flip-chip, the 
whole operation becomes more difficult to achieve 
overseas. 

It has long been known that a stable product that 
does not require much engineering input during its 
lifetime of manufacture can be successfully built at 
extremely long range. This does not mean that the 
product must be simple; Asian manufacturers are 
now very capable of building sophisticated and 
highly technical assemblies. 

However, if regular design re-issues occur or if 
constant process changes are necessary, there 
needs to be a close co-operation between the 
design team and the manufacturing unit. If solid 
Design-For-Manufacture rules are in place then the 
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difficulties are lessened but they do not go away. 
The response times for a design change when the 

product is built remotely can have a severe impact 
on the time-to-market requirements of the product 
and it can be necessary for a team of designers or 
product/process engineers from the home design 
authority to be sent to the remote build area. This, of 
course, increases costs. 

It may even be necessary for an OEM to organise 
a team of ex-patriots on rotating shifts, typically two 
months away followed by two months at home. This 
way the costs of keeping the 'away team' remain 
high but, also, the effectiveness of the team when 
on home duty is diluted, as they cannot spend more 
than two months on tackling an issue. 

Many of the favourite Asian sites are positioned 
relatively close to financial centres or established 
communities but, increasingly, the lowest cost sites 
are being pushed further afield. Not all operations 
have the extreme consequences mentioned above 
but it is necessary to evaluate the need to manufac
ture offshore much more seriously than to copy the 
competition or show a "knee-jerk" reaction to the 
stampede abroad. 

r 
It is true that the availability of highly trained local 
engineers that speak the appropriate languages is 
improving but, in time, they will seek a higher stan
dard of living and drive up wages. This has hap
pened in Singapore, which is still slightly cheaper 
than Europe or America but much more expensive 
than most of the rest of Asia. 

Those countries that are actively seeking elec
tronics assembly work are also aware that they 
must provide fully trained personnel. They also 
acknowledge that there is a time delay between 
capturing the new large volumes of business and 
providing that necessary trained workforce. The 
cost of all this training is not free and the cost of 
doing it must be amortised across a variety of tax 
and business structures. 

One of the great attractions to manufacturing in 
Ireland in the 1970s through to 2001 was the good 
fortune of Ireland investing in a strong educational 
structure. Although the overall population of this 

country is low, the proportion of highly trained engi
neers was, and still is, very high. With the advent of 
the European Union and a gradual increase in wage 
rates to reach the levels of the rest of Europe, 
Ireland became less attractive to outside investors 
who often moved to Asia or Eastern Europe for 
short-term gain. 

Today, in Europe and America, there are still large 
numbers of highly skilled and trained engineers who 
are more than capable of handling the problems 
and issues of high technology products. 

As mentioned earlier, there will always be products 
with a relatively high labour content that will always 
suit low cost manufacturing areas, regardless of 
geographical issues. However, there are also many 
products that have a low labour content, or can be 
automated as such that the labour content is negli
gible. Even if the production volumes are high and 
the design is stable with very few changes, one can 
build a case for automating the whole assembly to a 
very high level and some interesting possibilities 
emerge. 

. It may be possible to automate the 
assembly to the point where only three operational 
staff are required per shift to run the line. One elec
tronic/electrical operational technician, one 
mechanical assembly/test engineer and one super
visor capable of handling both tasks. Clearly, these 
people will need to be very highly trained and 
capable. Many such personnel exist in Europe and 
the US. Although the individual staff costs will be 
high per person, the overall staff cost for the build 
operation will be very small, even inSignificant, once 
the operation runs at high volumes. 

I I 1 r The equipment costs for high levels 
of automation will be very high from the start but 
can be easily amortised over a perceived run life
time. Usually, volume increases can be handled by 
the addition of extra modules if the original line 
specification was thought out properly and the cost 
of extra modules can be built into business models 
for the future expansion of the facility. Adding extra 
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Figure 2: Floor area of a workflow for a sensor 
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the assembly fiow 
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Figure 4: Optimum e lectronics assembly cell 

labour in a low cost area will allow the manufacturer 
to react to increased volumes but with added 
training, time and quality implications. 

Once the automated line has been 
specified, installed and commissioned successfully 
and the required staff are fully trained, the product 
quality will be consistent to a predetermined level. 
Process variations can either be handled by the 
skills of the staff or by designing into the line auto
mated checking and closed loop feedback systems 
to instantly and automatically correct minor defects, 
before they have a chance to create scrap or vol
umes of rework. 

So far, the suggestions 
above indicate a large manufacturing operation but 
that does not need to be the case. The production 
volumes could be broken down into sizes that suit 
particular customers and highly efficient but com
pact operations could be sited very close to the end 
customer. So, for example, the concept of Design
in-Britain, Build-in-Vietnam and Ship-to-North 
America could be replaced by a concept of Design
in-Britain and Build-in-North America. 

When building at long range 
and using low levels of automation, the response 
time to a change instigated by a customer will be 
lengthy and may need teams of ex-patriot profes
sionals to handle the change. If the automated 
manufacturing site is next door to the end customer 
and the staff running it are high-level professionals, 
the response time will be minimal , with no need to 
send out engineers to plan and implement the 
change. 

Obviously, the shipping time is virtu
ally zero if the manufacturing site is close to the 
customer and the shipping costs are correspond
ingly low. Insurance costs should be lower and the 
risks lower. 

Let us return to our particular example. 
The design and development base in the UK is 

under pressure to modify or create new sensors as 
quickly as possible but suffers from delays or prob
lematic new product introductions. There are also 
serious costs associated with these delays and 
problems. The best way forward to develop a good 
relationship with the customer and react very 
quickly to changing needs is to consider automa
tion linked to the customer's geography and infras
tructure. 

The electronics workflow is quite short but has 
some serious floor area considerations if wire 
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bonding and three reflow ovens are needed (one for 
adhesive cure, one for die attach cure and one for 
"glob-top" cure). See Figure 2 for details. The 
whole line is 26m long, so, would this be suitable 
automation? 

Although this particular product type can adopt 
some exotic production methods, the general phi
losophy will apply to a wide range of products. 

A 26m long line with so many elements is hard to 
justify on staffing grounds but it is also expensive in 
terms of equipment. It can, however, be shortened 
considerably and most of the reflow units can be 
combined into one operation. Once the decision to 
use flip-chip instead of wire-bonded chip-on-board 
has been made, it becomes noticeable that the 
curing characteristics of the glob-top and the con
ductive adhesive are almost identical. With some 
careful use of dual conveyors and lift units, a single 
reflow oven can be used for all operations. 

Before we look at the probable equipment dia
gram, we need to consider the mechanical 
assembly criteria. The assembly flow shown earlier 
indicates that there are many steps in the process 
but some of these can be combined and a typical 
assembly block diagram would look something like 
Figure 3. 

This article is focused on electronics manufac
turing but we still need to comment briefly on the 
needs of the mechanical assembly. 

The inputs to this cell come from two sources. 
One is the electronic assembly cell and the other 
is the plastic moulding cell that supplies plastic 
casings. This article will not explore such criteria. 

The work flow requires adhesive deposition, 
component placement, adhesive cure, glob top 
application and glob top cure as its focus where 
the adhesive and glob-top have almost identical 
cure characteristics. Sophisticated automation 
can be used to take advantage of these charac
teristics. 

The optimum line configuration can now consist 
of only one cure/reflow oven and some clever 
conveyors. See Figure 4. 

The first thing to notice is that the line length is 
13.8m and that is almost half the original concept. 
But it is also important to see that a lot of the ele
ments are conveyors and that means that the line 
can be "bent" around corners. This means that we 
can fit the whole assembly system into a small 
space. It relies on the concept of lift conveyors 
and the oven having a dual lane construction so 
that the first pass allows adhesive curing and the 
second pass allows glob-top curing to take place. 
The final concept could look like Figure 5. 

This line occupies approximately 15m x 16m 

Electronics Manufacture 

floor area but it also needs to be fed with plastic Figure 5: Optimum line 

mOUldings. These can either be bought from 
external suppliers or input from a separate plastic 
moulding department. The moulding department 
will have its own floor area requirements and that 
is not a consideration here. Let us suppose that 
the area for moulding is the same as the assembly 
department, therefore, the total floor area will be 
about 30m x 17m, allowing for office space etc. 

The beauty of a system like this is that it requires 
very few staff to look after it. Per shift , the 
assembly department will need three people. One 
will be a supervisor and the other two are special
ists in electronics and mechanical assembly. It is 
acknowledged that these will be expensive 
people, however. If the plastic mOUldings are pro
duced on site, then there will be extra staff 
involved. The mini-factory needs administration 
staff then we will need to consider the numbers 
involved. 

The theory behind all of this is to make it easier 
for OEMs to place their mini manufacturing units 
next door to their customers and avoid long-range 
engineering difficulties and support. This is an 
increasingly European issue as more and more 
manufacturers decide to move manufacturing off
shore to Asia, without contemplating the overall 
customer frustrations. It is well worth considering 
high levels of automation to allow the end cus
tomer to benefit without forcing him to use over
seas supply routes. 

1 
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Tone Generation 

RealDTMF 
Generator 
Microcontrollers can be used for generating DTMF 
tones. Bijan Poorghafour explains how a low
cost, low-speed MCU J such as ATS9C2051-24PI J 

can generate high-accuracy DTMF tones 

A
fter the development of the 'Pure Sinewave 
Generator', described in the August issue of 
Electronics World, page 22, it's easy to generate a 
wide range of frequencies. The algorithm is so simple 
that a microcontroller can run it. 

The algorithm can generate frequencies that are multiples of 
the base frequency, or 250Hz. With this algorithm, many tones 
can be generated in the range from 250Hz t01 OkHz in steps 
of 250Hz. 

The algorithm is flexible and it can be modified to generate 
tones other than multiples of the base frequency. Sinewave 
samples are generated by high sampling rate as 50kHz. So, fil
tering sampling noise can be done with a simple filter. 

What is the DTMF? 
DTMF is one of the most popular and historical ways for in-band 
signalling in a telephone line. It is so robust and powerful that 
many engineers are using it in telecommunication and data 
transceivers. 

Each DTM F tone is a combination of two frequencies, in the 
low frequency and high frequency range. These frequencies are 
added with each other to make a DTMF frequency. 

We analyse the DTMF as a simple tone telephone dialler. Tone 
dialler has 16 keys. They are arranged in a formation of four rows 
by four columns. Each row and column is associated with a fre
quency. The rows correspond to the frequencies 697Hz, 770Hz, 
852Hz and 941 Hz, and the columns to the frequencies 1209Hz, 
1336Hz, 1477Hz and 1633Hz. The row frequencies represent 
the "low group" and the column frequencies the "high group". 

When a key on the keypad is pressed, the column and row fre
quencies are combined in equal portion to generate a DTMF 
tone. It is better to name this a DTMF "code" rather than a DTMF 
"tone". Such dialler is fast and a telephone centre can easily and 
quickly detect such code. 

For example, when we touch number "8" on the keypad, the 
852Hz and 1336Hz are generated and added to each other. The 
tones must be pure and accurate. 

DTMF frequencies 
DTMF frequencies are very hard to generate. Generation of two 
of them cannot be done by a low frequency and standard XT AL 
source, for example. 

The frequencies are such that harmonics of a tone are not 
considered to be a valid tone. 

The frequencies have been selected since the human voice 
does not contain them. This makes DTMF signalling in a tele
phone line very robust and powerful. 

Generation methods 
There are various ways to generate DTMF and, here, I 
describe some of them: 
o Using an IC, such as the TP5089. This IC is using an XT AL 
as a high-accuracy clock source. This chip has an acceptable 
error range and a receiver can detect its tones. It has a built-in 
keypad scanner and it is ideal as a single tone dialler. 

The DTMF generator is connected to the microcontroller unit 
(MCU). This means that the MCU generates the needed DTMF 
code and then the IC generates the frequencies of a corre
sponding code. These types of ICs are fairly popular. 
o Once I heard that Atmel has supplied a code to generate 
DTMF by an MCU through a single pin, with PWM techniques. 
I have not tested this yet but one obvious problem is that we 
have to filter out the sampling through a high-degree active 
filter. In this instance, timers sometimes cost more than the 
MCU itself. 
o The genius way: I heard one engineer has saved a "voice" 
of DTMF tone in a sound-recording chip, popularly used in 
answering machines. When the code is dialled, the chip plays 
the recorded sound, which, in fact, is a DTMF tone. This is a 
very good idea for a designer to apply in telephone systems. 

Unfortunately, it also means that the recorded sounds can 
easily be erased from the chip. In addition, there's plenty of 
noise in these chips. In which case, we need a noiseless 
source for minimum noise recording. 
o Some low price systems are using internal microcontroller 
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DO-3 are tone codes 

code 0 for '0' 
code 1 for '1' 
code N for 'N' 
code OAR for '*' 
code OBH for '#' 
code OCH for 'A' 
code ODH for 'B' 
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::: 697 697.54 +0.08 
770 769.70 -0.04 
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941 941.27 +0.03 

1209 1207.73 -0.11 
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DTMF Generator R-2R Ladder High Impedance Buffer 

DTMF Generator 
* DTMF Generation wi1h 8051 MicroController Family. 

*- Real Synthesize of Low and High Group Sine Waves. 

*- Very Low Harmonics and Distortion. 

*- Very High Accuracy ( Error less 1han 0.1 %) and Stability. 

*- Very High Sampling Frequency (31.250KHz ). 

*- Now Available on AT89C2051-24PI. 

*- Less Than 1600 Bytes Program Space Requirement. 

* Very Easy Interface to Micro. 

*- Mute and Load Operation on One Pin. 

*- User Defmed Interface Can be designed. 

*- It Can be Implemented in user software. 

Code Inputs (DO-3) 

LoadfGen 

DTMF Output 

*- It Can be Implemented on Processors or Microcontrollers with 2 MIPS or Higher Processing Speed. 

* b-'poorghafour@hotmai1.com for More Infonnation. 

Min. 32us Min. 32us 

Mute Load Sate 
DTMF Ge eration 

Max. 32us Max. 32us 



Tone Generation 

timers to fit DTMF frequencies. 
These use pulses with rich har
monic content, which adds 
more frequency errors. 
o In very expensive systems, 
a DSP generates DTM F fre
quencies by running floating
point instructions. 

What is new? 
This is the first time that a micro
controller such as AT89C2051 
has been used to generate real 
DTMF frequencies with very low 
harmonics and high accuracy. It 
also generates real samples of 
frequency for each group of 
DTMF frequencies. 
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Minimum system design 
When I developed the DTM F 
generator, I was asked to 
design it at a minimum cost 
(please see Figure 1). 

By means of the Pure Sine 
Wave Generation Algorithm, it is 
now possible to generate a set 
of frequencies that are not 
related to each other. When a 
DTMF code is sourced to the 
MCU, then it generates frequen
cies of corresponding code. The 
MCU generates sine samples of 
a high frequency group and low 
frequency group separately and 
adds them to make the final 
sample. This sample is then fed 
to a Df A converter and a voltage 
sample is generated. A simple 
filter (R and C) can eliminate the 
sampling frequency. 

Figure 1: Tone diaJler, row and column frequency associated to each key 

At the heart of the board is a 
microcontroller that generates 
the tone samples. It uses a low 
price 24.000MHz XTAL for the 
oscillator. Samples are fed to R-
2R ladder to convert digital 
samples to voltage samples. All 
pins of port P1 must be pulled 
up by resistors much lower than 
the R-2R ladder. Here, I have 
selected a pull-up resistor of 
4.7kQ and R-2R ladder to 
49.9kQ-100kQ. Note that this 
will generate some distortion in 
the signal, but it is very small 
and cannot corrupt the reception 
of the DTMF receiver. 

Table 1: Frequency comparison and THO Since the sampling frequency 
is much higher than the max
imum DTMF frequency (1633Hz), 
the filter is very simple and only 
a 1 nF capacitor is applied. The 
impedance of the R-2R ladder 
and 1 nF capacitor make a low 
pass filter to filter out the sam
pling frequency. 

Standard (Hz) Designed (Hz) THD (dB) Error (%) 

697 697.54 -41.97 +0.08 

770 769.70 -37.19 -0.04 

852 852.27 -41.66 +0.03 

941 941 .27 -46.47 +0.03 

1209 1207.73 -42.44 -0.11 
In the buffer, I have designed a 

simple emitter follower with 
some feedback to boot the input 
impedance, known as bootstrap. 
When 5V is supplied, the output 

1336 1335.47 -39.68 -0.04 

1477 1476.38 -45.23 -0.04 

1633 1631.53 -44.97 -0.09 

Main features: 
o Low speed and cost controller can generate DTMF frequen

cies. The controller used here is an AT89C2054-24PI. 
@ A very popular 24.000MHz XTAL is also used. 
@) Sinewaves for high group and low group are synthesised 

purely and accurately. 
o Harmonic distortion is less than -37dB. 
o Frequency error is less than 0.11 % and it is highly stable. 
<D The sampling rate is very high at 31.250kHz. 
8 The total program code space is 1600 bytes. 
G) The chip interfaces easily with the microcontroller. 
(D It can start and stop generation as fast as 32us. 

THD measurements 
I have analysed samples generated by a simulations program for 
each tone of DTMF. I have calculated THD over a 4kHz band
width (see Table 1). 

The main tone is also very stable within the frequency band 
and there is very low ripple (0.2%) in the band. 

The frequency measured is highly accurate; it's even better 
than the readily available commercial DTMF generators. 

is 3V peak-to-peak.Generation 
of DTMF starts when the line LoadfGen is forced low. It needs a 
maximum of 32us to detect this activation. When this line is 
deactivated, it takes 32us to stop the generation. 

Applications 
o Many designers will find my design suitable for a minimum 

design cost application using a microcontroller. They can 
implement DTMF code with their code. That's why the DTMF 
code is less than 1600 bytes so it can be implemented in 
many designs. 

@ Microcontroller makers can implement my code as a firmware 
in the chip, which will add DTMF capability to the device. 

Designer's note: I cannot supply the code to an end user 
but I can send programmed and locked microcontrollers 
for further testing and qualification. 

Please contact the magazine's editor by email, 

EWeditor@nexusmedia.com 
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New 82 Spice V5 
Our hottest Spice ever 

New 82 Spice Version 5 has all the power and functions you expect from a 

professional Spice package, but without the high cost: 

• Real design flexibility with over 30,000 models, unlimited circuit size and a huge 

range of new virtual instruments 

• New Circuit Wizard saves time by auto-generating many designs for you 

• Sweep all parameters for any component and simulation type with the powerful 

new Scenario Editor 

• Live Circuit feature allows values to be adjusted while simulations are running, 

displaying the results in real time 

Professional standard Spice simulation for just £229 + VAT. Plus educational 

and multi-user licence discounts available and FREE comprehensive telephone 

technical support. Try the full version completely free for 30 days. 

www.spice-software.com 
Tel: 01603 872331 

Research House, Norwich Road, Eastgate 
Norwich. NR10 4HA. Fax: 01603 879010 
Email info@looking.co.uk 



ROHS (the Restriction of the use of certain Hazardous Substances) and WEEE (Waste Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment) is the equivalent of Y2K for the electronics industry. The upcoming EU environ

mental directives are the most significant developments in electronics legislation to happen in many years and will 
completely revolutionise the way electrical and electronic products are designed, sold, recovered and recycled. Worryingly, many 
design engineers are still not fully aware that the upcoming legislation will affect them. For those who are, many questions remain 
unanswered. Complicated exemption rules, uncertainty about how the directives will be enforced, obsolescence and component 
availability has left engineers unsure of what they need to do and when. The clock is ticking. With only six months to go there's no time 
to lose in the transition to RoHS. If compliant components aren't already part of the design cycle it could well be too late. 

f)· What are the facts about 
• RoHS? 

GN: RoHS will come into force on the 
1 st July 2006. From that date no electri
calor electronic equipment placed on the 
market will be allowed to contain levels of 
lead, cadmium, mercury, hexavalent 
chromium, polybrominated biphenyl and 
poly-brominated diphenyl ethers above 
the maximum concentration values set 
out by the directive. This applies to 
finished equipment that falls into eight 
broad categories: • Large household 
appliances • Small household appliances 
• IT and telecommunications equipment • 
Consumer equipment • Lighting equip
ment (including light bulbs and luminaries 
in households) • Electrical and electronic 
tools (except large scale stationary 
industrial tools) • Toys, leisure and sports 
equipment • Automatic dispensers 

f): Are there any exemptions? 

GN: There are some exemptions. At the 
time of writing there are four significant 
batches of exemptions, either in place or 
under review, totalling over 60 product 
categories, and more are expected. 
Several areas do not currently fall within 
the scope of the RoHS Directive, 
although medical devices and monitoring 
and control equipment (categories 8 and 
9 of the WEEE Directive) are currently 
under review and may well be added to 
RoHS in a few years' time. Areas of 
exemption currently include: • Medical 
devices, monitoring and control 
equipment • Maintenance and repair -
spare parts for repair, upgrade or reuse of 
electrical and electronic equipment on 
the market before 1 st July 2006 • 
Electrical and electronic equipment that 
is part of another type of equipment not 
covered by RoHS. Examples include a 
car radio (a car does not fall within RoHS, 
so neither does the radio), equipment on 
a train, boat, aircraft, electronics in a lift 
etc • Batteries, there is separate 
legislation in the pipeline for this, but not 
battery charges - the latter will fall within 
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RoHS depending on their application • 
Military - where the only use is military or 
national security. 

One of the biggest impacts of the 
legislation is in the area of lead-free 
soldering, where higher melting point 
temperatures are often required. Over 70 
lead-free alloys are available and, while 
experts appear to be comfortable with the 
SAC (tin-silver-copper) alloys when 
soldering either tin-lead or lead-free 
terminations, many of the others, due to 
varying characteristics, may require further 
investigation by the engineer. 

f)· How to achieve 
• compliance in time? 

GN: Sourcing compliant product quickly 
and ensuring it is risk free are other 
challenges currently facing the 
engineering world. Design engineers 
must avoid a part number lottery by using 
distributors that are changing part 
numbers and clearly segregating 
compliant and non-compliant stock. The 
need to ensure suppliers are providing 
complete documentation and, where 
appropriate, material testing is also key, 
as is traceability and the steps required to 
ensure due diligence, accompanied by 
robust internal procedures. 

For many, the web is proving to be an 
invaluable tool in each of these areas. 
Compliant product listings and new part 
numbers are continually being updated 
as stock becomes available in the 
marketplace. The web is clearly the 
fastest and most efficient way to source 
the latest RoHS components, download 
certificates of compliance and access the 
latest news on RoHS and WEEE. 

f)· Does it really bring any 
• environmental benefits? 

GN: Although the driver for 
environmentally friendly products has 
been prevalent for some time, it has only 
been in the last few years that the need to 
produce such equipment has moved 
from being consumer-led to a legal 
requirement. With more and more 
electrical and electronic items becoming 
affordable, coupled with the shorter life 
cycle of these products, it has become 
critical that the problem is recognised in 
legislation. 

RoHS was born out of the WEEE 
directive, whereby producers will have to 
register with the appropriate authorities 
across Europe to cover their obligations 
to arrange, and finance the recovery, 
treatment, recycling and environmentally 
safe disposal of electronic and electrical 
equipment. 

With millions of tonnes sent to landfill 
sites throughout Europe every year, the 
WEEE directive encourages product 
design to take into account repair, reuse 
and recycling at end-of-life. Coupled with 
the RoHS directive banning hazardous 
substances, the legislation will playa 
significant role in reducing the risk to 
human health and the environment. 
Complying with RoHS and WEEE will 
bring real environmental benefits. It's time 
to embrace the legislation. 

Gary Nevison is chairman of the AFDEC RoHS team, board director at 
Electronics Yorkshire and head of product market strategy, Farnell In One. As 
such he is our industry expert who will try and answer any questions that you 
might have relating to the issues of RoHS and WEE£. 
Your questions will be published together with Gary's answers in the 
following issues of Electronics World. 

Please email your questions to E Weditor@nexusmedia. com marking them as RoHS or WEE£. 
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(160 x 100 mm) 

+ Tooling 
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• Soldermask 
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Rechargeable batteries with solder tags. 
NIMH NICAD 
AA 2000mah ...................... £2.82 AA 650mah ........................ £1 .41 
C4Ah .................................. £4.70 C 2.5A ................................ £3.60 
D9Ah .................................. £7.60 D 4Ah ................................. £4.95 
PP3 150mah ...................... £4.95 

Instrument case with edge connector and 
screw terminals 
Size 112mm x 52mm x 1 05mm tall. 
This box consists of a cream base with a PCB slot, a cover plate to 
protect your circuit, a black lid with a 12 way edge connector and 12 
screw terminals built in (8mm pitch) and 2 screws to hold the lid on. 
The cream bases have minor marks from dust and handling. 
Price £2.00 + VAT (= £2.35) for a sample or £44.00 + VAT (= £51.70) 
for a box. 

866 battery pack originally intended to be used 
with an orbitel mobile telephone it contains 10 
1.6Ah sub C batteries (42x22dia the size usually 
used in cordless screwdrivers etc.) the pack is 
new and unused and can be broken open quite 
easily £6.46 + VAT = £8.77 

Please add £1.66 + VAT = £1.95 postage and packing per order. 

JPG ELECTRONICS 
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield S40 2RB 

Tel: 01246 211202 Fax: 01246 550959 
www.jpgelectronics.com 
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By Mike Brookes 

F or generic Short Range 
Devices (SRDs), a new 
era is starting. For 
years, the standard 
used for SRD parame-

ters in the frequency range 
25MHz to 1 OOOMHz has been 
ETSI EN 300 220 in three parts. 

Following an extensive 
review that took two years, this 
hoary, old work-horse has 
been substantially changed 
and is now a conventional two-
part standard. Part 1 gives the 
complete, voluntary technical 
parameters; Part 2, the 'har-
monised section' incorporating 
the essential requirements 
necessitated by the provisions 
of the R& TIE Directive. 

The major changes relate to 
the use of the 868/870MHz 
band. The new version of EN 
300 220 now incorporates 
details of the requirements for 
the use of the spectral effi-
ciency techniques 'Listen 
Before Transmit' and 'Adaptive 
Frequency Agility' (LBT/AFA). 

The adoption of LBT/AFA 
has opened up the band from 
868-870MHz to 863-870MHz -
a huge increase, giving SRD 
module/chip designers much 
more space to work in and 
marketeers confidence in a 
less crowded future. 

Wireless Column 

Dawn of a 
Brave New Word 

Before the 'new' standard optimum of 100kHz, working at £200.00 for high-quality, 
was released, extensive com- a maximum ERP (effective radi- narrow-band modules. 
patibility studies for co-channel ated power) of 25mW would be Today, chipsets incorporating 
interference were carried out the best 'general' solution. This LBT/AFA and additional intelli-
by the Spectrum Engineering gives 70 available "channels". gence are available at volume 
Group of the European Duty cycle is retained for non prices of £5.00 or less. Wi-Fi 
Communication's Committee, LBT/AFA single-channel prod- and Bluetooth have hugely 
which concluded that LBT/AFA ucts and for DSSS (Direct increased public awareness of 
would create an "open road" Sequence Spread Spectrum) short range radio and its capa-
concept to allow better sharing and FHSS (Frequency bilities, now that appetite will 
and more flexibility, in contrast Hopping Spread Spectrum) be fuelled by availability of low-
to the old concept of strict equipment at 1 % or less. cost and highly versatile 
band usage definitions and Concurrent with the revision generic devices. 
complex band plans. to the standard are the neces- With chip-sized radios and 

The existing band plan for sary changes to its 'twin' regu- high-capacity, low-cost bat-
868-870MHz remains in place latory document CEPT IERC teries arriving at the market 
to protect and support legacy Recommendation 70-03, place simultaneously, an 
systems with 'channel exclu- which sets out the conditions explosion of new, portable 
sivity' retained for alarm sys- and technical parameters for SRD products is anticipated. 
tems. Indeed, a further 100kHz the use of SRDs. Amendments And this is only the start. The 
(869.3-869.4MHz) in the 868- to Annex 1 (generic SRDs) and next move, software-based or 
870MHz band have been allo- Annex 7 (alarms) have already cognitive radio, is set to give 
cated solely to alarm systems, been put into practice. even greater SRD capability. 
adding to the 50kHz already in The advent of LBT/AFA is the LPRA is already heavily 
place, to ensure that compli- first clear sign that SRDs have involved with ETSI to derive 
ance with CENELEC rules, moved 'from the simple single new standards for a flexible 
where LBT/AFA is perceived to channel products, first intro- future and with the regulators 
give problems, does not duced in the early 1990s and to ensure that spectrum poli-
restrict sales development. used as 'door openers' or 'car cies of the future promote the 

When using L BT/A FA , duty key fobs', to the realms of success of the SRD industry. 
cycle restrictions are removed , sophistication associated with 
though there are limits on mainstream products. Coupled 

The Low Power Padio Association 
transmission dialogue length with this new approach is is a European trade tx:x::Jy that rep-

and there is no band plan. financial change. Ten years resents manufacturers and users 

Compatibility studies consid- ago, SRD products ranged in 
of short range devices (SRDs). 

ered 25, 50, 100 and 200kHz price from £10.00 for the sim- Mike Brookes is L.PRl\'s chairman. 

channels, concluding that an plest wideband devices to 

Wireless Software Solutions 
Firmware revision 2.1 

If Bluetooth, 802.11, Zigbee, UWB etc don't 
suit your wireless application - "easy-Radio" will. 

ER modules are embedded with all the wireless software 
you will need to achieve a short range wireless link over 
several hundred metres at speeds up to 19.2K over air. Jan 05 

Designed and manufactured 
in the UK by LPRS Limited. 
Witney, OX28 4BH 
Tel: 01993 709418 
Email: info@lprs.co.uk 

New robust software ensures stability of user selected frequency, 
data rates and output power, configurable via Windows based software. 

Go to our website to order an evaluation/programming kit and use 
our online calculator to see how time is saved and revenue returned faster 

with "easy-Radio" software solutions. www.easy-radio.com/ew1 
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Tips 'n' Tricks 

PICmicro microcontroller CCP and ECCP 
The Capture, Compare and PWM (CCP) modules that are 
found on many of Microchip's microcontrollers are used 
primarily for the measurement and control of time-based 
pulse signals. The Enhanced CCP (ECCP), available on 
some of Microchip's devices, differs from the regular CCP 
module in that it provides enhanced PWM functionality -
namely, full-bridge and half-bridge support, programmable 
dead-band delay and enhanced PWM auto-shutdown. 

The ECCP and CCP modules are capable of performing a 
wide variety of tasks. The tips below describe some of the 
basic guidelines to follow when using these modules, as well 
as suggestions for practical applications. 

~TIP 1: measuring RPm using an encoder 
Revolutions per minute (RPM) or how fast something turns, 
can be sensed in a variety of ways. Two of the most 
common sensors used to determine RPM are optical 
encoders and Hall Effect sensors. Optical encoders detect 
the presence of light shining through a slotted wheel 
mounted to a turning shaft (see Figure 1). As the shaft 
turns, the slots in the wheel pass by the eye of the optical 
encoder. Typically, an infrared source on the other side of 
the wheel emits light that is seen by the optical encoder 
through slots in the wheel. 

Front View 

Figure 1: Optical encoder 

IR Sensor 
IRL~ f 

[]) D 
Side View 

Magnet Wheel 

)f ~ I~ Magnet 

Front View 

Figure 2: Hall Effect sensor 

Hall Effect Sensor 

" 
Side View 

Hall Effect sensors work by sensing the position of the 
magnets in an electric motor or by sensing a permanent 
magnet mounted to a rotating object (see Figure 2). These 
sensors output one or more pulses per revolution 
(depending on the sensor) . 
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Figure 3 Low RPM 
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Figure 4 High RPM 

In Figure 3 and Figure 4, the waveform is high when light 
is passing through a slot in the encoder wheel and shining on 
the optical sensor. In the case of a Hall Effect sensor, the high 
corresponds to the time that the magnet is in front of the 
sensor. These figures show the difference in the waveforms 
for varying RPMs. Notice that as RPM increases, the period 
(T) and pulse-width 0N) become smaller. Both period and 
pUlse-width are proportional to RPM. However, since the 
period is the greater of the two inteNals, it is good practice to 
measure the period so that the RPM reading from the sensor 
will have the best resolution. See TIP 1 in the 'Tips 'n Tricks
PICmicro Microcontroller CCP and ECCP" booklet (D841214) 
for measuring period. In addition, see Tip 2 (also shown in the 
DS41214 booklet), which features a technique for measuring 
period with averaging, but is also useful for measuring high 
RPMs. 

~TlP 2: measuring the period of an analogue signal 
Microcontrollers with on-board analogue comparator 
module(s), in addition to a CCP (or ECCP) module, can, 
easily be configured to measure the period of an analogue 
signal. Figure 5 shows a circuit using the peripherals of 
the PIC16F684. 

R3 and R4 set the threshold voltage for the comparator. 
When the analogue input reaches the threshold voltage, 
VOUT will toggle from low to high. 

R1 and R2 provide hysteresis to ensure that small changes 
in the analogue input won't cause jitter in the circuit. Figure 
6 demonstrates the effect of hysteresis on the input. Look 
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R2 

Comparator 
(On-board PIC16F684) 

Figure 5 Circuit using the PIC1 6F684 

PIC16F684 

CCP1 

specifically at what VSENSE does when the analogue input 
reaches the threshold voltage. The CCP module, configured 
in Capture mode, can time the length between the rising 
edges of the comparator output (VOUT.) This is the period of 
the analogue input, provided the analogue signal reaches 
VTHR during every period. 

In Compare mode, the 16-bit CCPRx register value is con
stantly compared against the TMR1 register pair values. 
When a match occurs, the CCPx pin is driven high, driven 
low, remains unchanged, or toggles based on the module's 
configuration. The action on the pin is determined by control 
bits CCPxM3:CCPxMO (CCPxCON<3:0». A CCP interrupt 
is generated when a match occurs. 

Special euent trigger 
Timer1 is normally not cleared during a CCP interrupt 

when the CCP module is configured in Compare mode. 
The only exception to this is when the CCP module is con
figured in Special Event Trigger mode. In this mode, when 
Timer1 and CCPRx are equal , the CCPx interrupt is gen
erated, Timer1 is cleared and an AID conversion is started 
(if the AID module is enabled). 

Tips 'n' Tricks 

VSEN SE ~~ VTHR 

: : Time 

VaUT r'-----+--~~ 
Time 

Figure 6 Signal comparison 

"Why would I use Compare mode 1" 
Compare mode works much like the timer function on a 
stopwatch. In the case of a stopwatch, a predetermined 
time is loaded into the watch and it counts down from that 
time until zero is reached. Compare mode works in the 
same way with one exception - it counts from zero to the 
predetermined time. This mode is useful for generating spe
cific actions at precise intervals. A timer could be used to 
perform the same functionality, however, it would mean pre
loading the timer each time. Compare mode also has the 
added benefit of automatically altering the state of the CCPx 
pin, based on the way the module is set up. 

PICkit2 flash Starter kit winners: 
Joacim Radstam 
Saab Bofors Dynamics, Sweden 

Paul Read 
Wood & Douglas Ltd, UK 

Rolf Struikmans 
SRON, Netherlands 

for the chance to win a microchip PICDEm mc Deuelopment Board for motor Control Design, see ouerteaf 
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Tips 'n' Tricks 

Win a microchip PICDEm mc 
Deuelopment Board for motor Control Design 

I)HoISeosor 
PHstAlljll ~U6 IllO 

hlEICIIderPI'R • 

- If} 

=-1] 

Microchip's PICDEM MC Development Board makes it easy for engineers of all experience levels to 
cost-effectively add the efficiency and reliability of electronic motor control to their embedded designs. 

The new PICDEM MC supports creation of both AC induction motor (ACIM) and brush less DC (BLOC) 
advanced motor control applications with the PIC18FXX31 family of MCUs. These devices feature three 
advanced motion control modules, including a built-in quadrature encoder interface. The PICDEM MC 
board is also constructed with complete electrical isolation from the power circuitry, allowing users to plug 
in the MPLAB In-Circuit Emulator (ICE 2000) or MPLAB In-Circuit Debugger (ICD 2) for full programming, 
debugging and emulation while high power is connected to the board. In addition, the PIC OEM MC 
board's isolated serial-port PC interface to the MC-GUI software enables users to modify their application 
parameters on the fly. The PICDEM MC combines the above features with included hex, assembler and 
C source files to provide a complete reference design for ACIM and BLOC motor control applications. 

Supported by Microchip's Motor Control Design Centre (www.microchip.com/motor) and the free to 
download MCGUI, engineers will easily be able to add electronic control to their motor-driven 
products, reduce development time and costs. 

For the chance to win one of these boards, log onto 
www.microchip-comp.com/elecworld-picdemmc 

and enter your details into the online entry form 
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WHAT BETTER CHOICE ? 
• 

FOR QUALITY, PERFORMANCE & AFTER SALES SERVICE 

PROLINK 3C PREMIUM 
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0: 
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PRODIG 2 MC 577 

ALBAN ELECTRONICS LIMITED 

Alban THE PROMAX SERVICE CENTRE 
6 Caxton Centre, Porters Wood, 8t. Albans, Herts, AL3 6XT. 

TEL : 01727 832266 FAX: 01727 810546 
www.albanelectronics.co.uk info@albanelectronics.co.uk 

SALES + SERVICE + CALIBRATION 



SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS 
Test and Measurement Solutions 

CAN-USB & CAN-232 
affordable CAN Bus to USB and RS232 
interface solutions 

= = = Bronze Prize Wi nner = = = 
NASA Tech Briefs 2004 

£125.00 

DS1 M12 USB Scope / Logger 
2 x 1 MS/s Input Channels + waveform 
generator output. EasyScope & EasyLogger slw 
included. 

£36.00 

USB-2COM-M 
2 Port Industrial USB RS232 Serial with wall 
mount bracket and DC auxiliary output 

I 
III 

II 
Easy SVNC 

TM 



Metal film labelling 
I have just read Mr. Beukes 
letter referring to my article, 
which appeared in EW for 
July, 2005 ('Auto-light con
troller', p14). 

Mr Beukes is quite right in 
saying that I should have 
labelled R2 as a metal film 
component (in this day and 
age I would be surprised if 
anyone would consider using 
any other kind of resistor in a 
similar design), but he is incor
rect in saying that it need be 
something other than 0.25W. 
MR25 type resistors have a 
maximum working voltage of 
300V and an overload voltage 
of 600V. These figures are 
more than adequate. 

Mr. Beukes will not allow me 
to connect R3 to the junction 
of 01 and C1 but advises that 
there is a suitable connection 
at another point in the circuit. 
There is, of course, but I prefer 
mine and would point out that, 
with any luck, simply leaving 
pin 10 of IC1 disconnected 
would probably do just as 
well. Again, I agree I should 
have labelled R3 as metal film. 

I cannot understand Mr 
Beukes next points. The PCB 
layout included in my article 
shows track spacing which is 
more than adequate for car
rying mains voltage without 
flash-over. The usually recom
mended minimum distance is 
1 mm per kV. Similarly, his 
fourth point would over-egg the 
pudding when he declares 
(without explanation) that wires 
need to be soldered along cer
tain tracks. I assume he is con
cerned about their current car
rying capacity. The 2mm 
(0.08inch) tracks illustrated will 
run a 750W lamp without addi
tional copper being necessary. 
My original parameters were 
extrapolated from standard 
tables that state that on PC 
board material, faced with stan
dard copper (35 micrometer), 

tracks of 2.5mm width will carry 
4A with no more than a 5.5°C 
increase in temperature. His 
associated comment about the 
earth connection might just as 
well be applied to the equally 
unlikely event of the earth wire 
breaking inside the cable. 

Finally, coating the board 
with lacquer and using a tran
sient suppressor (if there were 
room to fit such a component) 
maybe nice but not necessary. 
In fact, random spray from an 
aerosol can of protective lac
quer is more likely to damage 
the sprayer's health than using 
an un-lacquered PCB if it is 
correctly fitted. 
David Ponting 
UK 

Noticeboard 
I have been a reader of 
Wireless World and Electronics 
World and, also, Television 
magazine since 1974. A few 
years ago, you used to have a 
page for your regular readers 
to write in, ask for help, make 
requests from other readers or 
advertise items, related to 
electronics. May I suggest that 
you reintroduce this page in 
Electronics World for your ded
icated readers, as I am quite 
sure it will be beneficial to 
both, your company and us. 

For example, I am at nearly 
retiring age and I have most of 
the issues since I started buying 
the magazines, which I wish to 
dispose off - at a fair price, of 
course - to anyone interested. 

Thanking you for your excel
lent magazine and wishing you 
many more years of first-class 
service. 
Spyros Jacovides 
UK 

Editor's reply: Thank you Mr 
Jacovides for such an inspiring 
suggestion. We would like to 
take this opportunity to invite 
anybody who needs help with 
a technical or practical 

problem to write to us at 
EWletters@nexusmedia.com 
and we will publish the material 
- or indeed identify experts - to 
deal with such queries. 

EIKTRONICS 
WORLD 

EMF problems? 
In the September issue (p16), 
Alasdair Philips suggested at 
the end of a very interesting 
article that mobile phone sig
nals should be included in pro
posals to reduce exposure to 
(the possibility of) harmful 
effects of EMF, but a recent 
paper by Hamada in the New 
Scientist suggests that this 
may cause accidents by dis
tracting drivers, due to the 
effects of more frequent 
switching between base sta
tion Txs when signal strengths 
are weaker. This was sug
gested in a recent letter (EW, 
May 2005, "Going lower in fre
quencies") where Mayer waves 
(0.12Hz) are of the same order 
as those reported by Hamada 
("roughly six times a minute"); 
silent trigger frequencies in 
brain process may be distorted 
or confusing. 

Hamada's data is inter
esting because 3.3Hz is close 
to the first period-doubling of 
1.87Hz, first reported - as a 
FREQUENCY - by Electronics 
World, in di Mario's article on 
low frequency counter he had 
constructed. This frequency 
(3.3) is on the boundary 
between 8 (deep sleep) and Q 
(hypnopomic and hypnagogic 
states) brainwave ranges, 

Letters 

which are beneficial; as is 
15Hz, which Elizabeth Davies 
discussed in her article in EW 
(April 1993, pp 318-320). This 
is a "third" period-doubling of 
1 .87Hz (x8), in the "chaos" -
according to Non Linear 
Dynamics theory ("two period 
- doublings, then chaos"), but 
it's still there and illustrated 
how sensitive these brain
body mechanisms are (sensi
tive dependence on initial 
conditions has been referred 
to as the Butterfly Effect). 

This data may form part of 
theory (f) which Roger Penrose 
suggests is necessary (Road 
to Reality, page 786 et seq) 
involving objective reduction
gravitationally induced (GOR) 
in complex projective twister 
8-space (t,x,y,z, real and 
imaginary components), which 
is a "passive" thing "painted" 
on "space manifolds, dis
torting space as it dries 
("leakage") - page 995 (PR), 
under non-linear graviton. "Yet 
at some point, the theory will 
have to say something about 
the real-number aspects of 
physics ... " (page 1 006, RR), 
which is a long-held belief (e.g. 
Peano's set {0,1} only). We 
suggest that 1 .87Hz is the 
basis on the new theory, that 
is: set {O, 1 .87Hz, only} and 
there's good evidence for it! 

Greg Hodowanece's letter 
(www.padrak.com or 
www.SchumannResonance. 
com) reports a 'Resonant fre
quency of the Aether' as being 
1.855 x 1043Hz, before listing 
1 .855Hz (slightly off our value 
of 1.8655, from 4.669/2.502, 
bifurcation constant quotient) 
and period-doublings: 
3.710Hz and 7.42Hz (NB no 
5.565), ignoring the log of the 
mantissa (43), base 10! He 
then goes on, reporting 
3.71 OkHz et ai, all measured 
experimentally in coil tests. 
A G Callegari 
UK 
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Book Review 

Building Valve Amplifiers 
Morgan Jones 
Elsevier (Newnes) 

i . 

I have worked with 
and built valve 

amplifiers for many 

years; I also have the 
author's other, more 

theoretical, books in 
my collection. 

This book is to be ;~t: ~ 
highly recommended 

as it brings together all the necessary 
details to enable even the novice to build 

satisfactory valve amplifiers. More than 
that, it is a primer for electronic construc

tion, setting out the correct way to do 

things so that, if followed, there is a very 
high chance that the equipment will work 
first time. This should give a tremendous 
boost to the novice constructor who may 
be apprehensive about valve technology 
and the high voltages involved. The princi-

Bebop to the Boolean 
Boogie, 2nd edition 

Clive "Max" Maxfield 
Elsevier (Newnes) 

l11e famous book 
I by Clive "Max" 

Maxfield is truly "an 
unconventional guide 

to electronics funda
mentals, component 

and processes" as 
said by the subtitle. 

The book is struc

tured in two sections and a number of 
appendices, including a CD-ROM. 

The first section's content covers all the 
aspects of contemporary digital electronic 
circuits. The book begins with the basics 
of electronics (voltage, current, Ohm's law) 

and semiconductor devices technology, 
but then progresses through the principles 
of Boolean algebra and the principles of 
digital circuit design. 

Building up on such foundations, the 
second part is devoted to components 
and processes. It deals with IC technology 
(with emphasis on programmable logic cir
cuits and ASICs), with circuit board 
fabrication and assembly, and then 

pies here can also be applied to modern 
solid-state circuitry as well. 

The book is logically laid out and starts 
with the design and layout (physical) of the 

equipment to be built. There are one or 
two examples of special circuitry but 
theory is kept to the absolute minimum 

and explained well where used. Several 

practical examples are shown, which 
should lead the reader to functionally 

sound as well as a pleasing layout. 
The next section then covers the practi

calities of metalworking, with minimal 

equipment, and the techniques required to 
achieve good results. 

Once a chassis is ready, the builder will 
often wire the unit quickly in an effort to 

"get it working". The book cautions against 

this and sets out the logical sequence to 
be followed, to achieve both a neat and 
trouble-free wiring layout. There is an 

excellent section on the correct method of 
soldering; if followed, it should obviate 
98% of soldering problems. 

In addition, valuable hints are given on 

focuses on multichip modules and some 
leading-edge processes such as optical 

interconnections, reconfigurable hardware, 
diamond substrates and nanotechnology. 

The appendices are an integral part of 

the book's framework. They go in-depth 
of the digital design methodology, 
including positive vs. negative logic, Gray 
codes and linear feedback shift registers. 

A large and well-done glossary ends the 
book, which then restarts in the com

panion CD-ROM, which is a gem in itself. 
In addition to the full content of the book, 

there is a bonus chapter devoted to the 
history of electricity, electronics and digital 
computers. 

Here, Maxfield shows the best of his 
style, mixing deep knowledge of technical 
history with a great sense of humour and a 
strong passion for finding some (almost) 
unbelievable nuggets of trivia. 

This chapter is of interest not only to stu
dents and professionals in the field of dig

ital electronics but everyone who has some 
interest in electronics or computer science. 

Maxfield's writing style is very similar to 
that of Robert Pease. Pease, chief scien
tist at National Electronics, is an 
acclaimed guru of analogue electronics. 
They both have a vast know-how in their 

the initial "powering up" of the equipment 

and where to look for faults. A compre
hensive section follows this on the use, 
choice and building of test equipment. 

Final sections have a commentary on 

various classical amplifiers as well as "per
formance tuning" of the reader's finished 

circuit. At the end of each chapter there is 

comprehensive bibliography giving further 
reading. 

My only reservation was continued 

emphasis on safety, which experienced 
readers may find breaks things up a bit. 

That said this is essential for the novice in 
case the writer kills off his readership! 

This book can be thoroughly recom

mended for experienced builders and 
novices alike. It will hopefully find its way 

into the Christmas stockings of many 
young electronics enthusiasts to 

encourage them in their hobby. 

Ed Dinning 

field of work and a light and entertaining 
way of writing and exposing even the 

most involved subjects. 
In addition, I would also like to highlight 

the unconventional nature of this book. 

Maxfield is a master in explaining the 
most complex concepts and theories in a 
few words. What makes him unique is the 
ability to "talk" to readers rather than give 

an academic lecture. 
Of course, the colloquial and often 

humorous tone is not a cover for lack of 
knowledge or understanding of the theory 

behind each topic. Instead, it is a style of 
teaching that reveals, not only a vast 
knowledge of the digital electronics field, 
but also a great skill in teaching and 
explaining electronics. 

On the whole, this is a book that 
deserves the acclaim it has received since 
the very first edition and it should be on 
the desk of everybody who is interested in 
digital electronics design. 

Alberto Lobina 
If you want to order any of the books 
featured in our magazine you will receive a 
15% discount and p & P free. Write to us 
at our usual address, or email 
EWadmin@nexusmedia.com 
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Gadgets 1 
Bridging the gap between games console and media hub, the Xbox 360 
allows video streaming, video chatting, PC connectivity and will allow 

locatis has launched a dog tracking device with a powerful 
GPS antenna that allows you to track your dog across all 
environments. The PB100 is a I ightweight, water-resistant 
GPS/GSM device which clips on to the dog's collar. If you 
lose sight of your dog and want to know its location, you 
just send an SMS text asking 'Where is my dog?' to the 
locatis command centre, which connects to the PB100 and 
initialises a search. The PB1 00 then estimates the pooch's 
position and sends the address immediately as SMS text 
over the GSM network to the command centre and then 
onto your mobile. You can also request information on the 
dog's position via the Internet or by calling the locatis 
command centre directly. Available now. 
Around £200 
www.locatis.ch 

AUDIO 
LEANING 

TIM """",1111 music f'I.lontJ.n ,.cbgl PLUS: 

The MAGIX music cleaning lab 10 
deluxe lets you transform your 
vinyl records, cassettes and older 
CDs into 3D acoustic extravaganzas 
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in 4-channel surround. Fully 
automatically, in clear 24-bit 
sound and with new-age 
surround transitions, the 
software de-noises and 
polishes MP3 files as well. 
More than just a restoration 
tool, it's a music burner for the 
more sophisticated listener: 
blank CDs can be burned in the 
new DVD audio format. There 
is also an updated surround 
editor and tile new surround 
transitions. With spectral 
cleaning, the program deletes 
coughs and other distortions 
from your Internet radio 

recordings or live classic concerts -
without compromising the music. 
Available now. Around £29.99 
www.magix.net 

anything with a USB connection to 
talk to the machine; enabling hun
dreds of services. Also offering 
music and progressive scan DVD 
playback, Microsoft aims to break the 
mould with High Definition being the 
standard for the next generation of 
consoles. The machine will be 
avai lable in two clifferent packages; 
the base model and the premium 
package; which includes extended 
media functionality, wireless game
play and a hard drive. Available 
December 2nd. 
Around £209 for the basic 
package, £279 for the 
premium package 
www.xbox360.co.uk 

This pocket size FM RDS/DAB 
digital personal radio has 
simple, sleek styling and a 
large LCD display which can 
be set for full screen or single 
line display. Something so 
small is packed full of features 

yet remains extremely user
friendly and can be operated 
with one hand. Stations are 
selected by rotating a small 
jog wheel that is simply 
pressed once to select the 
required station. You can also 
create your own favourites 
menu. The new Sports DAB is 
ideal for sports fans as BBC 
Five Live Sports Extra, 
providing additional live 
coverage, unique to DAB. You 
can tune into key sporting 
events not scheduled else
where on BBC Radio, includ
ing Test Match Special, 
Wimbledon and extra football 
commentaries. 
Available now. Around £100 
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Circuit Ideas 

Simple RAM programmer 
~e circuit diagram here is switches b1, b2, b3 are kept at Example 1: 

of a simple RAM program- the ground point, the data Write the data as described to the respective memory location. 
mer, which can be used for stored at the memory location Writing and reading the data is as above (keep Sw1 closed until 
various purposes, usually in is 000. Similarly, by removing reading takes place from address 00 to 99). You'll notice that the 
small robotics, automation and the bit switches from the LEOs begin to shift toward the right of each other (it's a seven-
artificial intelligence applica- ground point b1, b2, b3 segment display). 
tions. respectively, the data stored in Pulses are created by Sw1. The LEOs begin to shift on the left 

the memory location is 111 in when each clock pulse has finished with the 7 -segment display. 
• The 2114 is 1024*4 memory the same way. If only b3 is After shifting right and left to the next clock pulse, the first LED 
• 1024 memory location*4bit kept at ground point then the begins to glow for the next 10 clock pulses or so. 

data. data stored is 110. That way, Similarly, shifting one location requires 10 clock pulses and this 
data can be stored into the continues up to the 99th memory location and, then, the cycle 

Here, all the addresses used RAM from 000 to 111 . Using continues. While reading takes place, you'll notice that at 000 the 
are in decimal format rather the switch Sw1 you can move first LED will always glow, at 001 the second LED glows, at 010 
than hexadecimal. In the cir- on to different memory loca- the third, at 011 fourth, at 100 fifth, at 101 sixth, at 110 seventh 
cuit, the number of memory tions and write different 3-bit and, finally, at 111 the eighth LED will glow. 
locations used is only 100, with data into different memory This example is for the complete useage of 100 memory loca-
3 data bits each, leading to locations from 00 to 99. tions 3 data bits. 
1 00*3 memory. The switch Sw1 is only used 

Memory address data Memory address data Memory address data The RAM programmer per- for address transition. It has to 
forms very well if the circuit be kept closed until the 00 000 33 001 66 101 
has been rigged up as shown. address location changes. 01 001 34 001 67 101 

This programmer is low cost After the address changes to 02 010 35 010 68 101 
and does not require a PC for the next memory location, the 03 011 36 010 69 101 
programming it. Sw1 has to be opened to com- 04 100 37 010 70 101 

plete the writing part. 05 101 38 010 71 101 
Dos and don'ts While writing, the "wr" has to 06 110 39 010 72 101 
-Connect all the +5v terminals be kept at write position until 07 111 40 010 73 101 
to the output of 7805. the complete program is 08 111 41 010 74 101 
-Until the RAM has been pro- written. After that has been 

09 110 42 010 75 110 
grammed don't switch off the completed - from address 00 

10 101 43 010 76 110 
main power, which will lead to to 99 - only then the "wr" can 

11 100 44 010 77 110 
a complete loss of data. be moved to the read position 

12 011 45 011 78 110 
-Ideally, use battery cells, due for reading the data. 

13 010 46 011 79 110 
to the use of step down trans-

001 47 011 80 110 
formers and home soldered Reading the information 14 

81 110 
diodes and capacitors. First, all the b1, b2, b3 15 000 48 011 

82 110 
switches have to be moved 16 000 49 011 

83 110 
Changing of address away from the ground point. 17 000 50 011 84 110 
Sw1 is the switch used for Then, the write switch has to 18 000 51 011 85 111 
address transition, such that it be removed and kept at the 19 000 52 011 86 111 
points to the memory loca- read position. By pressing the 20 000 53 011 87 111 
tions. By continuously pressing Sw1 without releasing we can 21 000 54 011 88 111 
the switch, the address of the enable the 'read' of the infor- 22 000 55 100 89 111 
memory location automatically mation that has been written 23 000 56 100 90 111 
changes one after the other, at into the RAM. 24 000 57 100 91 111 
a time period of approximately Here, instead of driving 25 001 58 100 92 111 
0.65278 seconds. LEOs, you can drive power 26 001 59 100 93 111 

transistors or opto couplers. 27 001 60 100 94 111 
Writing into the RAM In this case, 8 LEOs are used 28 001 61 100 95 000 
First, the write switch Swr has to denote 000 to 111 . 29 001 62 100 96 000 
to be in the write position. S. Vinay Kumar 30 001 63 100 97 000 

Then by using Sw1 , we can Janatha Nagar 31 001 64 100 98 000 
go to one of the memory loca- Indi 

32 001 65 101 99 000 
tions. For example, if the bit 
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MANUAL PROGRAMMER OF RAM 2114 (100X3)OF (1024X4) 

~---------~---__ Sv 

110n. 110n. 

8 8 -

741s47 741s47 

qa 
_ N IS> o:J:: qd 

+5v +Sv +Sv 
741800 741s90 

14 14 

lOOn. 

100 n. 

_10PF 

~ 
WRITE 10 

from 7v 
10 
12v 

Example 2: 

C> 

7805 

In this program we are using 
only 8 memory locations out 
of the 100 3-bit memory. 

Here, the LEOs glow in the 
order 1,3,5,7 and then 2,4,6,8. 
After writing the program read 
the data at the memory loca
tions 00 to 07. 

Memory address data 

00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

000 
010 
100 
110 
001 
011 
101 
111 

wr 
RAM 2114 

+Sv 

+Sv 

14 

4 
L 
S 
o 
4 

" .71 

Circuit Ideas 1 

" .71 

" .71 

" 
" .71 

.71 LED7 

EACH 
470fl +Sv 
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Circuit Ideas 

Printer port based, vvide-ranging, lovv current meter 
+5V 

3.3k 

om 
220 

om 
220 

+5V 

0 
~ 
c:: 
c:: 
0 
0 0, 
cu 6 0 

220 

til 
't: cu 

18 :§ 
1: 
0 
Co 

! 25 

.: 
D: +5V In 
N 
0 

15 

+5V 

+5V 

Figure 2 +5V 

3.3k' 

33k' 

330k' 

+ 15V n-----'\.Mr-.... 
100k 

10k' 

10k' 

100k 10k' 

10k' 

9 MSB 

10 

+15V 

Measuring very low currents 
in the range of nA to mA is 

one of the prime requisites in 
many of the R&D experiments, 
like semiconductor device 
characterisation, ion implanters, 
vacuum measurements, etc. 

On many occasions, very 
costly multi-purpose, stand
alone, low current meters with 
RS232/GPIB connectivity are 
used for making computerised 
low current measurements. 
Alternatively, for such applica
tions one can use a simple 
wide-ranging low current 
meter as shown in Figure 1 . 

100k' 

O.Q1IL 

-15V 

IC1 - OPA103 

IC2 - OP07 

IC3 - MAX187 

IC4 - MAX4618 

IC5 - 74HCT17 

IC6 -IC1 

• -1%MF 

+5V 

Figure 1 

This inexpensive low current 
meter uses readily available 
components and the printer 
port of a PC, enabling comput
erised measurements without 
requiring any general purpose 
or tailor-made DAQ board or 
IEEE488 interface board. 

Using this circuit, we can mea
sure wide ranging low currents, 
spanning from 0.1 nA to 100uA in 
four user-selectable ranges of 0-
1 00nA,1 uA,1 OuA, 1 OOuA with a 
resolution of better than 50pA. 
The circuit employs electrometer 
principle of low current measure
ment and uses IC1 (OPA 103), a 
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Circuit Ideas 

very high input impedance and RF=1 MQ, while a logic 1 sets safety and for floated current clock pulses serially to SCLK 
low input bias current op-amp in RF=1 OOkQ. The output of the measurement. and reading the Dout at every 
the current to voltage converter CVC is further amplified by a A Windows-based graphical falling edge of the SCLK. The 
(CVC) topology, which accepts programmable gain amplifier program, LOWIMEAS.VI, 12-bit serial data acquired is 
the input current and produces (PGA), realised by a precision developed using LabVIEW6i is then related to the input cur-
an output voltage as depicted in inverting amplifier (IC2 - OP07), used for computerised mea- rent as per the following rela-
Equation 1. a 4:1 low voltage CMOS ana- surements, although many tionship: 
Vout = -(lin X RF) Volts (1 ) logue multiplexer (IC4 - other languages like C can Input Current = (decimal value 
where lin is the current to be MAX4618) and a gain setting also be used for the program of acquired 12-bit data) 
measured in Amperes and RF resistor network. development. Its user interac- * 4.096*(conversion factor)/4096. 
is the feedback resistance in The gain (G) of this stage is tive front panel is shown in The measured value is 
Ohms. By switching RF to dif- software settable to 41 , 4.1 and Figure 2. graphically displayed on a cur-
ferent values like 1 MQ and A1 by controlling the address This software supports user- rent meter as well as on a 
100kQ, an output of 1 OOmV to inputs of the multiplexer from selectable AUTO and numerical indicator. If the mea-
10V is obtained at the CVC D1 and D2 lines of the DATA MANUAL measurement sured current value is less than 
output. PORT. The combined gain of modes. For making the cur- 10% of the full scale of the 

In the 0-1 OOnA current the CVC and the programmable rent measurement in the present current range, the PC 
range, with RF = 1 MQ, an input gain amplifier is chosen such AUTO mode, initially the PC selects the next lower range 
current of 0-1 OOnA results in that an output of 0-4.096VDC is selects the highest current and the measurement is 
an output voltage range of 0- produced at full-scale currents range (0-1 OOuA) by selecting repeated. However, if the cur-
100mV. For other ranges, RF is on all ranges. This output is fed RF = 100kQ and G = OA1. rent measured is > 100% of the 
set at 100k. to a 12-bit serial ADC (IC3 - After a 50ms relay settling full scale, the next higher cur-

Selection of the RF is MAX187), selected for features time, ICS of the MAX187 is rent range is selected. 
achieved by a 5V Reed relay like on-board reference, built-in pulled low, initiating an A to D 
driven by a hex buffer (IC5 - S/H, low power consumption conversion. Upon detecting Suresh Kanniappan 
74HCT17), which is controlled (1 OuA) and low conversion time end-of-conversion by low to Materials Science Division 

by Do line of the DATA PORT (8-1 Ous). The data communica- high transition at Dout of the Indira Gandhi Centre for 

(@ Ox378 address) of the tion between the printer port ADC, the PC acquires the 12- Atomic Research 

printer port. A logic 0 at Do and the circuitry are opto-iso- bit serial digital data from Kalpakkam 

powers the relay and selects lated (IC6 ... IC11 , 6N136) for PC MSB to LSB by sending 12 India 

1.5V dry cell tester 
users of battery-operated ages Vref1 = 1.1 OV and Vref2 = TL084 to implement a 30Hz <1.1 V will cause the output of 

equipment are frequently 1 AOV, determine the trigger square wave oscillator, a 1.25V comparator 1 to go 'high' and 
confronted with the problem of levels for the red and the green reference voltage and two the output of comparator 2 to 
when to renew the batteries, or LEDs to become active. The comparators. The square wave go 'low' thus operating the red 
at least check their condition. orange LED controlled by tran- oscillator output is attenuated LED. Battery voltage levels 
One might suggest a DMM, sistor 0 1 only lights up if the to 300mV p.p. and is AC-cou- between 1.1 and 1AV will 
but to obtain an indication of battery voltage is between the pled to the 1 .25V reference cause both comparators to 
the state of the battery it must pre-selected reference voltage voltage. This provides a square change state, switching at a 
be tested under load. The levels of Vref1 and Vref2 . wave with voltage levels of frequency of approximately 
circuits shown here illustrate Hysteresis has been applied to 1 AOV (GOOD) and 1.1 OV 30Hz, hence alternating 
two design approaches that both comparators to prevent (BAD), which is applied to between the red and the green 
use LEDs as a 'state of condi- oscillations when changing Comparator 1. The 1 .25V refer- LEDs. The human eye averages 
tion'indication. states. Once the battery type ence voltage was selected to the alternating LED colours and 

Circuit 1 uses three LEDs, has been selected, all the user fall midway between the interprets them as orange i.e. 
green for good, red for bad and has to do is to hold the two GOOD and BAD condition indi- indicating the transition state of 
orange as the transition state measurement probes to the cation thresholds. Therefore, a the battery between good and 
from good to bad. The battery battery under test. The circuit battery voltage of > 1AV will bad. Like circuit 1, the circuit 
type is selected by means of a operates from a ±5V power cause the output of com- operates from a ±5V power 
4-position rotary switch and supply (not shown). parator 1 to go 'low' and the supply (not shown). 
this provides suitable loading Circuit 2 uses a dual colour output of comparator 2 to go 
to indicate the condition of the LED to indicate the three states 'high', operating the green See diagrams on the 
battery under load. Two com- of the battery. This circuit LED. following page 
parators with reference volt- employs a quad op-amp A battery voltage level of 
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Circuit Ideas 

Battery States: 

< 1.1 OV = BAD (RED) 

1.10V - 1.40V = MED (AMBER) 
oscillation 30Hz between green + red 

> 1.40V = GOOD (GREEN) 

(+) 

Battery 
under 

test 

(-) 

Please note: 
3 wafers wired in 

parallel to 

minimizethe~ 
contact resistance 

AM 
AA 

47E 20E 

10K 

BATTERY 
SELECTOR 

(4 pos. 3 pole) 

AMI 
AM2 

8E2 3E3 

TL084 supply connections 
pin4=+5V 
pin II =-5V 

Y, TL084 

470E 

-Sv 

+Sv 

T 

+5v 

lOOK 

lOOK 

-Sv 

~ GREEN 

I 
I 

f 

10K 

v.. TL084 

68K 

+5v 

3K91% 

OSCl.LLA TOR CCT 

---Freq = RpproX 30Hz 

IMI% 

Vrefl 
1.40V 

1.25V R:=J 
!.I0V 
Vref2 

___ Level shifting circuit 

14 

+5V :) 

100~F t1++ 

-- 1.25V Vref 
(mid voltage "orange" range) 

Trim to: 1.2SV ______ 

if necessary : 

30mA 7SmA 200mA 4S0mA 

Circuit 1 

Battery States: 

< 1.1 OV = BAD (RED) 
1.1 OV - 1.40V = MED (AMBER) 

> 1.40V = GOOD (GREEN) 

(+) 

Bal1ery 
under 

test 

(-) 

Please note: 
3 wafers wired in 

parallel to 
minimize the ""'

contaCl resistance ""'-

AM 

22K 

BATTERY 
SELECTOR 

(4 pos, 3 pole) 

AMI 
AA AM2 

47E 20E 8E2 

COM :)}------+-----. 

-5V )f--1_00_~_F_I_+_ __ __,~ 
Lsv 

Vref2 

1.40V~ 

1K5 

3E3 

+Sv 

3K6 

10K 

+Sv 
IK 

IK 

220K 

IK 

+5v 

3K6 

13K 

Approximate test 
currents at I.SV 

30mA 7SmA 200mA 450mA 

Circuit 2 

+Sv 

IK 

~GREEN 

220K 

+Sv 

-Sv 

VrefJ 
1.I0V 

~ IKJ 1% 

-Sv 

BAT8S 

+Sv 

IK 

-.../'lIIo.. RED -.../'lIIo.. 

BAT8S 

+Sv 

+5V :)).-__ .--_--.JT 

100J.lF t1+ 

COM:)~--~~-~l 

100J.lF + , 

GunterVath 

+Sv 

10K 

10K 

IN 
4148 

+Sv 

~AMBER 

330 

Tester to be operated from a 
+5V, -5V stable PSM 

School of Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
South Africa 
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FOR HORIZONTAL 1911 RACK MOUNTING 
WITH DIGITAL METER 

New for 2005 is the Olson Electronics 1I;tfl1(et~ range with 
20A rated digital ammeters in a 1911 1.5U high panel 

allowing you to monitor how many amps you are using 
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New in Version 8 
• Sketch Mode Routing 

• OOB++ Format Export 

• Import Bitmap 
• Single-Sided AutoRoute 

• Customisable Toolbars 

Easy-PC version 8 is released 
Winning accolades the world over, Easy-PC for Windows va is 
a major milestone in the evolution of this extremely popular 
software tool. Try a demonstration copy of Easy-PC and 
prepare to be amazed at the power, versatility and remarkable 
value for money. 

Fully integrated Schematics & PCB layout in a single 
application complete with forward and back annotation. 
Design and rules checks at all stages ensure integrity at 
all times. Profesional manufacturing outputs allow you to 
finish the design process with ease. 

Stop press... Stop press... Stop press... Stop press... Stop press ... 
By customer demand now with Eagle import as well as Tsien Boardmaker 2 import. 

• Auto Smooth & Mitring of tracks 

• Wires & Jumpers 
• Unified Quality Check 
Plus lots more ....... 

call for a brochure, prices & CD on +44 (0) 1684 773662 
or e-mail sales@numberone.com 

you can also download a demo from 

www.numberone.com 
Des<gnedfo< 

MicrosofT. .... 
wmoows"xP. 
2000. ME. 98. 
WI_NT" 

Number One Systems - Oak Lane - Bredon - Tewkesbury - Glos - United Kingdom - GL20 7LR UK 

PLEASE ENSURE YOU TELEPHONE TO CHECK AVAILABILITY OF 
EQUIPMENT BEFORE ORDERING OR CALLING. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
OSCILLOSCOPES 

TEKTRONIX 2247A 4 ChannellooMHz 
CounterfTimer/ Voltmeter .. ........... . ....... £275 
TEKTRONIX 2335 Dual Trace looMHz Delay Sweep ... £125 
TEKTRONIX 485 Dual Trace 350M Hz Delay Sweep .... £300 
IWATSU SS5711 4 Channell00MHz Delay Sweep .. £150 
PHIUPS 3065 2+1 ChanneilooMHz Dual TM)elay - Autoset £200 
PHIUPS 3055 2+ t Channel GOMHz Dual TM)e1ay - Autoset £150 
PHILIPS PM3217 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep ..... £125 
KIKUSUI COS6100 5 Trace 100MHz Delay ........... £150 
TEKTRONIX 475A Dual Trace 250M Hz Delay Sweep ... £175 
TEKTRONIX 475 Dual Trace 200MHz Delay Sweep .... £150 
TEKTRONIX 465B Dual Trace lOOMHz Delay Sweep ... £125 
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual Trace looMHz Delay Sweep .... .£95 
PHILIPS PM3209 Dual Trace 40MHz Delay ... £125 
PHILIPS PM3215 Dual Trace 50MHz .. . .. £75 
KENWOOD CS4035 Dual Trace 40MHz .. £50 
PANASONIC VP5564A Dual Trace 40MHz .... £50 
HITACHI V525 Dual Trace 50MHz Cusors ...... £95 
HITACHI V523 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay . ..... £80 
HITACHI V425 Dual Trace 40MHz Cursors ..... £75 
HITACHI V422 Dual Trace 40MHz ...... £GO 
HITACHI V223 Dual Trace 20MHz Delay .......... .... £60 
HITACHI V222 Dual Trace 20MHz ...... £50 
HITACHI V212 Dual Trace 20MHz .................. £50 
FARNELL DTV12-14 Dual Trace 12MHz ........ £40 

STORAGE 
PHILIPS PM3320 Dual Trace 200MHz 250MslS ....... £300 
LECROY 9400 Dual Trace 125MHz ............ £325 
TEKTRONIX 468 Dual Trace looMHz Delay Sweep Digital 
Storage .£200 
VELLEMAN HPSS lMHz 5MHz Sampling. Handheld Unused £GO 

ANALYSERS 
ADVANnEST R3265A l00Hz-8GHz .£4500 
TEKTRONIX 492P 5OkHz-21 GHz . . ..... £2250 
HP85GOA 5OHz-2.9GHz Bui~ In Tracking Gen ..... £3250 
HP 8560A 50Hz-2.9GHz .............. £2950 
HP 8569A 10MHz-22GHz ...................... £950 
HP 8565A 10MHz-22GHz ..................... .£750 
HP 853A with 8559A l00kHz-21GHz . .... £1100 
HP 182T with 8559A l00kHz-21GHz . ...... £750 
HP182Twith 8558B lookHz-15OOMHz ..... £600 

HP 182Twlth 8557A 10kHz-350MHz . . .. £300-£400 
HP 140T with 8555A lOMHz-18GHz .. £500 
ADVANTESTTR41311OkHz-3.5GHz . . .£950 
WAYNE KERR SSA1000A 150kHz-1GHz . . .. £950 
MARCONI 2382 2OOHz-4ooMHz High Resolution ....... £1250 
MARCONI 2370 30Hz-II OM Hz .£500 
HP 8754A Network Analyser 4-13OOMHz .............. . £500 
MARCONI 6500A Amplrtude Analyser with head. . . .. £750 
HP 334A Dlslortion Analyser 5Hz-600kHz ....... ... . .. £100 

SIGNAL GENERATORS 

HP 8350B Sweeper with 83592B 10MHz-2OGHz ... £1500 
HP 8350A Sweeper with 83592A IOMHz-2OGHz . . . £1250 
HP 8350B Main Frame Only ..... £125 
HP 83525B RF Plug-in for 8350 0.01-8.4GHz .. £500 
HP 83590A RF Plug-in for 8350 2-2OGHz £800 
HP B660C Sig Gen 1.3GHz . £450 
HP B660C Sig Gen 2.6GHz . .£750 
HP B6603A RF Plug-in for 8660C 1-26OOMHz .£ ... . 
HP86631 B Axillary Section for 8660C .... £ .... .. 
HP86632B Modulation Section for 8660C . ..... £ .... .. 
MARCONI 2017 0.01-124MHz Low Phase Noise '" .£500 
MARCONI 2019 Synthesised AMlFM 8OkHz-l040MHz ... £325 
FLUKE 6060B AMlFM Syn Sig Gen 10kHz-l050MMHz .. £300 
LEADER LSG221 B Sig Gen 25-950MHz . . .. £200 
HP 8656B Synthesised 0.1-990MHz . . .£500 
HP 8656A Synlhesised 0.1-990MHz . .. £400 
HP 8640A AMlFM 5OOkHz-512MHz . . .... £150 
HP 8620C Sweep Osc with 862908 2-18.6GHz .. £500 
HP8620C Sweep Osc with 86222B 0.Ot-2.4GHz . ....... £400 
HP8620CIBIA wrth any of the following plug-ins . . .. £150-£200 

HP 86220A Plug in 10-13OOMHz 
HP 86230B Plug in 1.5-4GHz 
HP 86235A Plug in 1.7-4.3GHz 
HP 86240A Plug in 2-8.5GHz 
HP 86240C Plug in 3-B-8.6GHz 
HP 86245A Plug in 5.9-12.4GHz 
HP86250B Plug in 8-12.4GHz 
HP 862500 Plug in 8-12.4GHz 
HP 86260A Plug in 12.4-t8GHz 

MARCONI TF2015 AMlFM 10-520MHz .. £95 
MARCONITF2016AMlFM IOkHz-12OMHz .. £95 
PHILIPS PM5328 l00kHz-180MHz with 
200MHz Freq Counter IEEE ..... £225 
PANASONIC VP8117A AMlFM l00kHz-ll0MHz 
FM 0-lookHz Digital Display etc. Unused . . .......... £225 

STEWART of READING 
17A KIng Street, Mortimer, Near Reading RG7 3RS -
Telephone: (0118) 933 1111. Fax: (0118) 933 2375 VISA 

www.stewart-of-readlng.co.uk 
Open 9am-S.OOpm Monday to Friday (other times by arrangement) 

HP 8165A Programmable Signal Source 
1 MHz-50MHz (Pulse/ Function) ...... £325 
HP 3325A Synthesised Function Gen 21 MHz £350 
HP 3312A Function Gen 0.lHz-13MHz AM/FM 
SleepfTrilBurst etc. . .£200 
WAVETEK 21 Stabilised Function Gen llMHz ........ £225 
WAVETEK 23 Synthesised Function Gen 12MHz .. £275 
EXACT 529 AMlFM Function Gen 20MHz ........... £150 
ANALOGUE 2030 Synthesised Multi Function Waveform £250 
THANDERTG503 Pulse/Function Gen 5MHz ...... £195 
THANDER TG502 Sweep/Function Gen 5MHz ....... . £195 
KRON-HITE 5200A Sweep Func Gen 0.OOOO3Hz-3MHz .£ 150 
HP 3310B Info as 3310A + etc .... £120 
HP 3310A Func Gen 0.OO5Hz-5MHz SinetSqlTriJRam¢'ulse .£80 
PHfLlPS PM5132 Function Gen 0.1 Hz-2MHz ..... . ....... £95 
PHILIPS PM5131 Function Gen O. tHz-2MHz . .... . ...... £75 
FEEDBACK FG601 Func Gen 0.001 Hz-I MHz ...... £60 
HP 8112A Pulse Gen 50MHz ..... £750 
HP 8111 A Pulse Generator 2OMHz. .. .............. .£400 
LYONS PG73N Pulse Gen 20MHz ... .. ............... .. £50 
LEADER LAGl20B Sine!Sq Audio Generator 10Hz-1MHz ... £60 
FARNELL LFM4 Sine!Sq Osc. 10HZ-I MHz Low Distortion, 
m Output, Amplitulde Meter ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .... ..£60 
GOULD J3B Sine!Sq Osc 10Hz-100kHz Low Distortion .. £50.£75 
FARNELL LFl Sine!Sq Osdllalor lOHz-1MHz ............. £50 
MARCONI SANDERS 6055C Signal Source 850-2OOOMHz £125 
MARCONI SANDERS 6055B Siignal Source 850-21SOMHz .£125 
MARCONI SANDERS 6056B Siignal Source 2-4GHz ...... £125 
MARCONI SANDERS 6057B Siignal Source 4.f>.8.5GHz .... £125 
MARCONI SANDERS 6059A Siignal Source 12-18GHz .... .£125 
MARCONI SANDERS G070A Siignal Source 400-12OOMHz .£125 
FlUKE GOllA Synthesised llMHz . . ....... £125 
PHIUPS 5514V Colour Bar Generator Video ............ £195 
BLACK STAR ORION Colour Bar Gen . . ..... £50 
BLACK STAR ORION Later Version Metal Case .... . ...... £75 

FREQUENCY COUNTERS/TIMERS 

EIP 371 Siource Locking Microwave Counter 10Hz-100Hz ... £325 
EIP 331 Autohet Microwave Counter 825MHz-18GHz ...... £t95 
HP 5386A Counter IOHz-3GHz . . ............ £350 
FEEDBACK SC230 Counter 1.3GHz .. ............. £75 
RACAL 9916 Counter lOHz-52OMHz . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... £75 
RACAL 9906 Universal Counter 200MHz ........ £95 
RACAL 9904 Counter nmer SOMHz . .............. .. ... £50 
RACAL 1991 CounterfTimer l60MHz 9 digrt . . .. £195 
MARCONI 2431 A Frequency Meter 200MHz . . . . . . . . .. £50 
MARCONI 2437 Countermmer tooMHz .. .. ............. £75 
HP 5340A Automet Microwave Counter 10Hz-18GHz ....... £250 

HP 5316A Universal Counter O-looMHz HPIB .............. £95 
THANDARTF810 Frequency Counler 5Hz-200MHz Battery .. £60 
THANDARTF200 Frequency Meter 10Hz-200MHz 8 digrt ... £40 
BLACK STAR Meteor 100 Counter 5Hz- tOOMHz ... . ...... £50 
BLACK STAR 1325 Counter nmer 1300MHz ............. £150 
BECKMAN UC10A Univensal Counter 120MHz . £60 
LEADER LOC9043 Digital Counter l00MHz ............. £125 

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS ETC 

SOLARTRON 7150 6l'1 digil True RMS IEEE . . . .. £75 
SOLARTRON 7150Plus As Above + Temp Measurement . £100 
DATRON 1065 5l'1 digit Autocel ACiDC Resistance IEEE . .. £95 
FLUKE 77 31'. digil Handheld. . . . £35 
FLUKE 77 Series 2 3Y2 digit Handheld. . ... £45 
FLUKE 8OGOA 41'. digrtTrue RMS Handheld .............. £75 
BECKMAN HDll0 3Y2 digit Handheld in Carry Case. . £30 
TIl 1905A 5l'1 digit Bench. . . ................... £GO 
SOLARTRON 7045 4 Y2 digrt Bench . .. . £30 
AVO DA 116 3l'1 digit with Batteries & Leads . . ... £20 
AVO 8 Mk6 in Ever Ready Case with Leads etc. . . £75 
AVO 8 Mk5 wrth Leads etc . £50 
RACAL 9301A True RMS RF Millivo~meter ............ £125 
RACAL 9300 True RMS Millivoltmeter 5Hz-2OMHz 
usable to GOMHz . . ... £30 
RACAL 93008 as 9300. . . . £45 
GOODWILL GVT427 Dual Chan AC Millivoltmeter 10mV in 
12 ranges 10Hz-1MHz Unused £75 
KENWOOD VT176 Dual Chan Millivoltmeter .............. £40 

POWER SUPPLIES 

FARNELL XA35.2T 0-35V 0-2A Twice Digital. ........... .. £95 
FARNELL LT3G-2 0-30V 0-2A Twice.. .. £110 
FARNELL B3U120 30V 20A Variable No Meters ........... £110 
FARNELL B3U110 30V lOA Variable No Meters. . £55 
FARNELL LT30-1 O-3OV O-IA Twice . . . .. £75 
FARNELL L30.2 0-30V 0-2A . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . ... £55 
FARNELL L30.1 0-30V O-IA .................. .. .. ... £40 
FARNELL E350 0-35QV O-200mA . . ........ £125 
FARNELL D3G-2T 0-30V 0-2A Twice Digital. . . .. £95 
THURLBY PL330 O-32V 0-3A Digital (Kenwood badged). . £75 
THURLBY TS3021S G-30V 0-2A LCD . £65 
THURLBY PL320 0-30V 0-2A Digital. . £55 
TAKASAGO GM035-3 0-35V 0-3A 2 Meters. . . . £45 
TAKASAGO TM035-2 0-35V 0-2A 2 Meters . . ........ £35 
ISOLATING TRANSFORMER -Yellow - 500VA wilh 
13Amp Socket. . . . .................... £35 

Used Equipment - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied 
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for lists. 

Please check availability before ordering_ 
CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carriage 



EMC cabinet for 
electronic and net
working applications 
Enclosure Solutions has intro

duced the Verak EMC range, 

which provides more than BOdB 

attenuation at 100MHz. 

Intended for use in electrically 

noisy environments, such as 

switch rooms and the factory 

floor, and available in heights of 

27 to 42U, and 600 x 600,600 x 

BOO, BOO x 600 and BOO x BOO 
plan sizes, the Verak EMC is 

rated at 7S0kg static load 

capacity. 

The 2mm steel framework is 

exceptionally strong and rigid. 

The EMC steel panels and doors 

are double skinned and the 

EMC glass door is a 4mm-thick 

laminated construction with a 

fine metal mesh encapsulated 

between the two glass sheets. 

Both steel and glass doors have 

a unique closing mechanism to 

ensure the integrity of the EMC 

seals; a swing handle controls a 

four-point over-centre cam clo

sure that exerts the correct 

pressure on the gaskets, 

thereby avoiding over-compres

sion and ensuring that screening 

performance does not degrade 

over time with repeated door 

openings. 

Cables can be brought into 

the rack from the top, through 

the bottom and through SU or 

10U high cable entry panels 

above or below shortened front 

or rear doors. Screened gland 

plates enable cables to enter 

without compromising the EMC 

performance. 

www.apw.com/enclosuresolutions 

Products 

Structured ASIC with embedded 
PCI Express PHY 

Structured ASIC firm ChipX 

launched the CX61 00 family of 

devices, fabricated in eight

metal 0.131Jm process and inte

grating a silicon-proven PCI 

Express (PCle) PHY core. 

The new CX61 00 family com

prises twelve devices for a wide 

range of applications, ranging 

from computing, storage and 

instrumentation to networking. 

The embedded PCle PHY is 

compliant with the current 1 .1 

version of the specification and 

is available in 1, 4 and B-Iane 

options. Along with the 

embedded PHY, ChipX is 

offering an optional PCle com

pliant controller. The PHY offers 

complete PIPE 

interoperability 

for customers 

wishing to use 

their own PCle 

controller. With 

the optional 

PCle 1.0a com

pliant controller, 

designers can 

quickly develop 

root port, bridge 

and endpoint 

designs. The controller supports 

up to B VCs and up to 6 BARs. It 

features configurable retry 

buffers and support for up to 

4kB payload sizes. The con

troller is supplied complete with 

simulation models, driver soft

ware examples and all docu

mentation. 

Device densities range from 

240k to 1.BM ASIC gates, up to 

1.1 Mbits of embedded SRAM 

and maximum operating fre

quencies up to 2S0MHz across 

the die. Four on-chip, config

urable, low-jitter PLLs support 

output frequencies from 10MHz 

to 1GHz. 

www.chipx.com 

Surface mount version of PSS & PSD DC-DC converters now on 
Lambda's successful PSS and 

PSD series of ultra compact 

single and dual DC-DC con

verters are now available in sur

face mount technology (SMT), 

announced the power supply 
manufacturer. In this version 
they will be ideal for applications 

where reduction of size and 

weight are critical, which, com

bined with their extensive fea

tures, makes them particularly 
suitable for the telecommunica

tions, datacommunications and 

instrumentation sectors. 

The converters can accept a 

range of input voltages and are 

fully self-contained, requiring no 

external components and 

allowing easier system integra

tion. The range offers 4B dif-

ferent models in the single 
output PSS series range and 20 

models in the dual output PSD 

series range. Both series are 

available in SV, 12V, 24V and 

4BV input versions, each with a 

nominal output voltage of 3.3V, 

S.OV or 12/1SV and with output 

currents ranging from OAA to 

2.SA, depending on the model 
selected. 

The units operate with an 

output voltage accuracy of ±S% 

and with a typical efficiency of 

73-B4%, depending on the 
model chosen. The dimensions 

of the PSS and PSD series 

range from 20x16xBmm up to 

41 x26xB.Smm. 

www.lambda-europe.com 
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www.boffinbooks.com ~b~TL~ONICS 

The Electronics World Book Service offers you access to our team 
of specialist publishing experts. Through us you can order any 
book currently in print from War and Peace to Reference Data 
for Engineers. Simply use the form opposite to place an order, 
all books are delivered free of charge * within the UK. 

MECHATRONICS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS: 25 BUILD-IT-YOURSELF PROJECTS 
By Newton Braga 

The po pu lar evil genius fOimo l provides hobbyislS wi lh a fun and inexpensive way 10 learn 
Mechal ronics (I he merger of eleclronics and mechanics) via 25 complele pro jecls. Projecls include 
mechanical ra ce car, combal robol, ionic mo lar, elec lromagnel, robolic arm, ligh l beam remole 
con lrol, and more In cludes "paris lisls" and "1001 bin" for each prajecl Covers ailihe prep aralion 
needed 10 begin building, such as "h o1l la so lder," "how 10 recognize components and d i a gr a m ~ 
"how 10 read a schemalic, " elc. 

Avail. Ju~ 'OS, Paperback 

RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSING 
By Mark Richards 

£14.99 

Advances in DSP (digilal signal processi ng) have radically ollered Ihe de~gn and usoge 01 rada r 
syslems -- mokingrl essen liallor bolh 'il o r~ n g engineers as well as sludenls 10 mosier DSP 
l ee hnique~ Th is lex l, whrch evolved Irom Ihe aUlhor's own leoching, offers a rigorous, in-deplh 
inlroduclion 10 laday's complex radar DSP lechnolog ies. Conlenls Inl roduction 10 Rador Sys lems 
• Signal Models' Sampling and Quanlizali on of Pulsed Radar Signals' Radar Waveforms 
• Pulse Compression Waveforms' Do ppler Processing' Delection fundamenlals 
'Conslanl fal se Alarm Role (CfAR) Deleclian ' In"oduclian 10 Synlhehc Aperlure Imaging 

Avail. July 'OS, Hardback 

PHOTOMASK FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY 
By Benjamin Eynon and Banqiu Wu 

£55.00 

Phalomasks, Ihe prinling maslers for Ihe fabricalian of inlegraled circuil s, have become 0 necessily 
of modern semica nduclor manufacluring Th is book deloils Ihe science and lec hnology of rndu$l llal 
phOlo mask produclion, including fundamenlol pri ncip les, induslriol produc lion flows, and 
lechnologica l evo lulion. Fealures: fab rico lion processing melhods, Quol ily co nlrol paromelers, 
Resolulion en honcemenllechn iques, Defee l reduclion ond conlrol, Pa llern fo rmalion 

Avail. July 'OS, Hardback 

£70.00 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: SIGNALS, SYSTEMS AND FILTERS 
By Andreas Antoniou 

Digilal Signol Processing is a rapid~ growing academic discipline Ihe world over. This new lexl 
ul ilizes MAfLAB and Ihe CD-bosed DSP lob 10 provide readers wilh a fully inleroc li ve approac h 10 
maslerrng Ihe fundamenlals 01 DSP ond filler design. DSP lab all ows readers 10 work prob lems 
wilh oo l purchasing iMTlAB 

Avo il. June 'OS, Hardback wilh CO-ROiv'\ 

£68.99 

123 PIC MICROCONTROLLER EXPERIMENTS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS 
By Myke Predko 

The popular Evil Genius formal provides hobbyislswilh ° fun ond inexpensivewoy 10 leo rn oboul 
Ihe Microchip PIC microco nlroller. 123 experimenls, each one building on Ihe knowledge goined in 
Ihe previous one, leach Ihe reader oboul programming ond how 10 inleg role hordwore and sofll'lore 
fr om Ihe PIC mosier. Exlends Ihe readers' s~lIlo include C and assembly longuage pr og romming for 
mid-range PIC microco nlrollers. Compalible wilh fr ee so f~lIore developmenl siles 10 subslonlially 
reduce Ihe cost of experimenls. Includes di reclions for purchasing ° PCB that can be used os a 
power supp ly ond elec lronic con lr ol system 

Avail. June 'OS, Poperback 

£14.99 

SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING HANDBOOK 

This comprehensive reference provides the dolo, opplications, and solulions needed to design and 
manoge se miconduclor monufocluring operolions. Consolidating Ihe many co mplex subdisc iplines of 
semicanduclor fundamenlals ond manufocluring inlo one volume, il all ows Ihe quick look-up of 
spec ific reference dolo 

Ava il. May 'OS, Hardbock 

FORMAL VERIFICATION: FOR DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESIGN 
By Douglas Perry and Harry Foster 

£80.00 

formal verifico tion is ° powerful new digital design method. In this culling-edge tUlorial, two of Ihe 
field's best kn own authors leam up to show designers how to efficiently app ~ formol Verification, 
along with hardwore desc ription languoges like Veri log ond VHDl, 10 more e fficienl~ so lve reo l
world design problems. Conlenl ~ Simulalion-Ba sed Verificalion • Inlroduction 10 formol Techniques 
• Conlrosling Simulalion 'IS. formal Techniques · Developing a formal Test Plan· Wriling High
level Requiremenls • Proving High-leve l Requiremenls • System level Simulolion 
• Design Exo mple • formol Tesl Plan· final System Simulation 

Ava il. May 'OS, HOldback 

£38.99 
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For Credit Card orders or any queries, call 01737 81 27 27 or fax 01737 81 35 26. These 

order/helplines are open from 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday. For out-of-hours orders you can leave 
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an order please quote your Name, Address (Home and Delivery), Contact Telephone Number, 
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NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE HANDBOOK 
By Brian McPartland, and Joseph McPartland 

The Best Code Reference in Prinl! Edilion alier popular edition, McGraw-Hill's Notional EleCirical 
Cade(R) Handbook has delivered unmalched pUl-lhe-Code(R)-into-practice guidance. No wonder it's 
been Ihe leading reference on Ihe NEC(R) far more Ihan 70 yearsl Ca mple te~ updated to renecllhe 
2005 Nalional Eleclrica l Code(R) Ihis is the most fr equenl ~ consu lled NEC(R) guidebook in the 
world -- on indispensable, aUlhorilalive soo rce of Code(R) haw-to's, interpretation, and advice. 

251h Edition, NIOY 'OS 

£44.99 

~I' 

National 
Electrical 
COde;:-~ 
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~.~. 

Code MCG 0071443401 

LABVIEW DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING AND DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS 
By Cory Clark 

Nationallnslrumenl's lobVIEW graphical programming language allows engin ee rs 10 creole 
inslrumenls in sofiwore -- allremendau\ casl sovings co mpared 10 purchasing Ihe aclual hordwore. 
labVIEW virlual instrumenls can make DSP (digilal signal processing) work fasler and less 
expensively -- makillg il parlicularly va lu able 10 engineers wo rking on CUlling -edge cammunicalians 
syslems. This resource provides enginee rs wilh slep-by-step tutor ial 1o using labVIEW 10 creale 
vir lu al inslrumenls 10 handle Ihe masl sophislica led DSP oppl ico lions. CD -ROM conlains 
Slrm ple labVI EW vi rlual inslrumenls and caloor images from the book.. 

May 'OS, Hardbac k 

PHASE-LOCKED LOOP SYNTHESIZER SIMULATION 
By Giovanni Bianchi 

£45.00 

Phose locked loop frequency synthesis is a key co mponent of all wireless systems. This is a complele 
loolkil for Pll synlhesizer design, with liiathCAD, SIMetrix files included on CD, allowing readers 
to perform sophisticoted co lrulolion and simulation exercises. Describes how 10 culculale Pll 
performance by using slandard mathematical or cirruil ona ly~s programs 

Apri l 'OS, Hardback with CD- ROM 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS DEMYSTIFIED 
By Myke Predko 

£55 .00 

Wrillen by renowned digilal guru Myke Predko, the pri ma ry focus of Ihis se lf-leaching guide is 
on digilal eleclronics and logic, demonstraling how funclions are designed and inlelfaced 10 
ather devices. Readers can perform experimenls wilh Ihe lechnologies disru ssed in Ihe book 
for under £51 The aUlhar includes twa circu il design problems per chapler. 

feb 'OS, Paperback 

£12 .99 

ELEGRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS: 57 LESSONS WITH PROJEGS 
By Dave Cutcher 

57 lessons and five co mplete projec ts leach everything a hobbyisl needs 10 know oboul circuits and 
circuit design. Inexpensive hardware components for each project can be pUlchased from on online 
vendor. Project include: 
• An outomatic night light • A professional quolify bUlglar alarm· Building ° digilallfJ{ using 
logic gates · Designing and building an applico tion using digital counting circuils 
• A pp~ing Iranslolors and op amps 10 build on intercom system 

Jan 'OS, Paperback 
£14.99 

BUILD YOUR OWN ELEGRONICS WORKSHOP: EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
TO DESIGN A WORKSPACE, USE TEST EQUIPMENT, BUILD AND 
TROUBLESHOOT CIRCUITS 
By Thomas Petruzzellis 

Whelher eleclronics is a hobby or on avoca lion, Ihis resource cavers everything you need 10 know 10 
creole a personal electronic workb ench. The oU lhor includ es essential yel difficuilia find infarmalian 
9Jch as whether 10 buy or build lesl equipmenl, how 10 solder, how to make circuit boards, how 10 
Iraubleshoal, how 10 lesl co mponen ls and syslems, and how 10 build your awn lesl equipmenl. 
• Building an a budgel • Sources for equipmenl 

Jan 'OS, Paperb ack 

ELECTRONICS DEMYSTIFIED 
By Stan Gibilisco 

£17.99 

Besl-selling Demyslified oUlhor and electronics experl Sion Gi bi lisca has penned Ihe perfec l 
intraduclory book fOi COn9JmeIS, hobbyists, and sludents oli ke. Coverage includes esse nl ial 
lopics such as cu lfenl and power supplies, Wifeless, digilal principles, measurement and 
monitoring, transducers and sensors, loca lion and navigation, and more 

Oct '04, Paper bock 

£12.99 
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ELECTRICAL MACHINES, DRIVES AND POWER 
By Theodore Wildi 

This best-selling lexl em ploys a Iheorelical, praclical, mullidisciplinary approoch 10 provide 
inlroduclory studenls wilh a brood underslanding of modern elecilic power. The scope of 
the book renecls the rapid changes Ihal have occulJed in power lechnology over Ihe post 
few years-ollowing Ihe enllance of power electron'rcslOlo every facel of induslrial drives, 
and expanding Ihe field 10 open more career apporlunilies 

61h Edilion feb 'OS, 960 pages Hardback 

£48.99 

CONTEMPORARY ELECTRIC CIRCUITS: INSIGHT AND ANALYSIS 
By Robert Sirangeway, Owe Pelersen, Richard Lokken and John Gassert 

[his succincl yet Ihorough Irealment of DC and AC circuils ana~sis effeclive~ communicales Ihe 
concepls and techniques of Cllcuit ana~sis wilh a focused praclical style Ihal keeps sludenls 
moliwled. Slarling 01 a levellhal sludenls can grasp, Ihe texl conlinues with cleor, focused 
explanalions Ihal adwnce sludenls 10 Ihe desired level af proficiency. 

April 'OS, 480 pages Hordback 

INTRODUCTION TO ROBOTICS 
By John J. Craig 

£58 .99 

for sen ior-yeor or fllsl-yeor graduate level robolics courses general~ laughl from Ihe mechanical 
engineering, eleclrical engineering, or compuler science deparlmenls. Since ils original publication 
in 1986, Craig's Inlroduction 10 Robotics: Mechanics and Conllol has been Ihe markel'S leadrng 
texlbook used for teach'IOg robotics at the university level. Wrlh perhaps ane-half of Ihe malerral 
hom lrodilional mechanical engineering malerial, one-fourlh conlrollhearelicol material, ond 
one- fourlh computer science, il covers rigid-body lransformations, forward ond inverse posilianal 
kinematics, velocities and Jocobions of linkages, dynamiCS, lineor conlrol, non-linear control, 
force conlrol methodologies, mecha nical design aspecls, ond programming of robols. 

3rd Edilion Sep '04, 408 pages Hardback 

COOL CIRCUITS 
By Marc E. Herniler 

£39 .99 

for courses in Inlroduclion Circuils, Circuil Ana~sis, Eleclronic Circuil Design ond Ano~sis, and 
Elecl ronics. [his book aMempls 10 onswerlhe queslions, 'Why are we doing Ihis?" ond "Whal is Ihis 
used for') " when opplied 10 onolog elec lronics. 5111ce mosl sludenls do nol see where or howanolog 
eledronics fli inlo their lives, Ihis book discusses severo I demonstrations ond design exa mples wi Ih 
Ihe express purpose of showing stud en Is some of Ihe coollhings Ihol con be done wilh ano log 
electronics. 

Avail. Moy 'OS, 128 poges 

£9 .99 

SIMPLY C+ +: AN APPLICATION-DRIVEN TUTORIAL APPROACH 
By Paul Deilel, Harvey Deilel and Johnny Lon 

for courses in C++ - Inlroduclion 10 Programming. The Sim~y series combines Ihe DEITEl' 
signature LIVE-CODE Approoch wilh a new APPLICATION-DRIVEN melhodology, in which readers 
build proclicol, reo I-world applicalions Ihol incorporale C++ programming fundamenlals. 
Readers build ond execule complele opplicalions from slorllo finish while learning Ihe bo sics 
of programming from Ihe ground up. The obundanl self- assessmenl exercises lake Ihe 
some approoch-like having a lexl and lob manual in one. 

Sepl '04, 704 pages Puperback 

ESSENTIAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION (EDA) 
By Mark Birnbaum 

£34.99 

Essentiol Electronic Design Automotion (EDA) demysli fies Ihis high~ lechnical induslry for 
anyone wilh a "need- Io-know" aboul lOA . A friend~, informl inlroduclion 10 EDA business ond 
lechnology, clear enough for laypeople yel delailed enough forlechnical readers. The book also 
makes on excellenl complemenlary lexl for Closs-disciplinary engin eering, business and 
markeling courses on VlSI Design 

Code PEA 0131969188 

Code PEA 0131115286 

Code PEA 0131236296 

Code PEA 0131193430 

Code PEA 0131277685 

BEGINNERS HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR RADIO 
Clay Las1er 

This lexl provides Ihe reader wilh Ihe necessory eleclronics background 10 begin "hamming" and 10 
help wilh preparalions for Ihe fCC novice or "no-code" lechnician closs license examinations. II covers 
Ihe basics of wave propagalion, power supplies and eleclronic circuils. 

41h edilion • 2000 • 550 pages ' PB 

PHOTODETECTION AND MEASUREMENT 
Mark Johnson 

£25 .99 

Using basic Ih eory, ful~-worked calculation, cicuil snip pels and rules-of-Ihumb, Ihis book conveys 
Ihe know-how of good aplo-eleclronic design, from low-noise receivers 10 synchronous deleclion. 
"TRY IT" lopics provide lighl-hearled demonslralions of key poinls. The grad studenl slarting in 
pholonics and Ihe engineer oplimising on oplo-eleclronic produci will benefll parlicular~! 

2003 • 298 pag es ' HB 

Special Offer - Only £40.00 - normally £4 5 .00 

INTRODUCTION TO ULTRA WIDEBAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
By Jeffrey Reed 

The deflnilive, end-Io-end guide 10 high-performance UWB system design Wilh Ihe fCC's approval 
of new ullra wide bond slandards, UWB is poised 10 drive breakthroughs in bOlh commercial and 
mililary comlllJnicalions. However, UWB syslem design is radicolly differenl hom convenlional 
communicalions syslem design, and tradi lional design guides are in sufficienl-or even misleading. 
Now, forlhe fllsllime, Ihere's on aulhorilOlive and comprehensive guide 10 Ihe lalesl besl practices 
in UWB syslem design 

April 'OS, 672 pages HOldback 

£70.99 

ACTIVE -HDL 6.3 STUDENT EDITION 
for loboralory courses in Digilal Design and courses in Advanced Digilollogic, offered in Eleclrical 
Engineering deparlmenls. This enlry-Ievel Eleclronic Design Aulomation (lOA) software 1001 is based 
an Ihe some oword-winning EDA laol used by prolessionollogic circuil designers every day. Using 
Ihe identical menus, icons ond design flows Ihol hove become EDA induslry stonda rds, sludenls 
con become familior wilh digilallogic design melhodologies Ihal use Hardwore Descri~lion 
longuages (VHDl ond Verilog) or a Block Drogrom Edrlor or 0 frnrle Slale Mochrne Edilor 
10 creole and compile designs. 

April 'OS, Hardbock 

VHDL: A STARTER'S GUIDE 
By Sudhakar Yalamanchili 

£32 .99 

If you wish 10 inlroduce VHDl inlo undergroduole co mpuler engineering sequences, Ihen Ihis li~es is 
whol you need ! VHDl is a complex language Ihol is worlhy of 0 dedicoled course; yellhis is nolo 
proclicol oplion in mosl inslilulions. This campanion lexl enables instruclors 10 inlegrole Ihe basic 
concepls of VHDl inlo exist ing courses. 1/ is designed 10 develop on intuilion ond a slructured way 
of Ihinking oboul VHOl models wilhoul spending a greal deol of time on advanced language 
fealures. Yalamanchili gives sludenls a Iharough grounding in Ihe basic concepls and language 
of VHDl, and encourages Ihem 10 app~ whallhey have leorned using realislic exam ples. 

2nd Edilion March 'OS, 256 pages Paperback 

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
By Neil Siorey 

£23.99 

Electrical ond Electronic Systems is wrillen in a way Ihol makes il accessible for all ils polenlial 
reoder~ Sludenis specialising in elec/ronic or eleclrical engineering will rmd maleriollhal is 
presenled in a way Ihal is easy 10 absorb, providing an excellenl grounding for furlher sludy. for 
Ihose inlending 10 specialise in olher areas of engineering or science, Ihe book provides a good 
grounding in Ihe basics, and progresses inlo delo il only as far as il is oppropriale for Iheir needs. 
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To reserve your web site space phone Reuben Gurunlian 01322 611261 
reuben.gurunlian@nexusmedia.com 

CHYGWYN 
www.chygwyn.com 

ChyGwyn Limited offers electronic 
design and embedded software 
development for remote monitoring, 
embedded appliances, set-top boxes 
and similar devices. We are experts 
in customisation of Linux and write 
device drivers for custom hardware. 

COMPONENT TECKNOLOGY 
www.component-tecknology.co.uk 

• PIC microcontroller kits and modules 
for students and hobbyist. 

• 18F45X,16F87X Proto-Boards for 
ease and fast development of project 
ideas. 

• Infrared Illuminators for CCTVs in low 
ambient light security areas. 

• Analogue 8-channel high voltage isola
tor. Data logging. 

. 5% discount code 'elwwdir2004 ' for 
Electronics World readers. 

• Consultancy 

• TIG control systems - REIS interface. 

• Real-time X-ray Imaging. 

CONFORD ELECTRONICS 
www.confordelec.co.uk 

WeIcOllllt'loOtlr r. " teor prof Mou'audlo 
•• dproUUCOftlrolprod.cts 

....................... -...-,--.-.. , ..... ~ 
==:!~-:?E]-~==· 

Lightweight portable battery/mains 
audio units offering the highest technical 
performance. Microphone, Phantom 
Power and Headphone Amplifiers. 
Balanced/unbalanced signal lines with 
extensive RFI protection. 

DB TECHNOLOGY 

www.dbtechnology.co.uk/ 

m dB Te c hnoJ.ogy 

&iiJ 
Taking the pain out of EMC 

Experts In EMC Testing and Consultancy 

Anechoic chamber and open area 
test site. 

• Compliance Tests 

• Fixes included. FCC Listed. 

• Flexible hourly booking available. 

• Rapid, accurate pre-{;ompliance tests. 

DESIGNER SYSTEMS CO 
www.designersystems.co.uk 

Electronic product design company 
with over a decade of experience pro
moting it's own product range and 
designing and manufacturing innovative 
products for client companies/individuals. 

IPEVA 
www.ipeva.com 

tpeva 
Intellectual Property 
Evolution + Evalualion + Value 

IPEVA sell FPGA platforms and provide 
Design Services for Embedded 
Systems, OpenCores I P, Analogue, 
Digital, FPGA, ASIC, HDL Translations 
(e.g. Schematics/C/Ctt to VHDL) and 
Migrations. Altium Nexar and Protei 
Bureaux. Tel 0870080 2340 

MCES LTD 
Web: www.mces.co.uk 

l 'ITl"I "i IUII E h' c l n Jl l i c i':nc iru"" ".\i 

__ • ___ ._ .... 0 .. _" __ -._ 

-· ... ;'IA~...=;:;.g.--· .. ...-"::..~.:.:-..-.• ! 
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MCES are a specialist electronics com
pany providing a high quality repair, 
rework and re-manufacturing service to 
electronic modules and sub assemblies, 
including handling both large and small 
volume production and rework for 
major manufacturers. Established in 
1972 we have continued to make large 
investments in specialised test equipment, 
surface mount technology and tooling 
enabling us to diagnose repair and verify 

a wide range of electronic modules to a 
very high standard. We also operate a fit
ting service for surface mount multi pin 
IC's and BGA's 

REDRAT LTD 
www.redrat.co.uk 

infrared remote cootrol tor your computer 

Infrared remote control input and 
output for computers - USB and 
TCP/IP. 

Applications areas include: 

• Home automation 

• PC based multimedia installations 

• Consumer electronics test systems 

• Broadcast monitoring 

• Show and theatre control 

TEST EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS 
www.testequipmenthq.com 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
SOLUTIONS 

Quality Used Te. t Equlpmont 
& 

Tost Equipment Rental 

Tel: +44 (0)1753 596000 
Fax: +44 (0)1753 596001 
Email : Info@T •• IEqulpmenIHQ.com 
Website : WWW.Ie.slEquipmontl:l<l..c.om 

Specialising in quality second user 
Test Equipment sales and rental, all 
equipment is fully refurbished and 
tested. We supply manuals and 
accessories with full certification and 
a 12 month warranty. Savings 
greater than 70% can be realised 
over new prices. 

Lineage only will cost £150 + vat for a full year. Lineage with colour screen shot will cost £350 + vat for a full year 
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Radio Modules/Modems 
www.radiotelemetry.co.uk 



ELECTRONICS WORLD 
CD-ROM 1 999 - 2004 £30 eachinCP&PIUKOn,YI 

Add £1 postage for Europe or £5 rest of the world 

• easy to use • easy to browse • full text and diagrams of all articles, circuit ideas, letters etc • 

Please send the following 
CD-ROMs: 

01999 

02000 

02001 

02002 

02003 

02004 
o CDs @ £30 each = £ 

add postage £ ..... 

Total £ ... 

o I enclose a cheque payable to Electronics World 

Charge my: 0 Visa 0 Mastercard 0 Amex 0 Switch 0 Delta Issue No. (Swilch/Della) DO 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Expiry date: .......................... .. 

Name: .... ..... ........... ..... ............ ... ... ......... .. ............. .. ............. .. ........... ... ... .... ... .. ..... .... ........... ...... ........ ....... . 

Company nanle: ...... ........................ .. ..... .. ..... ........ .............................. ... ... ......... ... ...... ....... ...... ....... ..... . 

Address: .. ... ........... ..... ........... .... .......... .. .................. .. ................... .......... .. ........... ....... .......... ....... ........ . 

................................................ .. ...... .. ... ............ .. ... ......... ..... .... ..... . Postcode: ........................ ........ ...... . 

Telephone Number: .... .... .... ... .... .... ... .... ..... ................ .Fax Number ...... ....... ........ ...... ............. ............. .. 

Email: ..... .... .. .. ........ ..... .. ....... .. .... ............ ... ......... .. ... ........ .. ..... ................ ......................... ....... ..... ....... . . 

Post to: Katie Butler, Electronics World, Nexus Media Communications, Media House, Swanley, Kent BR8 8BR 



Hands Millbrook, 

ower 
represents the future of exh ibitions 

be pan 01 the eQerience! 
Hands On Power offers the first dedicated working event with testing fac ilities for equipment within the 
distributed power sector. 

Hands On Power wi ll allow visitors to see equ ipment worki ng and being monitored under various 
conditions as well as being tested w ithin controlled environmen ts. 

Test faci li ties include analysis of emissions, noise, vibration s, as 
well as monitoring under extreme weather conditions and under 
varying loads. 
This even t is unique and allows visitors to better understand products they 
are looking to purchase and specify. 

Hands On Power will also run free semi nars and workshops in order to offer visitors in-depth 
market knowledge. 

Exhibits at Hands On Powarwlllinciuda: Generating-sets, generators, engines (diesel and gas), renta l and 
hire, test equipment, repair and maintenance, cogeneration , component suppliers, energy so lutions, 
fuel and efficiency, load banks, UPS and ancillary equipment. 

For more infonnation. COIIIaCI: 
~ Mark Skelton: +44 (0) 1322 611255 ~ Matt Colvan: +44 (0) 1322 611257 ~ email: sales@handsonpower.com 

WEB SITE WWW.JOHNSRADIO-UK.COM WWW.J 
JOHNSRADIO ELECrRONICS TEST AND COMMU 

MARCONI TF2019A Synthesized Signal Generators - 80Khz to 1040Mc/s 
AM - FM - High Class with many functions - £285 each . 

TEKTRONIX 2445 A OSCILLOSCOPE 150Mc/s Four Channel £300 . 
HP COMMUNICATION TEST SET 8922M - 10 - 1 OOOMc/s + GMS 83220E 

Converter 1710 - 1900Mc/s - DCS - PCS - MS £500 
HP COMMUNICATION TEST SET 8922M OPT 010(Dual) etc, £750. 

ALL UNITS AND PRICED EX WORKS WITH INSTRUCTIONS - TESTED BASIC 
WORKING. CARR + PACKING IF REQUIRED EXTRA. 

Phone for appointment or to request item lists, photos, site map. 
All welcome, Private or Trade, sales, workshop repairs or calibration 

PLEASE CONTACT PATRICIA AT WHITEHALL WORKS, 84 WHITEHALL ROAD 
EAST, BIRKENSHAW, BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE, BD11 2ER. 

Tel: 01274 684007 Fax: 01274 651160 

WEB SITE WWW.JOHNSRADIO-UK.COM WWW.JOHNRADIO.COM 

WEBSITE - SECURE 
ORDER ONLINE 

24hr Online Shop - See our Full Range 

fastcomponents.co.uk 

NEW 
2006 

Catalogue 
available 



ARTICLES WANTED 

TOP PRICES PAID 
For all your valves, 

tubes, semi conductors 
and ICs. 

Langrex Supplies Limited 
1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP 

TEL: 020 86841166 FAX: 020 8684 3056 

FOR SALE 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 
DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED :m: agar 
: :~~~~~fn~:~:;~~~f,~~~e quantities lm~ Circuits 
• PCBs designed from circuit diagrams 
• Almost all computer fifes accepted 
• PCB assembly· mechanical assembly 
• Full product deslgn·manufacture·test·repair 

Unit 5, East Belfast Enterprise Park 
308 Albertbridge Rd, Belfast BT5 4GX 
TEL 02890738897 FAX 02890731802 

info@agarcircuits.com 

SERVICES 

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN 
Switched Mode PSU 

Power Factor Correction 
designed to your soecification 

Tel/Fax: 01243 842520 
e·mail: eugenjus@cix.co.uk 

Lomond Electronic Services 

For a FREE 
consultation on how 
best to market your 
products/services to 

a professional 
audience ring 

Reuben on 
0 .. 3226 .... 26 .. 

SERVICES 

• Prototypes at a fraction of the cost 

• Tooling and setup included 

• Industry standard quality 

• Any contour 

Service Link 

Follow up Services Runs . 

CAM/CAD Consulting • 

ONLINE Quotations . 

ISO-Approved • 
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e~ectroIT1ic des~~ITl) ~~dJ 
Order any 2 instruments ana 

get a free carry case 

the Atlas ESR60 
• Automatically measure capacitance 

and ESR. 
• Can be used in-circuit! 
• ESR resolution down to 0.01 ohms! 
• Supports capacitance up to 22,000uF. 
• Protected against charged capacitors. 
• Gold plated kelvin crocs supplied. 

J ~ 
t:.~Kt)U 

£89.00 

LCR40 
£79.00 

Passive components, semiconductors, 
power devices, network cabling 

DCA55 
"~£§5.·Q.o, , 

Choose your perfect analyser 
"Star Pack" 

LCR and DCA 
in carry case 

£130.00 

Carry cases 
£15.00 

SMD Tweezer 
Probes for LCR.", 
'~~., fl~ '~ID 

the Atlas LCR40 
• Automatically identify 

Inductors, Capacitors and 
Resistors. 

• Inductors from 1IJH to 10H. 
• Capacitors from 1 pF 

10,OOOIJF. 
• Resistors from 10 to 2MO 
• 1 % Basic accuracy. 
• Automatic frequency selection. 

Triac and Th 

WMINN. [p) e ©like ~ e (C . (Co • OJ 
all prices include UK Delivery and VAT 

prices effective from 1st November 2005 

model UTP05 



TEST EQUIPMENT Quality Second User 
Test Equipment 

The Industry's 
Most Competitive 

_-ItocIt LIlt .. If JOY don' ... what JOU Test Equipment Rental Rates 

AMPLIFIERS 
AgilentlHP 8349B 2-20GHz + 15dB >50mW Amplifier 
Agilent/HP 8447E I.3GHz Power Amplifier 
AgilentlHP 8447F I.3GHz Pre/Power Dual Amplifier 
Agilent/HP 8449B 26.5GHz 26dB + 7dBm Pre-amplifier 
Amplifier Research 100l IOkHz-220I1Hz 150W RF Amplifier 
Amplifier Re.search IOWI000117 IGHz lOW 40dB Amplifier 
Anritsu I1H648A 100KHz-I.2GHz Preamplifier 
ENI 5100l 1.5-40011Hz 100W Power Amplifier 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
Dranetz PP4300 Power Quality Analyser with HTEI1 taskcard 
Dranetz TR2022 10-1000A Current Clamp For PP4300 
Dranetz TR2510 O-IOA Current Clamp For PP4300 
Fluke 41 B Power Hannonia Analyser 
Fluke Y8100 1-200A ACIOC Current Probe 
HT ltalia SPEEDTEST RCO Test Set 
FREQUENCY COUNTERS 

8ale 
(GBP) 

2700 
950 

1250 
4500 
4950 
2850 
650 

8750 

3950 
595 
395 
950 
125 
400 

AgilentlHP 5316A 100l1Hz Frequency Counter 295 
AgilentlHP 5334A1030 I.3GHz Frequency Counter 495 
AgilentlHP 5335A1010 200l1Hz Frequency Counter 850 
AgilentlHP 5340A 18GHz Frequency CounU!r 995 
AgilentlHP 5342A10 111002 24GHz Frequency Counter 1150 
AgilenilHP 5347 Al006 20GHz Counter/Power l1eter 4050 
AgilentlHP 5348A1006 26.5GHz Counter/Power l1eter 2600 
AgilentlH P m I B 26.5GHz Frequency CounU!r 2150 
A~lentlHP mOA 100l1Hz Univmal Time Interval Counter 1250 
AgilentlHP 5371 A 500l1Hz FrequencylTime Interval Analyser 1650 
A~lentlHP 5372A 500l1Hz FrequencylTime Interval Analyser Z575 
l1arconi 2440 20GHz l1 icrowave Counter 1550 
Philips P116666/036 160l1Hz Frequency Counter 550 
Philips PI16670/01 120l1Hz Frequency Counter Timer 495 
Racal 1991104A 160l1Hz Frequency Counter 395 
Racal 1992 I.3GHz Frequency Counter 550 
Raca! 1998 I.3GHz Frequency Counter 695 
Racal 990 I 5011Hz Universal Counter Timer 275 
Racal 9906 104C 200l1Hz Frequency Counter m 
Racal 9917A104A 560l1Hz Frequency Counter 395 
Racal 9921104A IOHz-3GHz Frequency Counter 550 
Thandar H830 I.3GHz Frequency Counter 550 
FUNCTION GENERATORS 
AgilentlHP BI2A 1311Hz Function Generator 750 
AgilentlHP BI4A 2011Hz Function Generator 925 
Agilent/HP 3325A 2111Hz Function Generator 775 
AgilentlHP 3325B 2111Hz Function Generator 950 
AgilentlHP 3335A1001 8111Hz Function Generator 1450 
AgilentIHP 3336C104 2111Hz Function Generator 1125 
AgilentlHP 8111A 2011Hz Function Generator 995 
AgilentlHP 8116A 5011Hz Function Generator 1495 
Agilent/HP 8116A1001 5011Hz Function Gen dw BurstlSweep 1595 
AgilentlHP 8904A104 600KHz Function Generator 950 
Black Star Jupiter 2000 211Hz Function Generator 300 
Black Star Jupiter 500 500kHz Function Generator m 
Fluke P115139104 2011Hz Function Generator 1250 
levell TG303 211Hz Function Generator 190 
Philips PI15132 211Hz Function Generator 150 
Philips PI15138/04 1011Hz Function Generator 950 
LOGIC ANAL YSERS 
AgilentlHP 16500C logic Analyser l1ainframe 1650 
AgilentlHP 1650B 80 Channel logic Analyser 950 
AgilentlHP 16510B 100l1Hz Timing 35HHz State 80Ch Card 890 
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AgilentlHP 16533A I GS/s OSO Card For 16500 Serie.s 
AgilentlHP 1660A 500l1Hz Timing 100HHz State /36 Ch 
AgilentlHP 1660M Similar to above with 2 chan DSO 
AgilentlHP /66/ C 500HHz Timing 100l1Hz State 102 Ch 
AgilentlHP /66/ ES Similar to above with 2 chan OSO 
AgilentlHP /662A 500l1Hz Timing 100l1Hz State 68 Ch 
AgilentlHP /610E 250t1Hz Timing 100HHz State 136 Ch 
AgilentlHP E2423A SCSI Bus Preprocessor 
NETWORK ANALYSERS 
AgilentlHP 11500F APC Cable 3.5mm 
AgilentlHP 35677A 200l1Hz 50 Ohm S Parameter Test Set 
AgilentlHP 35689A 150l1Hz 50 Ohm S-parameter Test Set 
AgilentlHP 3575A Gain/Phase l1eter 
AgilentlHP 3577A 5Hz-20011Hz ~ctor Network Analyser 

Check out our NEW 

2005/2006 
Product Guide II 

Can Us Now for Your Copy 

AgilentlHP 41951A Impedance Test Kit For 4195A 1700 
AgilentlHP 41952A 500l1Hz Transmission/Re!lection Test Set 1850 
AgilentlHP 4195A 500l1Hz ~ctor NetwOrk/Spectrum Analyser 6950 
AgilentlHP 8510B 50GHz l1icrowave Network Analyser 4250 
AgilentlHP 8714C 300kHz-3GHz ~ctor Network Analyser 6950 
AgilentlHP 8720B 20GHz ~ctor Network Analyser 17250 
AgilentlHP 8753C1006 6GHz ~ctor Network Analyser 8500 
AgilentlHP 875301002/0 I 0 3GHz VNA clw S Parameter 11500 
AgilentlHP 87530/006 6GHz YNA dw S Parameter 13750 
AgilentlHP 89441 AlAY7/8/9/A/B/UFG/UG7 2650l1Hz YSA 18750 
Anritsu 37247C 20GHz ~ctor Network Analyser 17950 
Anritsu I1S340 I B/O I 10Hz-3011Hz Network Analyser 2500 
OSCILLOSCOPES 
Analogue and Digital Scopes available including Agilent/HP 
Tektronix, LeCroy and Fluke Prices range from . . .. . ...... 350 
AgilentlHP 54650A HPIB Interface 110dule 155 
AgilentlHP 54657A HPIS l1easurementlStorage 110dule m 
Fluke 80i-1000S AC Current Probe 75 
fluke 99 2 Channel 5011Hz Handheld Scope 1150 
Tek AI1503S/03/A2 Current Probe System (inc.A6302 Probe) 1350 
POWER METERS 
AgilentlHP 436A RF Power l1eter 725 
AgilentlHP 437S RF Power l1eter 795 
AgilentlHP 438A Oual Channel RF Power l1eter 1350 
Various HP/Anritsu/Gigatronidl1arconi power sensors from 525 
AgilentlHP E4418B/002 Single Channel Power l1eter 1700 
Gigatronia 8541 C Single Channel RF Power l1eter 1350 
Gigatronia 8542C Oual Channel Power l1eter 2250 
l1arconi 893B AF Power l1eter 450 
POWER SUPPLIES 
ACOC Electronics EL750B 750W Electronic Load 1350 
Wide Range of Agilent Supplies in Stock up to 2000W 
prices range from ........ ... 550 
Farnell 3502A 35V/2A Oual Output DC Power Supply 325 
Farnell AP100/90 100Y 90A 3KW Pover Supply 2550 

Sale 
(GBP) 

Farnell AP60/50 60Y 50A Pover Supply 1750 
Kikusui PLl-300W 300W Electronic load 995 
Racal 9232 30Y12A Dual Channel PSU 195 
Thandar Pl310 (Dual) 32V 1.1 A Dual Output PSU 159 
SIGNAL & SPECTRUM ANAL lSERS 
Advantest R3261 A 2.6GHz Spectrum Analyser 3450 
Advantest U3641 3GHz RF Spectrum Analyser 3500 
AgilentlHP 3561A1001 100kHz Dynamic Signal Analyser 2350 
AgilentlHP 3562A 100kHz Dual Channel DSA 2450 
AgilentlHP 3588A100 I 150HHz Spectrum Analyser 4650 
AgilentlHP m I OAlOO 1/030 2.5GHz 110dulation Domain Ana 3850 
Agilent/HP 85024A 3GHz Active Probe 1400 
AgilentlHP 8560E 30Hz-2.9GHz Synthesised Spectrum Ana 8950 
Agilent/HP 8561 E 6.5GHz Spectrum Analyser 9950 
AgilentlHP 8562A 22GHz Spectrum Analyser 7600 
AgilentlHP 8563E/OO6/007/008 30Hz-26.5GHz Spec Ana 16950 
AgilentlHP 85668 22GHz Spectrum Analyser 6950 
AgilentlHP 8568B 100Hz-I.5GHz Spectrum Analyser 2950 
AgilentlHP 8591 AlO I 0/021 1.8GHz Spec Ana With TG 3750 
AgilentlHP 8593E/004/041/130 22GHz Spectrum Analyser 11750 
Agilent/HP 8594E/041 2.9GHz Spectrum Analyser 4500 
AgilentlHP 8903B/00 110 I 0/051 20Hz-100kHz Audio Analyse 1800 
Anritsu I1S260 I B 2.2GHz Spectrum Analyser 2950 
Anritsu I1S2602AI0 1102 100Hz-8.5GHz Spectrum Analyser 5750 
Anritsu I1S265 I B 3GHz Spectrum Analyser 3950 
Anritsu I1S2661C12/8 3GHz Spectrum Analyser 4250 
Anritsu I1S610B IOkHz-2GHz Spectrum Analyser 1950 
SRS SR760 Spectrum/FFT Analyser 1950 
SIGNAL GENERATORS 
Agilent/HP 83711 All E I 1-20GHz Synthesised CW Sig Gen 7650 
Agilent/HP 8648BllE5 2GHz Signal Generator 4250 
AgilentlHP 8657A I GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 1600 
AgilentlHP 8657B/001 2GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 2350 
AgilentlHP E4431 B 250kHz-2GHz Synth Digital Signal Gen 5950 
A~lentlHP E4432A 3GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 6250 
Anritsu 68047C 1011Hz-20GHz CW Generator 8525 
Anritsu I1G360lAl02 IGHz Signal Generator 1600 
l1arconi 2019!GPIB 80kHz-104011Hz RF Signal Generator 850 
l1arconi 20220 I GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 1650 
l1arconi 2031/0011002 2.1GHz Signal Generator 4950 
l1arconi 2041100 I 2.7GHz Low Noise Signal Generator 6250 
National VP-720 I A 500kHz RC Oscillator 485 
Thandar TGRI 040 1011Hz-I GHz Signal Generator 875 
TELECOMS 
Agilent/HP 379000/0021003/042 Signalling Test Set 3250 
GN Elmi EPI1-08 34I1BPs PCI1 110nitor 1650 
GN Elmi E PI1-09 140l1BP PCI1 110nitor 1950 
GN Elmi EPI1-11 PCH Signal 110nitor 1750 
GN Elmi EPI1-41 140l1BPS PCI1 110nitor 1950 
Trend AURORA DUET Basic Rate ISDN ister 995 
TIC 147 211BPS Digital Communications Analyser 2950 
TIC Fireberd 41800 211B/s & Nx64kB/s Interface IISO 
TIC Fireberd 42522 Y35/R5449IX21 Interface 750 
TIC Fireberd 6000A Communication Analyser 3650 
W&G PFA-35 211B/s Digital Communicatioll~ Analyser 3950 
TV & VIDEO 
l1inolta CA.IOO CRT Colour Analyser 1950 
Philips PH5418TSXlY/C TV Pattern Generator 3250 
Tek YH700AlI II I Automatic Video Heasurement Set 7500 

If wltta the confidence to offer 12 tnOnth wannty 
tand rd, with 24 month nllablel 

Prices shown are for guidance in £UK GBp, etclusive of IT and Ex-Works. All 
items subject to prior sale. Rental prices are per week for a rental period of 4 
weeks. Free carriage to UK mainland addresses on sale items. Rental or non UK 
deliveries will be char~ed at cost This is just a selection of equipment we have 
available - if you don t see what you want, please call. All items are supplied 
ful~ tested and refurbished. All manuals and accessories required for normal 
operation included. Certificate of Conformance supplied as standard. Certificate of 
Calibration available at additional cost Test Equipment Solutions ltd Terms and 
Conditions apply_ All E&OE_ 

01753 596000 
Fax: 01753 59 6001 
www.TestEqu i pm entHG.com 
email: info@TestEquipmentHG.com 


